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*ltSl~ the mercuriai psychology is most vis-
AS YOU LmE IT \
:1
1
ibly and most wittily illustrated in a syrnbolio plot. From the view-
point of its literary influence it is a ZIg!"'; grandchild of
Lilly's Euphues. fbI' its subject matter is taken from Thomas
Lodge's "Rosalynd", which had a subtitle "Euphue e ' Golden Legacie
found after his Death in his Cell at Silexedra, Bequeathed to Phil-
autus' Bonnes.", The merourial theme in its inner significance as a
veiled expressiOn referring to the sl~itual discipline to which young
men of the age were subjected in
indicated in the int r-oduc t ion to
contact with mercurial mast ers , is
~' .~ "',...., "f }'8.~ ,/~'W>~,' ~the tale of· osalynd. Where we find ~IJ
the spiritual'''festctment of Euphues to Philautus ": "The vehemency of
my sicJlmess, Philautu3!' hath made me doubtful of ~ li~e .. yet must I
die in counselling thee like Socrates, b ecaus s I love thee •••...
,
Thou hast sons 9Y Camilla••••..bend them in thei r youth like t 1'e
willow, lest .thou bewaP. them in their age of their wilfulness •••••..
They shall find Love anat omd.z ad by lGuphues with as lively colors as in
llOCJi!""hrgR Alelle,,' table: roses to whip him when he is wanton; reasons
'\
\
-<
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to withstand him when he is wily."
The tale bf ThOmas Lodge, Rosalynd, expresses according to
been explained
~---_._--------------~_.-.~_.,-- ......
-- The title of the comed;)T, As You Like It, has
I .
Edmund W. Gosse an almost liE Q,ui;x:otic reverence for womanhood/
....-
- --., _c,,·,-_·.. •··• .....
.....
by WXX±wt* Dr. ~Hermann Ulrici, in a sense which comes near our own
He c ont revert s A.Vi. Schlegel's interpretation that the title refers
to the relation between the play and the public.
holds
HeJ\:tuul: the view
that it refers princips_lly to the actors of the play who shape their
lives as it pleases mmxmi:mJ=:Jdl:lU::Q.:t;:f the ir individual s e'Lvee ,
(Shakespeare's Dramat ic Art, by Dr. Hermann Ulrici, translated by
L. Dora Schmitz, Vol. 11, page 16) -- London, 1908) In our opinion
the title has even a more definite implication. The poet shows four
mercurial couples. who marry at the end,. and whc will ar-range their
government under
lives e.cc ordd.ng to that 'inner morall\.l[l'l1Il¢±tJJrjrhd.t'....H~ which
. ,
x:EX:IlI ity which Ulrici's interpretation sv.ggests.ElllX. -- In four COUPle's.
he exemplifies the choice for the manne r of living. The clown Touoh-
I
~\ they prefer to live. The poet .does not share t~at indifferent Lax-
stone has 1dmll:lm: chosen to live with his wjfe Aubrey in an unsettled ~ .;
AS 3
\
and unhappy condition; Orlando, the manliest among the wooers, gives
promise that he will make his wife Rosalind harry. Between these'
two couples stand in gradation Sir Oliver, the converted brother of
Orlando who marries Rosalind's friend, Celia, and Sylvus, who marries
the wayward Phoeoe. In s Lng'Le blessedness remains the melancholy
J~ue, the comic Hamlet of the play who promises to emerge from his
melancholy mood into which his mercurial experienoe has thrown h Im,
to become the jesting artist and satirizing poet of the age.
All these c ouptee , with the meLan cho'l y Jacque as observer"
offer the rainbow oolors of one psyohio prooess whioh is sJ~bolized
in the aotion of the play. The banished duke has the. merourial·
leadership of masterly authority in this group, and the reconciliation,
with his brother brings, like many of Shakespeare's fairy tales, the
final victory of gentle spiritualHy over brutal ambition. The old
faithful servant Adam, who sacrifices th~ small .amoUnt of his thrift
and follows Orlando in dutifUl faithfulness .into the forest of Arden,
is next to the Duke, a savnd symbolio figure of the spirit of man.
In the centre of the play stands Rosalind, gifted with the
poet's wit, and illumihated oy mercurial master wisc'loin. Sal is more,
.ilS4
than a heroine smitten with love, who sets out in doublet and hose s .
like so many of Shakespearel!ls master-mistresses, to find and win her
lover. J!¥l the literary~tradition of her namEo/'inlYJl ies, and the role
and intrigue given to her in the. comedy proves, ROfl?li.nd is ~ to a
certain d egree the JbJ:ii and r-cgjm t c disguisell for the merourial master
himself. This fairy tale role is even predominant in the play and
her mercurial wisdom and ounning flow from this anonymous fact of
her poetio personality.
a
nI have , s m oe I wvs three years old, oonversed with,\magi.oianx
most profound in his art, and yet not damnable, It Rosalind tells Orlando,
to the Duke,
and it is repeated by himll.ltl!:of her whom he believes to be Ganymede r
But, my good lord, this boy is forest-born,
And hath been tutored in the rudimenys
Of many desperate s tud.Les by his unole,
Whom he reports to be a great mag~oian,
Obacur-ed ir/the oircle of this forest. .3
The forest of Arden is the r.syohio forest: whereto a group of i,dlers is
I ,4~
drawn wit,:hthe Duke, who lives in exile'heaallae his brother hEtd uS'Urped
I
his dominions. The entranoing gentle magic of this cour-t in exile be-
comes so powerful that the last remnant of the good charac t er-e who live
at the court of the wioked Frederick, are drawn hither and finally
the
',attraotl\iniquitous members cf the play~=~ into the forest,
who are there brought to xJn;xx c.onversion. Shakespea.re treats.
~_",~J;"",;?,'i;,J£gi0i~~!6'a;;J:\~{3a-",e,J#A.t:,..ct:\g,,;:;,;,,~~~ .. ,",:;~,.,J! ...;i" ,;t$.5..t~"J,~~ji'".;.". '.
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w.ith irony the fancy world of this idy~lic Arc ad tan court, and makes
us guess that the transplantation ot! the spiritual truth on the soil
of the real world, wtdch it s members had won in the stat e of nature,
is the moral lesson of the play.
The introd11ctory first act gives the symbolic atmosphere
@xtxEX1~ had been robbed of his material inheritance by his older
brother, Sir Oliver, who had 8,lsO witlmeld from him the means of getting
a courtly education. The young man, strong and courageous, ya;lr embit-
tered and weary of life, decides to wrestle at court with a famous prize
,
fighter. He is the unexpected winner in an unequal fight, but he does
not win the favor of the wicked Duke, who remembers with ill-will the
honesty of Orlando's father. His own brother plots against his life
and he decides therefore to leave his pater,nal home, and is followed
by the faithful servant Adam.
the daughter of the banished D~~~~ lives as playmate to Celia,
and
daughter of the usurper Frederick,,\ is banished from court at the t:hne
when she had just fallen in love with Orlando, when she witnessed his
courageous wrestling. Under the disguise of a boy and assuming the
name of Ganymede, Rosalind
AS6
a Xhm disguised shepherdess,
sets out with Celia, MXE~R who is deeply
attached to her and insists on fOllowing herlj)~iRxMt..gwi"",1i:xJu:
~ to the Forest of Arden. ~ They are accompanied by the
first magic effect of separating the good from the
mercurial clown, Tuuchstone. The heroic deed of Orlando~
wicked. ( A few
the
acrobatic stunts of mercurial wit are shown in the first act by Rosa-
ial
lind', Celia and Touchst one, to int roduce Shakespeare' s d:i.fferen~
treatment of ThoITiE),s Lodge's theme. Edmund W. Gosse had stated, as al-
ready mentioned, that REK the tale Roslynde indioates a Don ~uixotic
reverence for worr~nhood. The. uncovering of the esoterically hidden
•~
mercurial psychology might' give the same impress ion.,,;or;; ff the mercurial-
.'>'~
ist; were such Don ~uixotic reverencers of wo~nhood. And yet', a.Le-
though they inspi.red their followers to submit to that love \"Ihich women
need and desire, :i::t::xtib~th,!,y were not blind to the
typical qualities which women have.' Of 'course the expression of woman
hat red in general W2.S a theat rical disguise which went to the address
of man , But yet they knew a very sober, disillusioning truth about
womanly nature in general. Shakespeare infuses into the theme of his
~~-comedy, As You Like It, this disillusio~su~~ B1 point of view
a bant e r Lng between O'elia and Rosal ina about fortune and nature, which
is' cut off by ToUchstone's statement that he does not sha r-e the opinion
AS7
on the character 6fmwomen, which is .l'acking in Thomas Lodge. There is
of a certain knight that "pancakes are good, and mustard is naught ",
ixK±stwbelieves
He~~ that pancakes are naught and mustard is good.
~at is concealed reference to~tJ::!'1\~ 'pancakes I and 'mjistard'?
,
:.t:i1:liix:llm:D:xl:=fx.tl~~cpdl:C'ld~Jexj2~IIIl:itf.l~'kx~~
and men. Yet Shakespeare does not share Touchstone's point of vIew
as first stated. The conversation goes on in the following ~y:
Rosalind: W'here learned you that oath, fool?
Touchstone: Of a certain knight that swore by his honour they
were good pancakes , and swore by his honour :the mustard was naught'j,' now,'
I'll stand to it, the pancakes were naught and the mustard was good: and
yet was not the knight forsworn. . , '
Celia: How :prove you that, in the great heap of your kn owl ed.ge?
Rosalind: Ay, marry;now unrrcuzzle yo.ur widsom.
Touchstone: Stand you both fort1J:,novv: stroke your l!I:Jm;XIichins, and
swear by your beards that, I am a knave.
Celia: By our beards, if we had then; thou art. '
Touchstone: By my knavery, if I had it, then I were; but if you
ewear by that that is not, you are not forsworn: no more was this knight,
swearing b;)' his honour, for he never had any; or if he had he had sworn
it away before ever he saw those pancakes or that muat.a rd ,
tU< I s-, "-
The last sentence reveals Shakespeare's inner thought about
~';"'"e, ',.".:"";
J:.Se
the character of men and wcmen; Ko general statement can be made about
the one or the other. Whether men are good, women oad, or vice versa,
or whether both are good or both are bad, depends on the p,'l.rt icular
disguising men and women
~",under theperson. f seems to uS,that tlcis statement,
-,
symb eLs of pancakes and mustard, pervades the thought and mood o,f the
whole comedyj J
,
!
At the beginning of Act 11 we see/the banished duke with his
account, who complains about
_,is c ompany p the melancholy
" ,
,
/
co-mates and b r-cthe r-s , living in exile i,rr'the wild Forest of Arden.
,1/
The Duke p ra i,s e s , wit 11 more \;rmom~-iJ'ean""'iJ'a~'t;['Ue'S',,}totl'6's'ea:u"-e'\l"~'1""'n1'td,
I
:i.n .
the life KNK nature as more sweet v.h~1 that of civilized painted pomp.
in /
The lite;qp:"wild nature is the s~'te of mind of the mercurial novicesl
/
I
when they are b,'V'c;.gLt ~LO"N11 tilive with ,their own instinc~ in the
primitive wnd nature of tJ'tir SOUl../~iS not the e~rience where
I ~ /
man feels the tpenaltyQf/Adam
'
more trying 1;han tht/rut of ac cua't omee
/
life in civilized soc/et~ (There is' one, in
I
Jacques, who wars vlith his master on thi
/
the injustice~ the violence ll!'~~~~~;#M~6lll!~Jwh:iol:fh:ea.'Venrw!ttl!tdr;m;
with the killing of the
in wild naturesuf'fe r-et.h , S1akespeare symb/es this act Of; ViO]en~e
dey. which we fow,d previously in
/
/
AS9
l. .).,
LQst ws a aymbe.L for the initiate.'
,,,,,,,~
,j
Jac9u'~s is himself the deer who
stands weer,beg f\.t the brook, hurt by 'the hunt e r-,
life:
He comp'La illtS 8,'0out
'rhus mostinvect ively 1:ie pierceth through
The body of the count/Y, city, court,
:lEea, and of this ou!;,,'l ife: swearing that we
'Are mere usur-per-e , ityrants, and what's worse, '
To fright the anilJ,lals, and to kill them up ) , ......
In their assign '1' and native dwelling-Place: ~
Shakespeare orystallizes with this figure the contradictory
/
mjlintal
/
/
state
he brings out sufficiently in four couples.
of
of mind"the in it iat e who is dest ined to b e come an art ist. ! He did not
care, therefore, to show him ll1volved in any erotic entanglement, which
Jacques' is an idle lover
/
of me.Lar.chol.y , nur-sed by [,oet ry , irresponsible in jis wi.Ld., untamed
/
nature, unsociable, given to lonainess,-- a na~re like that of Jean
!
Jacques Rousseau, whose instincts war :i:Jl!:Jd:±'lrkugx±x against the adjui?t-
! '
/
merrt to the discfpline of any order, and ,H/hose convictions are negative.
//
He has only one':pt possibility: to be~om.. a ,ra:l.ling destroyer, an orator,
, /'
II "
lot a counselor arribassad9.c.,of the/spirit. Kiil strikiils the satirizing
note fOr this idle life ~ wrd~e in~UlgeS more than anybody else:
I
I
/
i
Come
:But
~~--------'---'-'-'---,,---,-,----,--,- ----"""
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Wl:);o _doth amb it ion shun, _
AriClf'loves to lie i' the sun,
Seeking the food he eats,
And plea~'d with what he gets,
hit~,come hither, come hitherj
Here shall he see
)!fa enemy,
winter and -rough weatlH,r.-
His own stanza to this song is:
."---..,-_.~_._,-,--~...
. ""
If it do come tc pass
That any man turn ass,
Leaving his wealth and ease
A stubborn will to ~lease,
Ducd2.me, ducd6~"e, ducdamej
Here shall he see
Gross fools as he,
An if he will come to Ami•
.Asked by Amiens what d.ucdame means, he answers enigmat ically and yet
clear enough to be understood iI>j at;" "'Tis aG-reek invocation to call
fools irito a c Lr-c le , II He then cant it1ues in a more :tiddlesome way:
He will soon be sent out
out in this idle life to
"I'll go sleep, if I can ; if I cannot', I'll rail agaLns t the first-born
,
(Act 11, scene V)
of EgY1ct.",,~'JCKtx Jacques is 'the man of unsolvable con-
t radict Lons , The Duke says of h~l!l,
i
If he, compact of jars, grow mue.Lca'l ,
We shall have shortly cUspord in the aprre re s s (Act 11, scene Vll)
into the world
by the dukef\as a motley fool. He has ripened
/
i
m~ster the folly of the theatre of the soul,
/
!
and the fear of time that' he will soon pass away, incites him to becoms
a creat ive, sat irizin;B; poet of the day. He lluotesthe wisdom of the
ASU
fool Touchstone whom he has met:
'Tis but an hour ago since it was
And after one hour more 'twill be
~d so, from hour to hour, we rotAnd thereby hangs a tale •...•. nd so from hour to hour, we ripe
nine;
eleven j'
and rilltj
(Act
and ripe,
11, scene 6)
The tale which hangs thereby is the story of the inverted initiate who
had lived in self-retirement until he comes forward wit!', a. new creative
desireJ/to participate in the affairs of the world. Jacques has chosen
act ive,
from the viewpoint of the"lo"",±Xlq busy world, the spiritually lowest job
of heaven: to become the jestiLg poet of the age. He entreats the Duke
to give him a motley coat to go out and to preach to the world.
Jacques: •••••• I must have libertYl1
Withal, as large a charter as the wind,
To blow on whom I pleasej for so foola have:
And they that are most galled \'{ith my folly,
They most must laugh. And why, sir, must they so?
The why is plain as way to parish church:
He that a. fool doth very wisely hit .
~oth very foolishly, although he smart,
Not to seem senseless of the bob; if not,
The wise man's folly is a,hatomiz'd
Even by the squandering glances of the fool.
Invest me in my mot Ley ; give me leave .-
To speak my mind, and I will through and through
Cleanse the foul body bf the in£ecte~ world,
If they will patiently receive my medicine. ,(Act 11, s c en e 6)
.E.BJ[SBres
'~kR~WX7mPx~w~RWThepoet 4s theirr~sponsible provoking fool of
the age. whose folly inspires the wise man to bear the smart of the at -
tack and to mend )rtmKIJ his ways correspondingly, unless he will be unmask-
ed by the mere intuitive glanc~ of the fool that he is inferior to him,
AS.: '12
is here represented in his merourial mission. The Duke' oensures Ja/quaE
from the viewpoint of his own gentle spirituality, the oentre of wh'ioh is
oonsoience and responsibility~'
Most misohievous foul sin, in chiding sin:
For thou thyself hast been a libertine,
As sensual as the brutish sting itself;
P~d all the embossed sores and headed evils
That thou with :l icense of free foot hast caught,
Wouldsy thou disgorge into the general world. (Aot 11, scene ~ 7)
a
Jaques es capes with ±im defense which shows what a' bl ind alley ,the liter'-
ary word is if severed from its living sense of challenging and UPlifting
living
tqthe plana of consciousness which the poet effects with his~presencel
withoihhis presence the poetic workf. is but am irresponsible generality
tV-Cl...~ ;"
begetting no germinal sense in the soul of the ~±sten~r:
Jaques: Why, who cries out on pride,
That can therein tax any private party?
Doth it not flow as hugely as the sea,
Till that the weary very means do ebb?
What woman in the oity do I name
When that I say, The city-woman bears
The cost of princes on unworthy shoulders~
Vfr.o can come in and say that I mean her,
When such a one as she, such is her neighboor?
Or what is he of basest funct ion,
That says his b rave ry is not on my cc s.t ,--
Thinking that I mean him, -- but' therein suits
His folly to the metal of my speeoh? ' '
There then; how then~ what,then~ Let me see wherein
lily tongue hath wrong t d him: if it do him right,
Then he hath wrong'd himself; if he be free,
Why then, my taxing like a wild goose flies,
Unclaim'd of any- IT"',!!..... (Act 11, .sc.ene 7)
_.~--- ....,
-~--------_..__.
With the figure of the melanoholy Jaques, S.hakespeare gives
the psyohology of the irresponsible artist who esoapes with his very
inner chamber of the poet before he takes his seat in h eaven , The poet
our
is the craftiest liar of humanity, and OnlY~ divine intuitive loo~
can reveal to us his rank. Shakespeare contrasts Jaques with the manly
lover and doer, Orlando. Jaques, the satirizer of the vices of others,
forgets his own; he is unsympathetic and uncharitable. He is a merciless
esthete who draws~ his judgment from the aesthetio code of expre s-
s i on instead of from the inner motive of the soul. Thus he judges
Orlando's love verses engraved on the barks of trees/ from the viewpoint
of their style, instead of the sinoerillity of their exrosition'. G~r a
4,'4.w! "uo~'vn.M~'
poem whioh can provok/? orit ioism in an edit ion de 1;'X6 deserves l'eV!1"sF.8>6
if it is written by a sinoere Love r on the bark~a t~ Jaques puts
people at a distance instead of bringing them nearer to himself. Hear'-
ing the hame of Rosali!1d, he immediately replies that he does not like
it, barring with his unsympathetic attitude a priori that~
He invites Orlando to rail with him against the world,
\
\
\~ friendship which he could'vdn with sympathy.but a fool. He is no lover,
whereupon Orlando replies:
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"I will chide no "breather in'the wor'ld but m:\Tself, against whcm
I know mcst faults." (Act 111, scene 2)
stcpped gazing at his image.
whereas
O.rlando has lost his Narcissus complex in the brook,\~ Jaques has not
runs
Orlando, whQI\Jmxrt...... into the company with
his drawn sword, to rob feod for poor old Adam who is dying of hunger,
gives the Duke occasion to remark to the melar;choly Jaques that we
should not feed our imagainat ion with the melancholy drawn from the daft
chamber of our awn self.
Duke , • ••• Thi.s wide and universal theatre
Presents more woeful pagaents than the scene
Wherein we play in. (Act II, scene 7)
,The aesthetic tiagues t ak e immediate, occasion to change the et h i.ca.L pathos
What Shakespeare intended to satirize in
of this ,remark into theatrical oratory which gives to the world an ir-
and hist rionic
responsible estheticAaspect •
. Jaques' well-known lines, "All the- world's a st?oge\', is t oday admired an
account of its pretty flippancy as the utterance of wisdom, whereas ~
~e's remarks lies in the words 'woeful pagaents', which brings up the
picture of 13 ight :FinNrw of
as an actor; he'is inspired by the"theatre, a"d,not by thel\'Noes. The
Jaques reacts
The great est st reae in the
p Lct ure of llt the wide, universal theatre of the world.
•for sakespeare it was the utterance of folly,\
\
\
. \~ stage means the world to him, x:rnklt:h:R life to him is only a
,j"""","""""",,~,,,"..i" '"";~.-,,,,~.,__...c.""
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st age , whereas for Shakespeare the stage offers a ridiculously sffi?o+lin-
complete picture of life;~~~ so incomplete, that the roet
,
\
never ceases to undeceive his aud Lenc e w:ith his irony about the illusions
the. ethical
. . and. fitls.:ifies.· leaving
ar-ouaed, Jaques only prettWf::iefl/\estnetica:l.:l.y b:V1~ out,
wh:ich
kernel:. of' the.thougnt"III'klidt' the,"~ Dukeh2.a already stat\1ld
mo.re
in mowe, sd,mple and",fbrccet'ui language. Not even' thee' o1:lmparii>on dlil:i his: ow n i
he iil,mereii:v ornament a'Lt and , playful •.
The witty RosaLLnd sees through tIl is meLar choly fellow:
Rosalind: A'l:raveller! By my faith, you have gre,:;.t reason to be
sad: I fear you have sold your own lands to see other men's; then, to _
have seen much, and to have nothing, is to have rich eyes and poor
hands. (Act IV, scene 1)
\
His soul
Jaques the artisth not centralized in his soul. b'\lives frOm the iKl1iI:i:
incubation~ into other personalities. The poet, the artist,
the thinker, is less fit for act ion ; he is' the more imperfect.
At the end of the play Jaques measures out , 1 ike one of the
,
.~ Par-ca e , the lots which have fallen to the four couples and i\1m:
to the Duke, and hurries to get news from the wicked Duke Frederick and
his followers, who have become 'convertites'.
of the myst e ry •
Ja'lues ie the r-epo rt e r
Shakespeare a.t ones for
AS 16
e curse of being a poet, by showing
that the first man of heave is in reality the last. Only thus can he
devote himself with goo. conscience and sober cheerfulness to paint the
other figures which r e brought to the adventure of the spirit.
The cheerful disillusion of the theme of love from the mercur-
ial point of view, is artist ically dramat ized by the cont r-as t of two
couples!l:JUf. the relat ion of Orlando to Rosa.t Lnd and of Phlebe to
Silvius. The mercurial mast'er-wit and master-role of Rosa ldnd i-s pre-
d cmd.narrt over this contrast. The grotesque caricature of the mercurial
triangle iii given in the wwwl""'" relation of Touchstone to Audrey, and
the theme of identification with the master is in a, fev, li.nes en Lgmat Lca I»
1.1' indicated by t r.e short introduction of Audrey's fonner lover, William.
The marriage of ids!::lml& Celia with the old'"r brother of Orlando, Sir
Oliver, is fitted in to bring some harmong and symmetry to the end of the
tale.
the mythi~al symbol for the changing moon and thus of fickle womanhood,
The name of Phpebe, who disdains her faithful lover Silvius,\
\ is to be found thrcughout Elizabethan literature. Phebe is t h e cor-
responding female picture tq.\;he self-loving l~arcissus, and in this
There we read of her: "Of all c ourrt ry lasses, Phoebe j,sthe brightest,
but the most coy to st c oj unto desirs;!' but let her t ak e heed, quoth
'21.8) I have heard. of lJarciSSli.S who for his hig}; d dad.ad n a,g2"i1'1st love per-
ished in the fOlly of his own Love s " The r''?1.s..t iol'i of Fhe'oe t 0 ~x
.t.-Ik""'"............
Silvius is t hus the invert ed rict ure of the mercurial in it ht e a;;t 0 l!l:±Jg:x~
a
For t.r.e a.t. ric"l rurroses thi s relat icn Of~cruel M
a
woman to a faithful man is more fitting, aSl\mercurial symbol, than the
st rFtightfol"'llT1?,rd psychological ricture such as we find in All's Well That
Ends V\fell. For it flatters the erotic. fiction il1ste<l.d of destroying
it. W1c,p.t the sonnets of Eliz&,'oethau literature fei,gned theatrically, is
here shown with theatrical effect. Shakespeare used it with art ist ic
purpose for the sake of~ prating, as Goethe very xx wi,sely
stated of Shakespeare, about the uX'.Jl1[l)',bx;X ,secret of the spirit, with'-
out bet raying it. DisguisIng Rosalind a:st:\l.e boy Ganymede, u with
the poet
'IIIholjl Ph ebe falls In love,An could treat'the triangUlar situation psy cho I>
"Og1~11y.. Rosal iud 'be come s the ~'5:1"'l'Hi::ZLrlX phy s Lc jan of Phebe I ~
soul. W1cJ.en Phebe refuses j§;jC Silvius I love, Ros aI i",1 st ers [orw8,1"d and
tells her outrIgLt what t]:'J,e s cnn et e er-dng poets told in insinuations to
I
!
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the gentlemen they 'be rnymed as cruel wcmen/:. Rosalind a.sks Phebe why she
does not love Silvius:
Ros<',lind: krJcl wh~', I pres y ou? Who might be your mother,
That you insult, exult, and 8.11 at once,
Over the wretched~ ~~at though you have no beauty,
As, 'by my f a i.th I see no more in you
Thar, without caridLe may go ds,rk to bed,
Must you b.e t r.er'e f ore vpr'oud and pit Uess '>
Why, . what means this'> Why do you look on me Q
I see ,,0 mor'e i.n you the.)') in tf.~ ordinary
Of nE.ture's sale work: -- Od's my litt:Le life,
I think she means to tangle my eyes tool --
lio, f9,it)~, proud mistress, hale net after it;
'Tis not ycur' inky brows, your black silk hair,
Your bugle eyeballs, nor ycur cheek of cream,
ThB,t can ent ame my sy:irits to you r worsb,ip .. --
You foolish sher,herd, wherefore do you follow her,
Like fcggy s cutb, :rl,l.ff~.r:g vd,tIL "'NinO. and rain r;
You are a thousand times a properer man
Than she a woman; 'Tis puch f'c oLs as y cu
The,t make the Vterld full of i11-f~>veur'd ohildren:
'Tis not ber glass, but you that flE',tters her;
And out of yeu she sees herse].f more [rarer
Than ?,r,y of he r lmee->r,er,ts csx, show her; -- .
:But, mis·t re 10 10 I kn olil yours elf; down on you r kn ee s ,
And thank heaveri , fasti.ng, for a. good man t s loye:
For I mupt tell you fdendly in your ear, -- .
S_ell wller/]'ou can ; you sre not for !'.11 markets:
Cry the mar, mercy; love him; take his offer:
Foul is most fOUl, being foul to be a scoffer.
S.o take l;eT to thee, she(b.erdicc-- fare you well. (Act IV, scene 5)
The loye of Snvius to Fhe'o e is t h e opro s Lt e case of the Love
of Helena to Bert ran.,
dynamc,c law of c ont re.rda cont ra r Ij.s , C', mercur-La'l. idea 'dic~,. hact, since
Chaucer. y.oet ic .cu r'r-ency , Mercurial psychology is generall:>, ambivalent
Just as iIi:.
the nature of man was supjoaed to be refined to g1dJi spiritual goJ.d,
v
just so the mercurialists thought the nature of women could "Oe refined
to sriritual silver. I did not find, :however, any indication in
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of'
E1iza"bethe..n litere,t1.a'ej\~ the mercurial treatment of women, It seems
to me that the Love affair of Silvius arid Phebe is merely an Imag Ine ry
a 'conceit'
j oet i c~ psnde,r:tJ... of t:b.at psychic experience to which the male young
in:iU.ate was brought. Pd; any rat e, the love affed r of Sil vius to Phebe
as treated :in As You Like It, reveals openl;)' the mercurial triar-gular
re1at ion which is concealed in sonnet literature. Phebe falls in love
with Rosalind, the disguised Ganymede, who treats her with the s ame mer-
curial cur,ning as the scnneteers treated their xocx± cruel ladies, and
Shakespeare his sweet boy. Phebe sends through Silvius a love letter
to Ganymede, which reads as follows:
~t thou god to shepherd tum'd,
That a maiden I s heart hath "bum' d ?
Why, thy godhead laid 'apart,
Warr'st thou with a woman's heart?
Whiles the eye of men did woo me,
That cou14 do no Eengeance to me.--
If the scorn of. your bright eyne
Have tower to raise such love ih mine
p~ack, in me what strange effect
Would they w~rk in mild aspect?
Whiles you chid me I did love;
How then might your prayers move?
He that brings this love to thee
Little knows this l~e in me:
And "by him seal up thy mind; .
WhetJ;ler that thy youth and kind
Willithe faithful offer take •
Of me, and all that I can make;
Or else by him my love deny,
And then I'll study how to die.
It is a s:lmilar attachment like the sir-reverer,ce love of the init iate
towards the mercur taf maste,r.
;;, '. " ..• '-,_ '-'-""-,0< ,--.,.,...~~ .•
The deificat ion of the father imago
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introduces the poem, and it contains the humiliating plea of love of
I .
one who~ runs awaypfrom the love of the Opfosite se~ and
.ih
takes refugetP- the fe,lse directed imagD of the same sex. There is
also contained in the last two lines a hint how Phebe can be healed:
phrase =x went for the sr-iritualizatJon of the scu'l , It is now in-
to note cunning
teresting~iha,tl\interpretationRosalind,g:i:::Ka:x in the presence of Silvius,
~ gives to this letter. She react s like a mercurial mast er when the
.~ . process~
discir:le lirhows, in· the second ,art of the me rcur-f.aj, ~i1#JJlY that tender
the master
attachment to his father imago of which~ wants to hE: free him. Rosetli.nl
XJrl:lIfX1P''''i:s
l\~ contrary
litere,ry
t 0 the"c ont ext of the letter, interprets and reveals
in her theatrical disguise, the poetic feigning of sonneteering.
Rosalind: Patience herself would startle at t.h t s letter,
l'l'ld Play the. swaggerer; bear tn,is, bear all:
She says I am not fEd.r; that I lack 'marme r-e ;
She calls me proud, and that she could not Tov e me,
Were rr~n as rare as Phoenix. Od's my will!
Her love is not the hare teAt I do hunt:
Wlly writes she doto me? -- Well, shepherd, well,
This is a letter of your own device.
Silvius; No, I protest, I know not the oontents:
Phe'b s did write it.
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Rosal ind: Come, come, you are a fool,
And t urn t d into the extremity ,of love.
I saw her hand: she haS a leathern hand,
A freestone-colou,r'd hand: I verily did think
That her old gloves were' on, but 'twa~ her hands;She has a huswife's hand: but that's no matter:
I. say she never did invent tris lett'Elr:
This is a man's invention) ar:d his hand.
Silvius: Sure, it is hers.
Rosalind: Why, 'tis b c Ls t.er-ous and a cruel style;
A style for chal.lengere; why, she defies me,
Like Turk to Christian: woman's gentle brain
COUld not drop forth'such giant-nlde invent ion,
Such Ethio~ words, blacker in their effect
I'han in thei.r c cunt enan ce , -- Will you hear tr,e letter?
Silvius: Su please y0U, for I never heard it yet;
Yet heard too much of Pheb e ' s cruelty.
Rosalipd: She Ph.ebe s me: mark how the tyrant ",rHes.(reads)
Art thou god to shepherd t urn t d ,
That a maiden's heart hath burn 'd~
Can a woman rail t.r.us ?
S1vius: Call y cu this railing?
Rosal ind: Why, thy godhead laid apart.
We.rr'st thou with a -vcman' s heart~
Did you ever hear such railing?
Whiles the eye of man did woo me,
That could do no vengeance to me.
Meaning me a beast. " (Act IV, scene 5)
• f isThe conceit of the sweet sonnets~~
revealed
here"under a. new theat-
rical disgUise as 'al s t y.Le for chaLl.erige rs I. The style is judged by
the act of Phebe and not by her words, as boisterous and cruel, b eoe.us e
she sent the letter by Silvius. The celestial apostrophies in sonnets
are revealed as railings. After rebuking S)l:lvius for his foolish
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love, Rosalind then cr~rges Silvius to tell Phebe:
•.••• ,/md say this to her; -- that i:B'she love me, I charge
her to love thee: if she will not, I will never hEwe r.er-,
unless thou entreat for her.-- If you be a true lover, hence,
and not a word....... (Act LV, scene 3)
Here we find openly 'revealed that mercurial triangular situation which
was the theme of sonnet l:i.terature. Rosp.lind is for Phebe what Shakes-
peare ~s for the sweet boy; bot~to attract~ by love,
"./..' v-
but~ t o repulse by love, was the cunning of mer-cur-La), master ,'d.sdom.
If there is needed one proof more for the rsycr.ological situation in
~ Shakespeare's sonnets and ~ in sonnet litere,ture genera=l-ly,
this passahge of the comedy, As You Like It, KKK gives it.
healthy and
The love affair of Orlando and Rosalind is the"normal case of
love, as the love affair of Silvius and Phebe' is a pathological~
one. Orlando is pictured by Shakespeare as a real man; he is a fight er ,
helpful, ~'a dooer, not.a talker. His mercurial treatment is quit e
different t har. all the cases, for he does' not resist love; on the con-
trary~ he loves Rosalind too much, but he loves her in heaven and not
on earth; he ideaJ,izes and deffies her. He thus wooes in Rosalind an
imaginary person, not a woman, but the boy Ganymede. While he loves
Rosalind poetically, he has not t1'.at manly consciousness to be attentive
to
xi'.m:: her womanly desires on. earth. Rosalind tells Orlando of her ... lill'"t
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old rel:i.gious uncle. the magician. "who V'J<),S in his youth an inland man ,
one that knew court ship too well, far there he fell in love. I hav e
hea rd h:l.In read many lectures against it; and I thanir God I am not a
woman. to be touched with so many giddy offences '?S he hath gene ra'l.Ly
.;axed their whole seli withal. II
Orlando: Can you remember ~ny of the principal evils
that he laid to the chs.r'ge of women?
Rosalind: There were none principal j·~they were all like one
another as. halfpence are j everyone fon"l t s e emd.ng monst r-oue t ill his
fellow came to match it. (Act 111. scene 2)
The reference to her uncle. the inland man, who through court-
shir> fell in love and became an accuser of womanhood, is a euphuf.at i.e
remark. The inland man is t.he man who went through the mercurial expe r-
ience of his inner .soUl. The final conclusion to which he came, that
women are all alike, is a more delicate statement than~~
of
Meph~sto'sAf-0w they are to be cured. that .Shakespeare knew"ltu t,[le :l.Inagina-
is
tive, poetic male loverx~ xt: first 11;0 be cured in order to embolden
h:l.In
"i:kD to cure the woman Xhe<\7 Lov es ,
;possessor
Rosfl.li'Dd, the"xel"""sRlIut=t1O!l' of her
uncle I S mercurial mast er-wisdom, t ells Orlando how she under-t ookr-t o cure
the Lunacy of love in an imaginative lover;
Orlando: ~id you ever cure any so?
•
of ~omantic love.
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. Rosalind: Yes, one; and in this manner. He was to imagine
me his love, hi.s md.s t ree s ; and I set him every day to woo me: at which
time would I, being but a moonish youth, grieve, be effeminate, change-
able, longing, and likingj prOUd, fantastical, apish, shallow, inconstant,
fUll of tears, fUll of smiles; for every EPassion something, and for no
passion trulyany;thing, as beys and women are for the mOFt part cattle
of .this colour: we-v.let now like him, now loath him: theJ1entertain him,
then forswearhimj now weep for him, then srit at h Im; t.haf I drave any
suitor from his mad humour of love to a loving humour of madness j which
was, to fOrswear the full stream of t he world, and to live in a nook
nea r-Ly monastic. And thus I cured him; and this way·will I take uran me
to wash your liver as clean as a sound sheep's heart, that there sr~ll
not be one STet of love in't. (Act Ill, scene 2)
This policy, which she confesses to have p ract iced and proroses
to repeat on Orlando, is not merely a psyohological descript ion of ±kg a
sly policy of a woman. A woman, as Rosalind had previously stated, is
capable of carrying out
~
not~Kktw~ such a policy with such a strange effect, because she, too,
. along poet~ec .
is in love. So-called. romantic love, N second-hand erotic ficti,on, is
comic fools
likely to lnake~of two human beings. The passage refers to the dissimu-
lating attitude of the mercurial master towards reverend, coy~
youths whom they brought tc that inversion out of whioh they rose with
their own soul forces t c :ll:kx dionysio male ccnsoLouene s s after they had
been purged from their inhibitions.~ As'You Lik~ It is par excellence
.he comedy of love, and t he merriest expression against the erotic fiotion
the mercurial inspirat ion taught
Rpsa.lind p rat t Le s what"s:hakespeare:X:I!::I!:= ~#f!Ic
fM:I#/ffl'IIif.I#!## If.' men~ CcOmmitsuic'ide on accourrt of unhappy love;
,(>8,25
behind itatl1Oth'e~'m:otive than th'e love ca.use.~;lRosal~nd"advises
~
fer love rather
attom,ey\-.,thab in his own person,~and conto:t-
n\res::
"Th~ POOT world is alinost' s:l.X thousand 'years' oi1d:i~d:' iiT' all'ti:i'is:;I#l;
,td,me'there was, nlot' any man d:ied itl his own: person,y'ic!l:el~cst,,~: a' lovee
cauae., T r'c :!.lus h,ad:' his:, bra ins dashed' o,utt with a Grec'ian caUb j yet: he' did"'i
what, he c,oul1i to cU.e be,fOre jand,' he is one of t hevpat t.ern.s of' lOvei/o
Leander:ihe woul:d' have,-·lillved; many; a fi!.ir-yearr"though He(J"oc he;d tU.med:,nJun;
iff it had, not been- f02~#ia hot midisummer:'n-ight'j fb~';geod' youth,he,went:;i!9
but forlht'o wash him in the Reil.J..:ee:p;ontit~d:1beingtaken. with the~OTamp, ,
was drowned i and' the· fOolish' chroniW:ers-- of thaV age' fbun'd:' it' was--
Rerne of:Sestos"B'ut' these are,·,all: lle,s'jmen have: died from t'ime to time,
and'worms have eaten them~put: not: fOl'-l:oiVer;;,II-(.Act' IV SCene r)
epic poem-
OM( has only to read# the paradiilti~ of Hero and,' t:eande~"'by
M'arl:Owe and Chapmanjwhich has as its background-'the mercurial" psy-cl'lOlOgy,
Shakespeare Rosalind I s
to w.dersttmd that what~'statee here, in~mjl\~ name, is' the
c-onrce!ption of the enJ.1ghtened wits of+·the age.Th~- FJ..'izabethan poets! trea-
ted a,lJ.J legends from an ee,oteric' point' ofv'ibew nd the~c remain's a vast"
to ascertain " '
, ff1eld, f.or l'iterary investigat:ion"whether their t reatment was not just;;\.-
,f:1ed'even fttlm a sc,ientiflo'-poin1;! of vieJ'The 9reat~ve"l'iild.om of"ill'tmri-
" 'alike}
nat ed myth makers seems to have been", iil all- ages~( and the ironio use
.If the e rct ac fiotion seems to date from mythOlogical antiQuity.
Shakesr,ee,'re makes Rosalind, disguised in doublet and hose, the
s pckesman of her sex who,~ contrary to the laws of womanl y psycbo Le-
b'e·t :ray:s,
ogy, 1P#JiiMr;i~:#!in her love-prate t hat.: secret of womanly nature',which women
L. "."., ee~-<.-
are ca.'refll.l and sensitdive enough to keep tastefCtJ.ly 'j 1 len under the
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undeX'·-theve,ilil and' ornamerst-atacns of the- erotic :t'iot ion.
Rosal'ind:Now tell: me how long you would'have her,after you have posaese ed
lier?
Orlll.ndo:Fo:r ever-and: a day•.
R:osa:und.:S~y a d:ay, yv:l.thout;, the evel".Nf),.P'O,.O'rland:o;men are April in when
they wo'a,:,Decemb'er when they wedtma..:l.ds are(May when thei are'ma.idll',but'ii
th:e·· skY changes when thew are wives,. J> w,ilJ."becllfore j ea.l'ous of thee than
a :Barbary c<ook"'pigeon over hil! h:eIl';more c::La.mcrous" than' a' parrot aga:inst
ra1i:ljm'Ore n,ew-fan,gl'ed than an ape jmor-e giddy in my desires than- a monklFY
I.-wilJ. weep for nothing,like Diana in the f.ountam.,and I will': dO that
When you are dlsposed to lve merry;I will laugh Like a hyeniand·that W11en
thou "rt incl':!.ned to sleep...
Orl:ando:But will' my Ros"lind do SO.?
Rosalind::By my life,;>he wil.l 0.,0 Bas I do.
or3Jl.ndo: 0,but she is wise •.
R,osalind:Or ea:se she could. not have ·the wit to cia this:the wiser .theW
the waywrder:make the doors upon a wOlllan"s wit,and'it will out at the~
ca.sementjshut' th~t,a~d it will' out at the keyhole;stop that)~'atwill
fly with the smoke out at the ohimney.
oril.ll.ndo :A man that'had a wife with such a wit ,he might saY,-Wit',whithBr
wilt?
RosaJ:indd,ay, you might keep that check fOr' it,1;'il1 you met your"wif~'15
wit, going t o your neighbour' 15 bed ,
Orlando:And what wit c1lu.ld wit have'to excuse that?
R.Qsalind:Marrv,to say,-'-sh:e cams to seek you there.you shal1Jnever take
her without her answer,unless you take her without her tcl.ngue.O,that we
manthat cannot make he r' fault her husband's occasionr.kilt' her neve r nurse
-her child herself,fbil.,'shewi1l: breed it· like a fbihl:. ff (Act IV Scene2)
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WBat Rosalind here !>iIaYs flippantly is not intended for the. dis ...
paragement, of womanho od , but only~ that women a.re nbt dam-
Lna't ed by the need for wisdom but :t= by the need for love. However il-
her
logical womanLy actions may 'ne , they flow from ~~1eelingOf
her
weakness in~XkRix relation to man,and her passionate war and passionate
tricks· are only attempts to insure i::heh: love of me-n. Shakespea re
hints that even her adu1tlrc1:.8 "scape to t he n e rgr.b or- is an attempt to
another
seek :kiltE1\l;rotecting lover or husband Em. for t"'e on e wn o ha.s neglected
her. The spiritual c ons c Lcuan e s s and superiorlity of man c on s i sts just
in the gentle responsive attJtude to the never ri.dd1esome wit of woman.
From this point of view Orlando is the imaginative lover and deifier of
Rosalind, to be cured towards a sober disi11usi.on in orde.r not to became
so far as it stands in ",n ideal
connection with the estheti creation Of ,ShakespEhre, had. been gradually
effemir19,teo. until it liali roome to its inverse sense :1m with the symbol-
1c fig"y;.re cf Oscar Wi.l 'e. HOVit soberlily Sh~kes:peare t hougrt of t'he real.
/ Ro ss.~ ina. t s
lover can be seen f/rornp,x description of Orlando, who is a proper rnanr
AS 28 ,/
//"
/
Rosalind: There is nODe of m)' unole's ma~,s upon you: he
A lean che ek ; whioh you have not: a blue eye and
in ,:vh i or oage of rushes I am su re :
were his marks?
man in love;
./
. ;
Rosalind:
me how to know ~
net Prisonerl
, /
Orle,ndo: What
you are
taught
eunxen ; whioh you have not: an unque s t i,onable spirit j whioh you have mill
not; :im::t:x.X a beard negleoted; which you hav-e not: but I pardon you for
that; for simI,ly your hav Ing in beard is a 3'ounger brother's reverenoe:-·
then your hose should be unga r-t e r-ed , your bonnet unoanded , your slell've
Unbuttoned, your shoe untied, a~d everything about you demonstrating a
carele'Ss desolat ion. But you kElm:xro& are no such man ; you are rather
point-devioe in your ac c out r-ement s ; as loving yourself than seeming
the lover of any other. (Aot 111, scene 2)
One has
j ~ young Werther,the
only to 7mink of the~enerative hero~~gwtx@»W~k~K
~WRX~ of Goethe's poetry, who dies tragioally as a lover, with, ungart~
e r-ed hose and shoe untied, to visue,liz~ the gradua'L effeminaoy of tl1e
life ideal of esthetio ou:i.ture. It is the doom of ideal 0 reB,t ions to
Shakespeare surns up#the theme of love in that musioal
deteriorate~. through its desoehdaritsand for immortals I?S for
. /
/ . ,
God oomes the fime when fuElf reg retE Wh6,tt~whaw cr-ea t ed , It seems to
us that the J'e'al life foroes whioh brought about the oreation of'
/ShakeSDearjls works are spent and done.
I
quartet, where Silvius,the suffering lover, explains to Phebe, Rosalind
and Orlando what love is.
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Every lover declares himself in Silvius'
sense for his beloved, but Roealind6
serts repeatedly, "And I for no woman." Shakespeare's work st ood :!tin: l
the service of women, but was is. living challenge for man as a lover and
fighter.
The relation of the clown Touchstone, whose very name indicates
his mercurial origi.n, to the honest woman Audrey, gives the caricature
of the mercurial rrerriage of a poetic Laura to an unpoetic wife. This
poet is afraid he will not be understood by her: He says to her:
Touchstone: I am here with thee and thy goats, as the most
capricious poet, honest Ovid, was among the Goths •• . . . • • . • When a man's
verses cannot be understood, nor a man's good wit seconded with the
forwe.rd child understanding, it strikes a man mor e dead than a great
r-eckon Lng in a little room. Truly, I would the gods had made thee
poet 1cal. (Act 111, scene 3)
The 'grep.t reckoning in a. little r'oom' is like Arms-do's 'day of wrong
,
seen through the little hole of disoreti.on' , an 'lJusion t o the soul-
shaking· mercurial experience. The ~ perspective to poetry from the
fOl?
wOJ:jlanly beautyis then given in the following dialogue between t.aIiae
poetic Touchstone and ktx prosaic Audrey:
AS 30
Audrey: I ito not know what poet icaJ. is: is it honest in
deed and word ? is it a 't rue thing '?
Touchst one: lTo, truly: for t h e truest poetry is t he most
feigning; and. lovers are gi11Jen to j.oet ry ; and what they swer-tr in poetry
raay be said, as lovers, they do feign.
Ju.tdrey: Do you wish, then, that the gods had made me poetical'
'l'ouchstone: I do, truly, for t h ou swear'st to me thou art
honest: now, if thou wen a 1,oet I might have some hope thou didst
feign.
Audrey: Would you not have me r.one s't ?
5)
honesty' coupled to beauty is to have hcn ey a sauce for suga r-, (Act 3,scenl
'l'ouchst one: No, truly, unless thou wert ha r-df'av cur-ed ; for
Touchstone refers to the trans-
c endental mercurial cuckold in g. He is advised by Jaques not to be
by a priest.
married under a bush like a begg8x, but in church1\ Touchstone repliesl
that he wants to be married under a tree by Sir Oiiver Martext:
Touohstone: I am not in the mind but I were better to
,
be married of him than of another: for he ~s not, like to marry me well;
and n():t/being well married, it will ilea good excuse for me !lersafter tlo
leave my wife. (Act 111, scene 5)
Ar,d he sings as one v~~o refuses to marry,
Wind aWrJ,y, --
Begone I say,
I will not to wedding with thee.
who is called a country
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We see then this ~uair,t cbuPlel.~:r:~~~~,
in the fiftb act
ar,proe.,ched "by Will iam :Uxt:NEtlli:f:lrn:lClti!!±;pal!tE:id:1llXl~
fellQw in love with Audrey. Touchstone tells Audrey that there i.6 a
youth here in the forest who lays claim. to her; but.Audrey repJies,
"He hath no interest in me in t ne world~ II The whole scene with William
is invented to make visible the mercurial triangular theme of tbe age.
The poet veils rather t han reveals the real relat ion, o.nc1 only ce rtain
phrases ~et ray for what pur-rc s e Will iam is int roduced int 0 the ec on omy
of theplslY. Will iam is asked by Touchstone whether he loves AUdreJ',
in sr~ite of the fact that Audrey has told him Williamx does not care'
lowing way:
Touchst on e: .......... art thou wise?
William: Ay. sir, I have a pretty wit.
. .
Touchstone: Why, thou aay t s t we,ll. I do n ow v r'eernb e r- a sayi.ng:
The fool doth think he is wise, but the wds e man knows r,imself to be a
fool. The heathen thilosopher, when he had a desire to eat a grape,
would open his lips when he rut it into his mouth; meaninG t h e r eby tl1l.t
grapes were made to eat and lips to open. You do love this maid?
William: I d o , sir.
TGuchstcne: Give me your hand.
William: Nc, sir.
Wrt thou learned~
Jl2,:.32
Touchst one: Then learn t his of me: - - t C )-'8>,8 is to have j' for
it is a figure in rhetoric that dririk, being poured out of 13> cup into a
glass, by filling the one doth empty the otne r ; '\:lor 0>11 your writers do
gives
here",l'it'>ys with the a.llusion to ipse and he w:t.tiI:xShakespeare
consent that ipse is hej now, you are not ipse, for I am he.
(Act V, SCBae 1)
the theme of mercurial identification. Touer-.stone has mar-r-Led for
VlilliG.Jn) as in Shakesreare 1 s s cr ne t s the young man is the .'poet t s seJ.! J
so i.s T ouchst on e lNil} Lamt 5' S eI f • .r.Ja""'fl./'!'·!,§'<;';';!&"'-".lJai!4.IJ'iW.I{dU<.IJ,I'-"M!.J,"U';'.J.<.I.JJJ.1fd/t.'Jf/7P1f.-!fHii llJr,J1f,91·~li, 'tf!tft. f 7/'/ffJij:;;'g':1/ 1i'l+-"ii«iVl,- 1,J-1l;)l'i·~"'1J.J1I:.'i'iJ.71;J ne
not to xit'...1t lift its sec ret ;t~#flfJili:lliJj!iifti/JI/i#!l!fljffi!iIi:#4##Hil/,!f'ffiar
\
'Il",--j1.-,..,A-
"'4I,J;I'/"$;#f.li,*,"".II./.!.';'':'.IJ.I.U.l.~.I'';';.J.(.};.fi'JJ..Ii'''''''~'J.1.IJ.,/ b:a:k f . • "', I'" '. f
_m. 'It;",.__= __nill S eepeare 1l ..gns poe'oJ-ca, ..y aw; a
lBpucb'stione is., jealous of'WUll.1!am1.
Touchst ol1>e: j / ••Therefore ,you: Cii:oWDr,8;b'and.on,. -Which is in tl!.e
VUlgar.,leave',.-the s'OC,iet:l',,.. of th$i f.€lmale.,,..,' which in the common is womC1lf-
':.shestjor,to thy better und.erstandinggli"ie,st'jOl'"'ito wit',I kill:'thee,mak~.
thee away, t'ranslate thy life intti da.ath, thy libe'rly int 0 b ondage c I will
deal .in poison with thee, or in bast Lnad o , or in steel j I" wiil' bandy with
,thee in fact ion; I" will 08er-run thee with policy;I wHl kin-thee a
"'\~~-:-,,-.~';!"""~!';" ";=:-',-","" ",c''''''7''~'~":;"~Tr:''>:'
. A$"'"$3
a hundred.: and fifty ways.,.therefbre t renibl:e and de'Parl~.
AUdrey:Do I good. Wi11Jam.
Wnllam~God rest: you merry .I,d,rll ,
\
\
and' Will~am
The way how Touohstone 'bubblsa oven-with words*'t#lIfi/#Iiitj;!hOw~~q4'O!flf!-:r;l!i'
reacts., shows that' neither~ moved 'b;)'" jealousy ,nor the! othe,r-
j mi~'1eiYUi_i It' seems t.o us that' Shakeapee,re'la:t:l:Udea ill' attlpsi)'"-turvy
WaY,as he~ten withoo..owns'l to ;j;~'7iI'ii# that war whioh is o,onoea14d
;til eon ne-t s •. At' the- end; of'the pJJl<y TOu~hst'one!lw:l,th vi1lainouS,9aJ:lwnish
with Audrey, '
s\pee,oh presses. ini\lilmong -the"o'ount~ooPu1a:\riveStl
Thef¢ur,o,oupl.e's of the, play ar-e wedded: in that' spiritual
sense, whioh Hymen gives ut t e rance to ; :
It
, T1ien iJl there' mirth j.n heaven
When earthlY t:h1ngs made" evea-
A;t-one. tiOget:heT. ,It
THE WINTER'S TALE
lOA sad tale's best for winter:
I have one of sprites and goblins ••••••
There was a man,-- •••......
Dwelt by a churchyard: - I will,tell it softly;
Yond crickets shall not hear it."
(Act 11, scene 1)
It:s Lrd ee d told so softly that the crickets do not hear- it,
What remains for earthly ears, at first impression, is not the inner
sense, but the artistic translation of the inner sense: music; what re-
mains for earthly eyes is not the vision, but the,artistic translation
of the vision: painting. The poet, knowing that an audience is easily
charmed by mere painting and music, intentionally ~isenchants them at thE
end of the play. He purposely disappoints the audience by the motive
that Hermione's ,painted statue, "performed by that rare Italian master,
- <--".
Julio Romano", is awakened by music and embraces her grief-stricken
, For I will kiss her!
\
\
-,
_I,
t
Let no 'man mockLeontes:
Paulina: Good my lord, forbear:
husband.
'\
,\
\
\
ruddiness upon her lips is wet;
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You'll mar it if you kiss it; stain your oym
With oily painting•••••••
(Act V, scene 3)
After a gruesome and then pleasant fantasy, The Winter's
Tale ends with the symbol of Hermione's painted statue awakened to life,-
a symbol with which the poet ironized the mere painting in his play. It
was invented, it seems to us, to make the audience ponder ove r the Lnne r
meaning of his tale.
The Winter's Tale starts as a hyperbolical comedy of manners.
Polixenes came to visit his dearest friend, Leontes. The latter cannot
prevail upon his old playmate to extend his Visit for one day more; sterr
duty calls Polixenes away. His dearest friend has no power to bring-l9.in
to make a concession. ~uite different is it when Hermione entreats him
to stay. The grace of concession is the gift of a male guest to the
hostess, and notto the host. Polixenes, in yielding to Hermione's en--'
treaty, acts with the perfect tact of a man. Leontes, by not understanc
ing Polixenes' attitude. shows that he is still the "boy eternal". He
shows that he has no spiritual relation to his wife nor to his friend.
Polixenes and Hermione, through their fine tact and understanding, are
indeed spiritually wedded to each other, and Leontes' jealousy is that oj
a man whose soul is in discord with the harmony of the spirit. The
mercurial triangUlar psychology is brought forward on the social plane.
r
Like an exquisite Chinese parable, the tragedy of Leontes and Hermione
starts from a delicate point of etiquette. Leontes' lack of fine
feeling discloses the spiritual confusion of his soul. In the first
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part of the play we see how a man is brought "in rebellion with himselfll
we witness his spiritual descent into his own hell: the descent of a
father who drags his family down into suffering. In the second part We
are shown a mercurial wedding in romantic pastoral disguise, from the
dark background of the purgatory of the father, Whose family riSes with
him and reaches the heaven of happiness. The Paulinic voice of a
spiritual midwife holds together the musical elements of the passionate
Furioso of a man, answered in counterpoint by the desperate cries of a
woman in birth throes; the loving pity for infants in misery; the
Beethovenesque pastoral symphony of youth, cheered by the tinkling Scherz
of a mercurial foolscap.
the Paulinic motive.
The play ends with a harmony developed from
The Winter's Tale is saturated with the wisdom of thespir:-
itual path of the family father. It is the Old~an's Tale, though told
by a ch i Ld, Students of literary history will be interested how the
form and the SUbject of the play developed. We find the dramatization
of "a winter's tale" in George Peele's tiThe Old Wives Tale". In a
rhapsodic arrangement of loosely connected scenes, Which are symbolic
allegorizations of the mercurial mystery, the fairy tale elements of
Ariosto's fable world are mixed with allusions to living figures of the
age. It is interesting that Gabriel Harvey figures as the knight
,
Huanebango , who comes with his delphical "two-hand sword" to help free.
Delia, kept by the sorcerer Sacrapant. "#hether Delia is the lass of wh(
Daniel sang and whom Spenser mentioned, liVing on the Avon in the west
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and interested in the theatres of Londun , cannot be as cer taineo.. But,
Harvey's figure has been recognized by literary critics from quotations'
of his own parodistic verses. We cannot here enter into a close analys
of the meaning of Georg~eelets symbolic sIDspes. We shall deal only
wi th the first scenes, Which announce the psychological secret of the
mercurial triangle as their theme, and prepare the way for the epic ."
dramatization of a winter's tale. The shor t play 13 tart 13 wi th the intr 0'
duction of three Merry Greeks, -- Antic, Frolic and Fantastic, -- who
have lost their way in an enchanted wood.. The enchanted wood, like the
realm of Proserpina, the Acherontic world, is a symbol for the labyrinth
into which the initiate is thrown. The mercurial triangular theme is,
indicated at the beginning in the following dialogue:
Fantastic: Why makes thou it so strange, seeing
Cupid hath led our young master to the fair lady, and
she is the only saint that he hath sworn to serve?
Frolic: What resteth, then, but we commit
him to his wench. and each of us take his stand up in
a tree. and sing out our ill fortune to the tune of
"0 man in desperation"? (1)
The committing of the young master to his wench and the mocking of the
"ms,n in desperation" is the psychological 'motive of this poetical, al-
legorical phantasmagoria ••• In the (lark 'wooji the three fellows meet the
smi th Clunch. who discovers them with a lantern and brings them to his
hut. where he lives happily with his wife Madge. These guests are
/
(1) The'Chief Elizabethan Iiramatists, by Wm. Allan Neilson, Houghton,
Mifflin Co. - page 24, lines 13/20
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treated hospitably, and while the smith goes to bed with one of the
fellows, 'Antic (Whom he intends to bring to his "unnatural rest"1 his.
Wife Madge tells the other two guests a winter fairy tale. There was
,
once a king, she begins, who had the fairest daughter there ever was.
and who was stolen. "••.• And he sent all his men to seek out his
, i
daughter; and he sent so long, that he sent all his men out of his land."
This is a hint to show how the merourial master drove away his discipl€s~
from himself, to beccme busy in the world. The daughter, Madge continue
was stolen by a conjurer who kept her in a castle of stone. When all
the king's men had gone out to seek her, he sent the two brothers of the
princess. Madge then interrupts herself to say: "0, I forget! she (he
I would say~ turned a prop~r young man to a bear in the night, and a
man in the day, and keeps by a cross that parts three several ways; and.
he made ~is lady run lnad, Gods me bones, who comes here?" (1) We
The first to·
see the conjurer has androgynic qualities: is a she and a he; turns a
proper ~ung man into a bear; lives by a cross that parts three ways.
The lady run mad is a sonnet ~dy painted, or a sonnet boy sainted!
The poet continues his epic dramatic tale by introducing figures and
surprising events which. continue the thread of the tale.
appear are the two brothers of the princess .••........
The subj ect of George Peele's "The Old Wives Ta,le", though
,
sharing With Shakespeare's play the general'insp~rationof Elizabethan
literature, has nothing in common with The Winter's Tale. George
(1) lines 149/154 page 25
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Peele's allegorization is mocking, boyish and obscure. However, here is
prefigured the poetic f'r ame of a winter's tale, and the attitude of the"
! .. \
poet who pretends to tell a tale "sad in mood, and sober in cheer", (1) as
Erestus, the "white bear of England's wood" says.
The sUbject of The Winter's Tale, as is well known, is taken
from Robert Greene's pastoral romance, "Pandosto, the Triumph of Time"
(1588). It was sUbsequently altered in various ways and then appeared
under the title "A Pleasant History of Dorastus and Fawnie}'. The
characters of Antigonus, Paulina and Antolyous do not ap:pear in Greene's
tale. If we kee]? further in mind that in Greene's tale,Hermione
(Belaria) dies, and that Leon~ s (Pandosto) falls in love with his own
daughter and is finally seized by a melancholy IDn which he kills himself,
we can understand how far Shakespeare's independent myth~me~ing mind
wandered from the morbid imagination of the unhappy Greene. Yet one
form and thoughtelement is preserved from Greene's tale, which has the
subtitle "The Triumph of Time". Time as Chorus liaks bot~ parts of.~he
Winter's Tale together, and gives the perspective to the spiritual evolu-
tion through v~lich Leontes, the father of the family, goes. Time is
here seen as Father Chronos, the oldest of the gods, and the begetter
of the ages. He lives in the moment and he lives in eternity. The
weightiest words are spoken by Time as Chorus:
•••• 4 •••• Impute it not a crime
<,
To me or my swift passage, that I slide
O'er sixteen years, and leave the growth untried
(1) cpo page 26, line 209
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Of that wide gap, s t rc e it is in my power
To o'erthrow law, and in one self-born hour
To plant and o'erwhelm custom. Let me pass
The same I am, ere ancient'st order was
Or what is now receiv~d: I witness to
The times that brought them in; so shall I do
To the freshest things now reigning, and make stale
The glistering of this present, as my tale
IIow seems to it .
(Act IV, scene 1)
An interpretation of these lines can best be attempted fro
the viewpoint- of the theatrical situation of the day, when the tenden-
cies for a more r-e gul.ar drama coming nearer to the classical rules, be-
gan to assert themselves. In the prologue to his comedy, "Every ]\Ja>n ir
His Humor", Ben Jonson criticized the lax dramatic custom:
"To make a child now swaddled, to proceed
]\Jan, and theTIfhoot up, in one beard and weed
Past threescore years II
Al~ugh these lines cannot refer to The Wi~!s rale, yet they allude
to the Shakespearean manner of playwriting. We know that in his con-
versation with Drummond of Hawthorndon, B~n Jonson had criticized
Share speare in that he had "wanted art, and sometimes sense", merrt LonLns
, ,
,
that in The Winter's Tale Bohemia is s~oken of as a country lying on th,
-.
sea. We can see in the figure of Time as Chorus, a defense of the con·
struction of the play. But it is more t hsn that. The figure of Time
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is essential to the underlying central idea of The Winter's Tale. The
first :part of the :play is an illustration hoW in one "self-born hour"
Custom was' "overwhelmed and new planted" in the soul of a man. We are
shown in the second part the result of this growth.
Before we proceed with a closer analysis of the special
motives, let us bear in mind the words of Ben Jonson, which have, in our
opinion, a reference to the esoteric method of Elizabethan dramatists in
general. In the theoretical Induction to his play, "The 1.Iagnetic Lady
or Humours Reconciled", the boy of the house says: "Sir, all our work
is done without a portal or Vitruvius. 'En foro, as a true comedy .shou16
be. And what is concealed within, is brought out, and made present by
report. "
There is indeed no ,.open entry or portal" into the central
ideas of most Elizabethan plays. The Elizabethan poets understocd
playwriting from the viewpoint of traditional motives, hyperbolic and
parabolic charac t.er s, and dynamic masks of clownish disguise and d i s -
simulation vn,ich often veiled a mystical secret •.
\Vhat we see in foro in The Winter's Tale is a tragedy of
jealousYl a romance of love of the son of the king with a shepherd's
daughter, against the will of the king; the restoration of ha:p:piness
in a family; the reconciliation of a broken friendshi~, the end cr owned
r
by a strangely miraculous' event, where the mother of the f'ami Ly is
brought back from death to life.
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The love romance of Florizel and Perdita, from an exoteric
point of view. offers the enchanting picture of two ideal young lovers
uninhibit~ and grown-up in their vital instincts. There is a charm
about them like about the medieval pair, Aucassin and Nicolette, who
show a similar strong and tender maturity of fine erotic instincts.
Yet ho poet of world literature knew better than Shakespeare that the
erotic fictio~ of romantic love is a cultural and poetic inheritance
which helps rather to veil than to disclose the psychology of the human-'
.•.. .-
'race. He knew that the erotic fiction of romantic love lives mainly in
the tapestry of legends. revealing ~ spiritua~ expariences of quite a
different order. Shakespeare made use of the erotic fiction, but he him-
self, as a poet, stood behind the veil and not before it. From the
serio~s background of Christian platonic spiritual discipline, he used th,
theme of the erotic fiction of romantic love as an illusion of the imagin.
ation. In this sense he had presented with spiritual Lrony the romance
of love in"Romeo and Juliet", where he had shown that the love instinot
itself in its ba#i@ inflamation and rapidity is destructive, and an ex-
pression of the "rude will" of the soul, and not of graoe., The spir-
itual father Lorenzo views in this light the fate of Romeo, for whom the
virtue and medicine of love become a poison and vice.
Shakespeare's real thought about the natural state of male
youth is expressed in The Winter's T~le by the words of the old shepherd
when he finds the baby Perdita: "I wou.Ld.. there war-e no age between ten a,
three-and-twenty, or that' youth would sleep out the rest; for there is
nothing in the between but getting wenches with child, wronging the
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.ancientry, stealing, fighting ••••• " (Act Ill, scene 3).
The theme of the relation of father and son is motivated in
The Winter's Tale from the beginning. In thefir.st sc ene s the :bm young
sons of Polixenes and Leontes stand in the limelight of the draLuatic in-
terest. 'Mamilius, the son of Leontes, becomes the mysterious victim of
nis father's blind passion., polixenes speaks in terms of dearest father.
ly love about h~s young son, Florizell
,<
"If at home, sir,
He's all my exercise, my mirth, my matter;
Now my sworn friend, and then mine enemy;
My pa rasi t e , my soldier, stateaman, all: •••.
(Aci 1, scene 2)
The psychic mercurialists used to call their anagogic art "disciplina
of the mystae
juvenilis". The spiritual fatherhoodhof the Elizabethan age consisted
in "fixing" the sworn friend and parasite into a dear enemy, soldier
and statesman; in making a youth conscious of how he wronged the ancien~~J
and in Ie ad Lng him on to the wisdom of the Ancient of Old, This is thE
.• _ _, I"
theme of The Winter's Tale, II concealed vHthin and made present by reJ?or:t."
It gives a double picture from the viewpoint of spiritual disillusion and
romantic illusion. The ironic contrast of mere poetic painting and spiro
itual reality of life, developed in this play the freedom of humor, the
differential idea about the mystery qf thy age in its relation to poetry
and philosophy, and the crowning symbol at the end of the play.
The painted romance of love between Florizel and Perdita is a
mercurial lcve rcmance.
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The pce.t adhered to the general traditional·
motive of the Elizabethan stage, which often veiled the psychology of
mercurial mating under the picture of the marriage of a rich man's son
with a poor man's daughter. It was also alluded to as the marriage of
the king I s son wi th a beggar I s daughter, who is then herself discovered
to be of noble birth. It is interesting that this marriage motive
occurred almost always with the father of the wooer as third party inter.
listed. The mother was r.are:Lyo. introduced or mentioned. ~J[odern fiction
usually makes use of wooer-daughter-ffiother motive. It has the jocose
mother-in-law motive, as opposed to the spiritual father-in-law motive
of Elizabethan literatura. Behind the ironic theatrical motive of
the marriage of a poor man's daughter with a rich man's son in Elizabethar.
literature there was a very deep psychological insight into human nature.
The illuminated masters and poets knew that fami1y happiness is the pre-
rogative of women and not of men. Men are not born to become happy, but
.. t a make happy.
,.
Man can share happiness through the medium of the familji
centered in the mother in a material. 'sense, in the father in a spiritual:.
sense. Every social tradition is apt to undermine this ideal life sense.
The hardships of life bring about in a society fettered by old traditions,
a perverted. order. A society living in old traditions marries off its
children so that the husband secures a better position in life thrcugh a
dowry and through the advantages cf the highe,r station of the wife's
family. A calculating, arithmetical sense dominates the life-values in
a traditional cultural human group. and curbs the life-sense. The il-
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. t d' f th age fought against this material, aritlTmeticallumJ.na e men 0 e
sense. They were "geometricians" who led their di s oLp.e s on to an inner
into which the initiatedThe mystical whirl
sense of "geometrical proportion"; Whereby they could measure the rela-
tive values of life,.,:; ,i;," ~ c:':
young man was thro,vn had an effect contrary to the rational mating of
society fettered by tradition. It drove the young man not infrequently
to the lower social level, and not to the higher. This is psychological·
ly clear. A young man ~n despair, seeking love and protection in the
arms of a woman,. finds it there where he is surest of his love. A typic,
case is that of Bertram and Helena in "All's Well That Ends Well". A
marriage so effected meant the breaking up of old traditional values and
the establishment of new values on a spiritual basis. Such a marriage
is that of the king's son Florizel with the shepherd's daughter Perdi~a.
The poet introduced a clo~~ish mercurial figure, the poetic
pedlar; Aut.o.Lycua , who was "littered urrl er Mercury". Autolycus, ac-
cording to the Greek myth, was the son of Mercury and maternal grandfather
of Ulysses the Crafty. This pedlar is a mercurial matchmaker and
mystical cunnycatcher, whose revenue is the "silly-cheat". He 1i:ronizes
the love romance of Florizel and Perdita: "I have served Prince lclorizel,
and, in my time, wore three-pile; but now I am out of servioe." (Act IV,
scene 1.) The rioh "three-pile" velvet vfhich -he wore when in
I
Florizel's service hints very unobtrusively at the triangUlar motive.
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This triangular motive is made present by report by introducing a Satyr
dance of "four threes of herdsmen", "one three of them, by their own
report, have danced before the king". It is also indicated by the
words of the clown, who speaks of the sheep shearers at the feast as of-
"three-man song-men all". It is a dionysic feast, where young men are
shorn of their sheepish illusions and brought to their senses. The
Clown stresses ;\rhe fact that he has to buy"rice"
Clown:
do with rice?
••••• Rice -- What will this sister of mine
But my father hath made her mistress of the
feast,and she lays it en. She hath made me four-and-twenty
nosegays for the shearers, -- three-man song-men all, and
very good ones; but they are most of them means and bases;
but one puritan amongst them, and he sings psalms to horn-
pipes .... 0 •••• (Act IV, scene 1)
It was Spenser who Was the first to write music for hornpipes to accompan
puri tan psalms.
Autolycus had compassed "a motion of the Prodigal Son".
Shakespere here hints very clearly at the psychic process which AutolYcus
the mercurialist, brings about. He had married a"tinker's wife"; he was
Whipped out of the court for his vices, leaving virtue behind.
It is shown how this mercurial 'pedlar sells -love tokens to
the Clovm, whose conscience is moved' to keep, his promise to his sweethear
Mopsa, whom he had neglected. With great humor it is shown how Autolycu
with feigned ballads
ensnares the c cunt.ry couple~and brings into them a dionysic spirit, with
his "sir's song": the song of Mercury:
Clown:
If[opsa:
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What hast here? ballads?
Pray now, buy some; I love a ballad in print
a-life; for then we are sure they are true.
Autolycus: Here's one to a very doleful tune. How a
usurer's wife was brought to bed of twenty money-bags at a
burden, and how she longed to eat adders' heads and toads
carbonadoed.
If[opsa: Is it true, think you?
Autolycus: Very true; and but a month old.
Dorcas: Bless me from marrying a usurerl
Autolycus: Here's t he midwife's name t o t t , one
Uistress Taleporter, and five or six honest wives that were
present. \Vhy should I carry lies abroad?
Mopsa:
Clovm:
Pray you now, buy iY.
Come on, lay it by; and let's first see more
ballads; we'll buy the other things anon.
Autolycus: Here's another ballad, of a fiSh that ap-
peared upon the coast on Wednesday the fourscore of April,
forty thousand fathom above water, and sung this ballad
against the hard hearts of maide: it was thought she was a
woman, and was turned into a cold fish for she would not
, ,
exchange flesh with one that loved her.
p Lt Lf'ul, and as true.
The ballad is very
Dorcas: Is it true too, think you?
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Autolycus: Five justices' hands at it; and witnesses
more than my pack will hold.
Clovm: Lay it by toe: another.
Autolycus: This is a merry ballad; but a very pretty
one.
}Kopsa: Let's have some merry ones.
Autolycus: Why, this is a passing merry one, and
goes to the tune of Two lllaids wooing ~~: there's scarce
a maid westward but she sings it: 'tis in request, I can
tell you.
(Act IV, scene 3)
There is an esoteric literary tradition behind the foolish
content of these ballads, which refer to the initiate.: he is called a
usurer's wife (we have shown that the mercurial master was often called
. a usurer), and is freed from his money complex through spiritual con-
..
trition; he appears as a cold fish who sang against the hard heart of a
maid: he himself had this hard heart of a maid. before he was mercurially
"congealed" into a cold fish; he figures in the triangular;. ballad of
two maids wooing a ma~.
westward" means.
We know from sonnet literature what the "maid
Autolycus has a passion to disguise his honesty, which he
denies, under a cloak of foolish knavery , a mercurial attitude so s t r ons
in Shakespeare's age, especially in poetry, just as the attitude of km!J
themselves
knaves of all ages has been to disguise""as honest men. This mystical
"cutpurse" alludes to "hl s discretion about Florizel's flight with
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Perdi ta and Camillo, under the following "coat of folly":
Autolycus: •••..•• if I thought it were a piece of
hDnesty to acquaint the king withal, I would not do't: I
hold it the more knavery to conceal it; and therein am I
constant to my profession.
(Act IV, scene 3)
His profession is that of Mercury. The figure of Autolycus can serve us
as a symboli~ key that opens the ,hidden meaning of the crafty, foxy,
cunning literary products of the Elizabethan poets, particularly of the
plays of the
~cleverest of them: Ben Jonson.
The differential idea about the dfonysic mystery in relation
to painting poetry and rationa1 philosophy, is expressed in the conversa-
tion between Perdita and Polixenes, .who speak about the bastards, the
",streak' 0. gillyvors". Though polixenes, for theatrical purposes, is
opposed to the match between Perdita and Florizel, whom he tells "reason
my son should choose himself a wife", yet the thought concealed within and
made present by report, shows that he is in the mercurial conspiracy of
the play.
gillyvors:
Polixenes asks Perdita why her rustio garden is barren of
PoLd.xeries r Wllerefore, gentle maiden,
Do you neglect them?
Perdita: For I have heard it said
r
There is an ,art which, in their piedness, ,shares
With great creating nature.
.Polixenes:
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Say there be;
Yet nature [s made better by no mean,
But nature makes that mean; so, o'er that art
\Vhich you say adds to nature, is an art
That nature makes. You see, sweet maid, we marry
A gentler scion to the wildest stock,
And make conceive a bark of baser kind
By bud of nobler race. This is an art
\Vhich does mend nature, -- change it rather; but
The art itself is nature.
Perdita: So it is.
Polixenes: Then make your garden rich in gillyvors,
And do not· call them bastards.
perdi ta: I'll not put
(Act IV, scene 3)
The dibble in earth to set one Slip of them~
No more than, were I painted, I would wish
This you~h would say, 'twere well, and only therefore
Desire to. breed by me. --
What the poet makes Perdita say is above the consciousness
of a shepherd's daughter or even a king's:daughter, but yet characteris1
ic for the unconscious instinct of every woman.
• •
We see from Perdita'
•
remark that the passage does not, as the Baconists had assu~ed, refer ~.
only to the crossing of flowers, in whic]l Bacon was Lar-geLy interested,
but to the crossing of:human beings.
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polixenes, in speaking of the art of creating nature, which
is nature itself, alludes to what natural philosophers of the age like
Giordano Bruno or Gabriel Harvey called "natura naturans". Perdita, the
unac phds t Lc a't ed woman, cannot understand the philosophic attitude of a
natural ist. She reacts with the spontaneous moral feeling which lives
in her soul and which she projects into nature. For her the streaked
gillyvors will remain bastards. .::She is the Leg t t Lma't e child of nature
and demands a legitimate love. Polixenes' rational explanation. of
natural philosophy, where he tells Perdita that in marrying a gentle
mended or rather
scion to the wildest ato.ck nature iSl\changed by nature itself, seems to
hertartificial. There is a point where an exterior rationalization of
nature becomes a sterile painting for the soul. With Perdita's reply th
poet shows the point where the aJ;lllect 6f nature turns off into the silent
intuition for an inner divine law of love growing out from the
of the sexes to each other. The natural philosophy ends with
relation
->,I>A-'-.t:::'~
a Ia rge;(
ultra realm where reason is silent, and only aots of love speak, with a
knowledge of what is good and bad. This passage can shew us how
the
Shakespeare differentiates in The Winter's Tale with~X consciousness of
spiritual reality, what he integrates by means of poetic painting and
rational thought.
In the mercurial garments of Autolycus, Florizel starts his ad·
venturous journey with Perdita and Gamil+o to Sicilia; there he pretends
to have come from Lybia, the country whez e "black" people live. His
spiritual trials were foretold by Autolycus in jocose, esoteric languagel
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Autolycus: He has a son, -- who shall be flayed
alive; then 'nointed over with honey, set on the head of a
wasr's nest; then stand till he be three quarters and a dram
dead; then recovered again with aquavitae, or some other hot
ini'ulilion;;. then, raw as he is, and in the hottest day prognos-
tication proclaims, shall he be set against a bride-wall, the
sun looking with a southward eye upon him, -- where he is to
a~hold him with flies blown to death••.•...
(Act IV, scene 3)
The underlying moral lesson of The Winter's Tale about
spiritually new-born gentlemen, is brought out from the ironic perspect-
ive of the old Shepherd and the 6lown, simple minded rustics who dare not
look at a king and cannot believe t ha't they themselves may pas sess gentle.
:the Clown says:manly qualities.
Clown: ........ but I was a gentleman born before
my father; for the king's son took me by the hand and called
me brother ••••••• (Act V, scene 2)
~Jli:Iu;::dJcte!lltl,opr:tn:rtN'tljlJ;y1!ll...rpcw)w:x.,.lfk~gIl!1'1I'tJ!!p7~
~pxIJ!!JI!1f~n&g '.!QC
When the Clown is:ask.Ed·oy Autolycus fur a good report to the prince,
the Shepherd says to the Clown:
Shepherd: son,
,
do; for we must be
'.•..
gentle, now we are gentlemen. .
(Act'V, scene 2)
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Here, as in many other comedies of Shakespeare, the inferi.or
elownish characters throw an ironic light on the main theme and on the
main characters.
Shakespeare enlivens with humor th~ end of the play, where
he winds up the events of an incredulous tale. He introduces courtiers,
idle tale bearers, who report with sentimental excitement ~he unbeliev-
able events. What is improbable in its cont ent becomes probable by thE
form of presentation, in showing the willingness of l;luman nature to
create sensational hearsay. The Winter's Tale, in our opinion, is the
comedy of human gullibility.
The antinomy of poetic painting and the inner spiritual
meaning which brings out a commonplace "verity of an old tale" of the
human race, is especially stressed at the end, when Hermione changes
from a painted statue into a living woman, and embraces her husband.
~11I.e could
The theatre Vl!i.s for Shale speare the place where~ tell the truth
by feigning and painting. He used the motive of Hermione t s statue to
indica"te how far the inner meaning tranBlffl~ the painting. In Shakes-
pearets phraseology, a woman in sorrow is a "monument of grief". As
long as Leontes was not spiritually purified as a father, his wife had
lived at his side in grief, a life of a dead woman. He himself is
spoken of at the beginning of .the tale as ra man who dwelt by a churchyar
Hermione had lived a lonely life aniJ. had preserved herself "to see the,
issue"; now she is "wrinkled and old in ,age"; Leorrte s is purified by
l grief and softened in heart.
.
This romantic wooer who had wooed Hermion
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for three months, is given back his wife by Paulina, with .t.he weirds:
When she was young you woo'd her; now in age
Is she become the suitor.
(Act V, scene 3)
These words contain the deepest ethos of the play. Leonte s has learne d
the lesson to submit in love to his wife. According to Sha]<.e speare ,
~ women are the continuous wooers of their husbands, who have to
learn to listen to them, and to understand the needs of their heartx and
soul. Rosaline had once told it to the passionate wooer, Orlando.
The l~liness of old 8~e, the comfort in the mate, is stressec
in the words of Paulina,who has lost her husband:
••.•.•• I, an old turtle,
Will wi~ me to some wither'd bough, and there
My mate, that's never to be found again,
Lament till I am lost.
(Act V, scene 3)
Leontes gives her the faithful Camillo for a husband. The need for bumar
companionship is very great for those who are lonely; it is stronger thar
faithfulness unto death.
~Y'>'I!l.
The old myth tells how orpheus brought back :..1 I j 6 from thE
'underworld.
The,Winter's Tale tells how a man who had been purified and
disillusioned through the hell and purga1;ory of Orphic art, brought his
wife and children to the heaven of happiness: in a winter's night it is
at the fireplace of a cheerful home.
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The Winter's Tale is Shakespeare's "When We Dead AWaken".
But unlike Ibsen's play it is not filled with frozen remorse, but with
melted gentleness of heart; it is not a sombre tragical play, but one
of sober cheer. Even the sad mood is relieved with the humorous wisdon
,2 _.
old age.
Ll
LOVEIS t.ABOR:lLOST
"The word.s of Mercury are harsh after the songs of Apollo.
"tl:lh;ll: way, - - we this way." With these 'words, spoken by the knigl1t
ly pedant Don Adriano de Armad o , closes the comedy Love is La191rs Lost.
h~,~ "
The oont ra.e't ing motive of the play) vi Allollo's Srg"vt:iJlOilJ and Mercury's
e
~
harshness, ~ musically tuned at the end where ~'ring and Winter sing
their lays; the Cuckoo and the Owl lend notes.
" t ransoend,entE'.l cuckolding,
Th~ ouckoo then, on every tree,
Mo~s married men; for thus sings he,
Cuckoo;
Cuckoo, cuckoo, -- 0 word of fear,
Unpleasing to a married ear~
The merc'V'ia,l theme' of
"
.".
",',.
the
sounds wit!J111t very suggestion of the 'Cl'harming happiness of Sprin'g and i
offset with the disillusioning picture of the frosty Winter.~' The than
and the wint e r theme of
oflove,-the spring therr,e' of apollin~ il~US~O~~~mercuriAl disillu-
1;10n,- 1s the merry jest of the comedy.
L, '
The figure of Adriano de
Arm;;;.do is at the very bottom of the ple.y;~\~ith thi,s figure iii!!'
c cnc errt rated and manifested what is in courtl,~ euphuig dis-, ,
"" L L (. "-' l/1("· . '-", .·m·.-·
guifled in erot ic fict ion by four couples. (X¢J.riano de Armada can
L. 2
uS what the wh01e comedy means.
Literary critics have not gone farther with :the eJgl1anation of
"t ,. t " " 1i ~ It 45 a mi~take tothe :play than wr..at its VII), ty rne Orl.cJ.ml' eo. ~
i t . . i st euohu i sm ... manner of st"lethin:!>: that the play . s a sa ),re ".gee n .. ., .. 0
M-
whioh Shakespeare himself renews with a touch of popuLa'r rea1ism and
YI'I M~.ar,t volubility of t ne tongue.- "
The verbose arid rede.ntic vanity of speech which is shown in
.~ . .
the exaggeratl;q caricature of Adllta.nIl de Armad.c, the stilted meta.-
the ext erior
phon; which the other J!1ain characters of the play, the King of 1Ta,varre
siL~re with .him to some degree,
aspiring towards learningf\~butand his three friends
costumes
comic~xwkKtKNgR of the time. 'The 1og<e,;p of the o omedy , which <let
es the sense of the whole play, can be found out from the attitude
10rd
which Adriano de Armado shows towardshts",,~and master, the King of·!
. ,
to marry.
Navarre, and towards the' c cunt ry wench J,aquenetta, whom he is dest ined
Adr-Lanc de ~do deifies his k~g: "lily soul's earth God ,
and body I s
(Act I. scene Il
fostering patron.'" Thus he addresses him .Ln a letter;
Soene 2)
"Annointed, I implore so much expense of thy royal sweet breath'\.s
utter &. brace of words •••...• my fair, sweet honey monarch." (~l!l'
~
This'lW'!!!'Y of speech i5 ):lata mere report of. Sh~espear~!,:,J:,
~~I~ii£iciU'""'''''k''ii''iimcil~;J''''_''":c''';''''::'J:'':'.''::;':''' :;":,,,:;;)"<0:.;:..,
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observation of a/strange che.ract.er . It is the exaggerated report qf
the~ IIl>4.r-reverenoe love' of the learned green fools
who bec~e mer~rial novioes. Thi.s debasement on one side, the
looking up towards the master, is contrasted by Adrj.ano's looking down
upon the country wench Jaquenetta, who falls to his lot. The attitude
towards Jaquenet t a is 'IlrJM<;l'i"gU oarded to the same pit eh of oomie exagge r-
ation 8.S his attitude toW@.rds his lord and master, the King of Hava.rre.
This i.6 the love letter which he writes to her:
"By Heaven, that. thou' art fair, is most infallible; true, thou art
beauteous; truth itself, that thou art lovely. More faire.r .t han fair,
beaut iful than beauteous,t rue r than t ruth itself, have oommiserat ion nn
thy he1"oioal vassall The magnanimous and most illustrate King Cophetua
set eye upon the pernicious and indubitate beggar Penelpphon; and he it
Waf! that might rightly say, Veni, vidi,vioij .which to anatomize in t1:le
vulgar, -- O,base and obscure v1ilgarl -- videl:icet, He came, saw and
ove raaeie : he came, = 'one; saw, two; cverc,arns, three. Who came? The
.,-
King: why did he come? to see: why did he see? to overcome: to whom
,
came he? to the beggar: what saw he? the beg6ar: who overcarne he? the
beggfj.1". The ccncaue ron is v1otory: on whose side? the King's. The
captive is enriched: on whose side? the beggar's. The catastrophe is
a nuptial: on whose sid.e? the King's, ,-- no, on both in one, or one m
both. I am the King; for 50 stands the oompar:ison: thou the beggar;
for so witnesseth thy loveliness. Shall I c omnand thy Love I I may:'
shall r enforce thy loire? Icould:~hall I entraat thy love? I will.
What shalt thou exchange for rags? robes; for tit~les? titles; for
thyself? me. Thufll expe ot dng thy reply, if I profane my li,pe on thy foot,
my eyes on thy picture, and my heart on thy every part. --- Thine, in
the dearest aes ign of Lndus t ry, DOlT ADRIANO DE PJlilillA. 1I{~xy.xx
(Act IV, 50 ene 1)
Thus dost thou hear the Nenean lion roar
'Gainst thee, thou,lamh, that at.andes't as his prey.
Submissive fall his princely feet before,
And he from forage will incl Ine to play:
But if thou strive, poor SOUl, what art thou then?
Jfood for his rage, r-epa.s t ur-e for his den. (Act IV, scene 1)
With this letter is the inner sense of the comic figure" Off'Adfian10 detI
Annli.d;o unmaaked , Whil"ll' he approac1ties J..cqenet.t a with a t radit ionar c<Ompl i
the lionls dem, :8'er'w111:: does not c~unt;,1:)ut omil.y his.The 5!p:l.ritual~M#jI
in the baok'""'ground o:f'the plaY,and yet the poet never"loses' sighti of"him- .
,
o:Or1'Sists the~ that· he beoomes the repentant' l".over and"husband'~
\,
·'·who comes ttl the ins:ight that! Jae:qelaettds wear is m1lre important: than~j
tual- CiOursethrough which the other fOur mercurial heroes of the play
Wlill have to go.ShakeSpeare shows in him visib~r wh"et is indirectly .:::;~
h:l,nted. at through. symb'olic act ion'.plct '.erotic fict ion and" rhetoric on
b'ehalf of~the f-our ma,:l,nch:aracters cl.f'the plll.y•. The k:l,ng·· of' Navarre"
sa;;'s of h:tmt
N'twiiil;fiti;#itWtfl,l'm'%if1~lli~'~~
Amen cf compl,elllentswhom righ.t and wrong
Has chose theumpiee of' their mu1:in\1: '
Th'is chilli; of' f.anoy •that, Anlad~,.hightIt••••
Thil3 deecr:l.ption is eq'alJ.Y valid for the king and hie three attendants.
Ff;i(l" they areethe pic,tured shadows of mercuriai: in it iMss who will experl-
inut iny 01'
ence in their souJ.sthe,\ right and wrong.But lllt us first see hoVl# Armado
gees through tl;r,e play.
Curiously encughjArmado fallJ3 in love with Jac·qenetta in his
attempt to separate her from·the clown COstard~He d.emounces the la.tter
t o~he king {f1; having seen h:tm w'ith Jac·qenetta l andcausee Costard 15
punishment .1lut he himself taUs a prey to what is forbidden in tn-b·
~.", t:;( /Vi
palace of learning. The clown is here the anonymous sUbstitute ~r the
a famil~r,that is a demon attendant on a witch or a ccnjure~-givee
utterance to the mercurial ethos respect6.ng love:"His disgrace 'is to be
called b'oy:but his glcry. is to subdue menl', The consequence of his love
,
~ .
affair to Jacquenetta is then shown by shakespeare with a few signif':I.cant
two
disguised great Pompey, the1 mercurial h\ll'roes, great
I I
1:l.nes. When he plays ::th the other ~""'oi the house before the
king,his guests ,and friends as oms of the nine worthies >the great Keoter
C-pstard the olown brings him to open shame:
IIF1Uth,unlessyou play the honest''froj,an,the poor wench is oast
away:sli:i.e'e quiok.We, o1b:iJ.a'b'rags in her jI6i16##,fl b'el :l :l!' al'rea.cit: 'tis yours'.\'
'li,,~~~1 ,
There en1Sues aoom:l.o( ohalenge :¥li~tl"M!;{l from Amado, the disguised great'
Keot tlr1t 0~ard. the
in their i~naginatiom~~ut when ~ostard deolarescthat he wants to fight
"- ~;t, ~
h1s adversary in the' shirt',~d:o ciOn:f'esses he" must , desist+ fl:"om f:l.ght'irtg
"The naked.. t l:"Uth of' it is ,I have" no shirt; I go woolward fer penances "
, .
(ACT V Scene II)There 15 in many of Shakespeare's oiOlIled1es a. mercurial
,o<Dnspiracy of the f1gures of' the' Plll.y;theJI kn>cw the poet:' s seoxoets.
Bbyet ,a. representa.t 1ve of merc,urial'; ma.ster~wisdom,who ftom the view_
poiilt of the action'iS n-ot supposed to knew what is in Armad<llh heartt
s1i1,oe< he is, as attending Ulrd' of tlie pr1noElss) a. ,new guest of the house,
~ JvJ-J-.: "
yet betrays What the poet'~::
IITl:"Ue,ljlJld it was enjoin,d him in :Wome for wa.nt of linenHlinloe when
~I'U; be sworn.he wore none but a. dishclout of Jaoq:aen'etta.·s,lj.nd"tha.~
he wears' next.: his ,hearl for a favour. II
S:o itiil the rel'atilltm to Jaoquenetta Which b r eughf Amado to
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'penanoe.Rome standS henffor the masterly authority",so to speak the spio)
rij.tuarpope'~,We remember the lines in Harvey's strange poewGiirgOl1Jl
, ' ,
:l!De-flnaine ent reat-s the rodd~ ••• r Navarre woces ROme "••••
names Of e thee ' ~
Two names which coinoide with the;\two f'1gu'res of' ''Love' s LlA.b'ours L:'ost"l'.,:,
the king of Nava.rre and DUmain.The mention'in'g of the ROm!' in its deci.
throws a furthe<r l'ight_ }'The cu.ssiOn:ett of needres'l6I by the Gentlewoman'
so pra i.sed by Hz,:rveJ',ie as we have reasons,t'o aSSUllle,S1iakiespea;re"e coue-
dt "Lllve's Labour LOl!!t~l.
The' announced death o~the' father of the princess", gives' a sudden
se<rious turn to the plJo.y.Anrmdo exca..:aimsl
"FOr mine own part I I bt-e,athe freer breath. I have seeIl" the. day of"
wrong through the little hole' ofd1scret ian ,and' I1 w'il!" right lIrYsel<f
l~1ke a soldier."
The day of "wrong seen through the little, hole of d1soret ion i$ the
pecUl~ar mercuria1.'fexperiencenVhic1:J, badvb r-ough't Amado to penance and'f)
to the spirit,w;i.litat ion of hills s,oul.The init iate as a soldier and often
as a soluier with a wooden leg is a recurring mercurial symbo~.At tXen
1,
end of the ,Pl~afterth<i plea of the lovers had been 50 disappoint:lJg:Jy'
L.B
p~~f •
I\he takes leave from the king as ilrhe wort.hy knight' o~"Troy;
hav."vowed ttl. Jacq,uenetta to hold,:the"plough f.er hem sweet' love three'
~l!yearB.!'Although st:l.1l in adulat ion before the king, it is ntiw Jaoqa
net t a whose "vota ry" he has become.,
With the figure of Adriano de Armado is the erotic fictten of teA
unmasked in Mi inner
agE> in its outward. eaphist ic appearance~~t#~ ih/lpsYChologicar ad
"Assiilt rme'ijsome extemporalJgod of rhyme,fer I; am sure I:'shalr;#i
tUrJDnsonne:llist.Dsvi5e8wit l,.write'jpen;f.e(l"rI~aJll1'f:llrwholtl voilumes in fol&o1'
(Aod;[ Scene I)
The, poeM d,oes mot bet ray the secret" of sonniet ee,ring. F:Orthe comedy is ~
of ll'l.d.ies
latd at therfjget~f:briWifcourtly entertainement,andthe eroticrf'iirtionl!l.
confronts the, poetic f:~d.gning of love in:' its, coat-radriMl'ion·with the state,
of:
·of m-1lb.dr.l~~ the 10vers",We have, a poe111:I.o 'test :j.mony how this play wasilli
,understood by a:'"eontemporanr who recorded'his impression with refeeenae
to h1il own aercurial: theme whish he' treated in ve r-see-unde r the titl-edl
(
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Love's Lab our- Lost! I once did see a plcwYclep~d so, so called tc my pain, v
Vlhich I tc hea~ to my small joy did stay
Giving attendance on mY froward dame.
Each actorplay'd in cunning wise his pa.rt,
But chiefly those entrapp'd in Cupid's snarej
Yet all was feigned, 't.W1M3 not from the heart;
They seem'd to grieve, but yet they f'el t no care:
'Twa.s I that grief indeed d:i.d bear in breast;
. The others. did but make a show in jest.
(The Complete Works of W:i.lliam Shakespeare, E:arvl;1.rdEdition, by Rev. Hen}"
N.Hudson, LL.D. b1lrtisill:~1883. Vol. 11, page 3 IntI/oJ
The writer who tells us that he bears gis grief for his own
frowl;1.rd dame, a. d:i.sguised Laura and future Academe of th~ime, throws
light on the nature of his grief by referring to the play Love's Labour
Lost, where all is feigned,a ~XRkmx show in jest, and where those
they felt
ent rapped in cupid's snare seemed to grieve and yet,,,,,,::xpRSXftti: no care.
The change a: heart which the lovers undergo :i.s symbolized
through comic R int r:i.gues :i.n a rhetoric, not psychologic mQU: manner.
This early comedy is the b est Elltample of what the r-omarrt ic c rit ics of
Germany r~,d recognized as the finest feature of Shakespeare's art, his
irony wh:i.ch raises and nUllifies at the same time the very illusion df
the poetic work. Shakespeare, -ac c ord Ing to the' opinion of the world/.
:b: the greatest artist of western civi'Uzation, treated his art w:i.th
the fUllest ins ight for what poet.Lc :l.mig:i.nat ion stands. Poetry as the·
p:i.cture of' beauty and truth is :i.n Hs ethical significance the antinol1lf
L io
of spiritual beauty and truth. Poet rs . as the magic charm for the irrag-
ination is, according to Shakespeare, not only of no help but a hindf'rance
f·or the realizat1Qn of spiritual beauty and truth. Spiritual beauty
100~
and truth need no painted colors: the intuitive,\~J{t!1'iJrt towards the
world creates the lucid and beautjfu1 colors and is thus the realizer
Faithfulness ±NxXRY~ to those one loves and the submission
Shakespeare made thaxantimomy of
spiritual
to the" authority of D:IillXXUmil===IIf.Il:U
~
.about the nilo3:ba1l3.lll'l of truth.
superiors and masters, bring~
painted beauty and truth and realized beauty and truth, the never-w~~~
ceas ing themtlt ic conf1 ict of his plays, and by this ve ry process he has
been able to catch the imagination in a trap 1. il1 which we are yet held
capt ive. For our inner spi~itua1 sense fcr the realization of beauty
and truth is defeated just at the moment when the poet catches our im-
aginQ>t Lon with his vision of beauty and t ruth which he has paint ed ,
All the deeper contradictions of. our esthetic CUlture lie in this cham
ot Shakespeare I s poet ry. 5':he reade;- given over in adm:frat ion to S~-
pea re , listens to a reve1eation which is~ stated merely from the
viewpoint of poetic or padrrt ed truth. It is the curse of the admitoer tlf
Shakespeare not to pierce through to his ov.m divine vision of spiritUal
beauty and truth.
Lll
This is the inner reason, we believe,' why the orthS.-
dox bishop bf:It Lev lJic401a.j,ewioiZ7TiJlJlittli and the puritan magistrate
George Bernard Shaw wereinst mct :ively aroused ag<;l.inst Shakespeare Ts
art.' The fact that Shakespear"~ly,with the charm of
his paint ed beauty and t ruth his ovm spiritual aim to post eri,'" , makes
him the scapegoat cf all spiritual sins cf our esthetic CUlture.
But should we accuse Shakespeare that he makes us sin and that with tre
charrrl cf his poetry he defeats that inner spiritual sense which he wants
to arouse in usl
rrm:kB
Should we accuse him that he is too beautiful to~
Us
",true, he can reply with that x:tX spiritual silence wh Lch he had cbserved
cr
in order not to immorta1ize himself",W lay any bash of eternity, or
secure any personal fame in future ages. H~orks were written on
the spur of the mOment as personal confessions of himself and his,friends.
We, his creatures,
not he the creator, are responsible for the spirit~al ~I of our
esthetic culture.
He can also testify XkKt with the manner of his special irony,
that he did not take seriously the poetic work as cultural good, as ob-
ject of ~add::Jil: idolization. Shakespeare had used his irony in
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the p ictur-e of a pa in t ed D~o:!Odw::z:x:UJiXlml!C!:lm hell, purgatory and
heaven, as a spiritual and ethical. aim tc dest r-oy his cWn works as
scurces of inspiration. His poetic irony was a magic flute to call
e~romthe idols of the theatre to the safe platonic
shore of spiritual consciousnessj from Which the beautiful sight of this
world and the realization of truth by good and fruitful actions ars made
possible. Shakespeare's irony was a sober function of his sriritua1ty
and had a 1iving\ challenging sense for the youth of his age.~
~"-" _.... his, udience .
;\de1ightfU11y ~ntertaine~~~aPih~o~nr.e~Yf-~t~o~n~gg,u~e~dilm~a~nnnnee?r)x~~~~~ac~~~~
~ f..£h.<.~,~. ..,-l..-(e e, /Cr., the
aSI $5 fM;~;l.ng fell @'fwoman, Lady London, as/lme1ancholY~
\ the city, ~ ..."~~i,.,,,,',,\ .Jaques Ca11S~~, andlstun~~the promising young men of his own
;:t...~ .
age inial manner as Socrates, the famous gadfly of Athen~had done.
'--..
Shakespeare's poetic work flows from his defeat as an indi.vidual. In
""""et- ,wi'!~ -{.,;... ,..,.,.,..". I+~
comic jest or tragic pathos he ~ made fun~ himself;' The defeat" of
male
the~1ndividua1 who dies as . ' ,a son and is reborn as ,a father is the
, fi.<~~~
ual basis of Shal<espeare's work; his poetic expression l(fospero's
spirit;.
charm .
Here we can consider the difference between Shakespeare's po~-
ic irony and the irony of the poets of the nineteenth century who imitat ad
;?'~
him boyishly.
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The poet s of the nineteenth century did hot make fun
of their own individual defeat but like wanton boys they made fun of the
defeat of their fathers. They thought themselves heroes in destroyi8g
the idols of the market and erected~~~xpX¥~R in their
~7
places the idols of the theatre of romantic and modern literature.
"I
a:l:m to ~ to
They did notl\drive the public out of the theatre, butl\~ lureJi: them in.
~
Our histr±mic age :Sas pr-og r-ess ed so far that Broadway~~
/'<
xkR can today be oalled the symbol of the spiritual state of mind of
civilised
the1\wor'Ld,
But to return' t o our c,omedY.The play starts with the conTrasnol
the askesis of 1'.earning and the seduction of'love.It seems that' Sl?ake~­
speare!had:linvented the pl'ot fOr himself) contrary to his'olll1.stom of~i1
. ~""~' .
" .. ' ........... I
i":f\W his,\argument/\ a 1 terary so,,:rce., H.e h-adJ created, l~ll'Pa'O"e"'EI!""iv'__'!'e,)
a psychic
a s~rmbolic situat1ionrw~ich points at" cnara7terist i~ state of"mind of 1/;..e.-
, ~~ /~;:;:...,,~, "
group ofC noblEh young m:e~Jl'erdiilabd,:f\:ing pf Navarre'l,with his three a.tten-
,
d1ng Lor~srBiiron ,Longaville6Dumaiil,-have'sworn to devote' themselves fOr
t he- t erm of' three years to contemplative study under the-strict rules
as far as 'possibll:
not to see a woman during this time and.i t o abstain asc,eticallYl\from fOdd
" (' ?
and sleep.A p rdnc eas of"France coming with three' attending ladies-"'as'li'::
, 1 \ /,-,,.'"
g¥est'llr-e 0 the king of Navarre with a plea oIl her bed~ridden' father
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to surrender'- Aquit ain which: the" king Of"l>TaVarre('h~OldS"~payment of
outside,
a debt; must' camp",in conformance to the established rules.Thee'boking
up to learn1ng,~ a symbol' of'manly mastery,as it were(;andthe 100-
king dOWDlr, upon the fElmal:ese:x:; is made the" start ing point' orthe" cemf,c
hUJlllil iat ion' cif the four aaademe s , While the poet int reduces the erot iC
fiction as if the king of l>Tavarre and his three attendants had ffi-ll-em
, :tI;li1i:J3i;l:n~ in love -- it is this ext e r Lor frame of the argument' which
~
made'our spectator",we have quotedjsay
Yet all was feigned, 'twas not f:t'om the,hea:rt'"--
symbolises
he ~-i5 with the contrasting figurer of Adtian,o, de, Armado and then
also how he" shapes his, plot and, b'rings .' to ccncd.usd.on the state of 'ill
mind' of" lovers 1lIiIiIIii fallen through: merctlJrial: art' iilt'O Curpid's snare.This
inner mot iVe of the c,omedy) how t he four heroes, entranced by a l:earn,ing'
,which should' make them knd.w "things hid; and barr$/i from common' s'enseJt )
, -- that learning'
are b'r-cught : to find j,n the loving eyes of' la}i.ies",which they looked' for,-
Vl1.iil.vft.n bOOkS, is the more cl.1;lverlY hiddel;l' since Shakespeare anticipates
male
with the rhetoric praise of ladies, that~wisdom to which the heroes are
destined to come later, after many spi-ritual trials.
not a psychologic, but a symbolic and rhetoric ploy.
The comedy has
It can best be
seen in the mot ive how Shakespeare makes use of the erct ic fict ion of
jo/
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the sonnets. The plot discloses the et'ot'1c feigning in its psychic
real ity. ~or instead of Biron's sonnet to Rosalin4, the letter of
( , iArmado to Ja~quenetta is brought by m stake to the ~rincess and read
/ with mercurial understanding by Boyet, a Lord attending on the Princess
of Fra.nce. Biron's sonnet which visibly bears the ~'Mg~ ear-
marks of being ad.d r-e s eed to a man,
,Thy eye Jove's lightning bears, thy voice his dreadful thunder,
Which, not to anger bent, is music and sweet fire,
Celestial as thou art, 0 pardon, love, this wrong,
That sings heaven's praise with such as earthly tongue.
is received by Jaquenetta and brought to the Curate Nathaniel and the
schoolmaster Holofernes. Holofernes deoides to send it not to Rosa-
"this~ine, but to the king,/~eoause~Biron is one of the votaries with the
king"; such e. votary is Armado, u we have heard.
praises the schoolmaster for what he has done:
The pious Curate
subt erranean I
'Li'i~
dis s imulatdOiW
Nathaniel. Sir, you have done this' in the fear of God,
very religiously; and, as a oertain father saith---
Holofernes. Sir, tell me not 'of t:he :f;ather; I do fear
colourable colours...... (Act~, scene 3)
It is most interesting what Ho:¥ofernes here states of the'ooloura,ble
colomrs' of the father. From the viewPoint of the exterio'lt aot ion this
td.0~'~:'-"'d~-"~'"~
expression1Fnever be, explained. It is a sly hint of the
merourial motive of the play, alluding to the ever-ohanging
of the mercurial master.,
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Rolofemes,
criticizes Biron's sonnei/for lack of "elegancy, facility, and golden
i~' cadenc e of poesy••• Ovidius Naso was the man: and why, indeed, Naso;
·'f
\
!~ut for smelling out theoderifer'ous flowers of f an cy , the jerks of in-
vent ion? Imitari i.s nothing: so doth t:h1e hound his master, the ape his
keeper, the t ired horse his ride r , I'/. ••• It (Act lV, scene 3) Rolofernos
lays stress on the~ name Naso, because he smells out the inner sig-
nificar.ce of thi.e flower of fancy, and jerk of invention. No matter
how pedantic,xroi: rustic and vain he is -- Armado the c:hild of fancy,~
wiw is vanity hirnself, says of hirn:"the schoolmaster is exceeding
,fanta.stical; too vain" too vain, too too vain" XK Cacti! scene 2) --
and in him, not in Amado, has ,
as he appear ed to those w.ho saw hi
The .curat e 1Tathaniel' praises ~ol-J
, ~C ~I
. , I
ofemes:~xpCllm1:XlllHlllk1=<B'Jtx::Id!rli.~ "Sir, I praise,~i
~ I"~ ,'/i(!1
Holof erncs is a dionysic 13 choollllast e r
. ~
. -:;:;../~~,t; 5
Shakespeare portraye' Gabriel Harvey
h:l:lli the mirror of their own vanity.
the Lord for you;Uld so may my paI!ishionersj for their s ons a1ll'8
tutored by you, and their daughters profit ve!';)' greatly under
are a good member of the cOJilmonwealth." (Act IV, scene?) To
sly mercurialist answere: ItMeherele, if the ir sons be' ingenious,
. shall want no instruction: if their daughters 'be capable, I will
to them: but, v1r"sapit qui panna loquitur••. ~. tt I:+-~--e""'i"~rtrn'J'rlr
. '. .ih
~w~~xamxwK»wH4~
r .'(",j;;;{
..;~.~.~
There is an esoteric symbol intrcduced in this comedy: the,a•.Sill'!
./' '" ',\
shoot iT,g. It st,?J"lCls for the kilJ.ing of the initiate with Cupid's
shaf~. On this occasion there is a war of wit between Eoyet and Rosa±~
1 in~:
'Rosaline: If we choose b;y the horns, yourse:,f: come not near.
Fdnely put on. indeedJ (Act J;V•. scene l)
~~d who is your deer?Boyet.
suit or':
Boyet: Who is the,,:r>k:lIlmrllX'I who is the~ suitor?
Rosaline: Shall I teach you to know?
Boyet: Ay, my c or.t inent of beauty. I':',
Rosal ine: \lIlly, she the,t b es.r-s tree b dV'; Fin (ol~ pu J,));f:J
BOJlet: My lady goes to kin hornSiput it'thou iIlal"r'Y.
Rang me by the neck. if horns·~t,hatyear'm\i::>cafry.
Finely put on I '", ' " ., ',;
Rosaline: Well. then I am the shooter.
Roaaline then challenges him with pc'sc.ng':
Thou canst not hit it, hit it. hit it,
Thou cans t not hit it; my good man.
\
to which Boyet replies:
An I cannot; cannot. canriot ,
lJ:! I cann ot , anothe r can.
{
i
}
"J
, Boyet is the erotic Puck of the comedy.,
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guides their intriguesJ with a merry and teasing spirit, which p rovokee
the of the King
Aanger~and his three attendants, and especially ~hat of the witty Biron
who. enamoured with his own wit, feels in BOyAt an outwitt ing rival.
Boyet is maturer in~ conduct than the four Academes, whom
he treats ±YJ.Jlt according to the l)lerCurie.l mann e r , ina homeopathic way.
He stands for the mercurial master who behaves as Boyet towards those
who are yet boys •. The theme of trp.nscendente.l cuckolding and of the
triangule.r situation, is indicated in his witty fight and challenging
. songs y!i.th Resaline. ~ Roth Of them, Rosaline and Boyet. have hit
'" -1"U. ,{tv... . .
the deer, but it is Biron who il<ls len!'! eiil....eilfftc whom Rosaline will
_J.~o-1{J~
marry. C:B;yet is the deceivell1: husband , as Shakespee;re he:s feigned tc be
in s cnne t XCIII. The comic mot ive in the play is, so to speak, varied
in a kaleidescopic way; just as we see Armad o , Ja'l.uenetta, ard the
cLown Ccstard, or instead of him the flippe.nt page, Moth, arranged in a
. ,
triangle, so is Boyet the third party to the four couples ~ the play.
How intimatel;)' connected Armado's case is with those of the four main
heroes, can be seen from the fact that the clown Costara who had observ-
ed the deer shooting of Boyst and Rosaline, a'l Lude s immedi.ately after
to the Sp&.nish kr; ight •
c.ostard.:
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By my soul, a swain! a most simple clownl
/
Lord, lordl how the ladies and I have put him dc,,~!
0' my troth, most sweet jests! most inccny vulgar witt
When it comes so smoothly off, so ob s eeneLy , as it were, so fit.
Armad or 0' the one side, -- 0, a most dainty man J
To see him walk before a lady and to bear her fant
To see him kiss his hand I and how most sweetly 1ft 1'11.11 swe.".r! --
And his page 0' t'other side, that handful of witl
Ah, heavens, it is a most pathet ical nit!
Sol;;;., sola. (Act IV, scene 1)
The' merc'tXrla,l: ,dgnificance, of the deer shooting is allUded to by the-
~6choolmasterRol~fernes:
now hangeth like a jewel in".the ear of"c,oelum,--the skj',the welkin,the
heaven j and anon falJ.eth l:ike a co-ab on the face of t.sa:~:. ---the soil/,,
the 11;.nd,the earth~,
The' pictures here used are realistic, that· is they might"
be
"c:LJl.imed ~ refer~ merely to theshooting:of!jideer-which was'in good
. . '. .- a .
condition' to be shott and felJ.: dOWlll:l.ike Ii r~pe· a~ple f:rom~·tree •.
But crab means a# ~; mean sour B,rrle and'a canc~r, an.dthe ant~ithesis
of coelum and terra indicates, in our opinion, how the initiate falls
down from heaven on earth and comes to his bacbvard course.
itiate~~ ir.ctte sign of the cailcer/ is often used in sonnet litera-
11-
t u re ,
seems
In a s imila r way~ the a.lllit"erat:!.ve poem of J?olofernosA . f",":'.··~'t;,;:), ~.".- . _,,__~
. t
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$ ....mllt .wher-a he pla.ys with the wards pricket,~ sorrel and sore,
mean mg a buck of the second, thi rd 01" fourth ye?,r§ respect ively, to
refer to the fifty and hundred sores of mercurial experience, ~ bhe
bewailed
",nx't:'F4w: ~x,cl mocked grief and care of t he lyric po ems of El iZ1;tbethan 1 it -
eratur-e ,
The ~rincess' an~iit'the ladies attending on her:R'osal:ine',M$,r:la
and l;.atha,rina, a.re the real slliiitors of'this c'Omeay, as it is hinted even:
in the, w,ord,.plli;y of'suitor ana: sl'foote<r'. BOW,lOt h'611'S them with hiS' mercu-
rial:' maste!"'wit: ttl vd.n thedr-" s!il:l:t&. the ¥-ing of IDl-varre',thinks, that the
One
fatherY'of'the pr4.nce·ss owes him"h'undred' thoUisand' cTowns'iwheras· the pr:in-
the King' put
ceesr is M'" the·· opitlJionr that.l\0wes' this Slllll' ttK hel"!~fatb:e<r.There iSi\on t1!tl
t'op of'thiscomedy IURt:' a f'inanc'ial qUiestion, as to who is indebted: the
:&1lf man or the woman. Aqutitain, 11'1\:10'11. the King Of }ravarre is to surren-
del", is IItWEWlI'wtWg:X:XE:;X'iw;lfl'lt: the dowry for a que en , according to Boyet ,
Can the princess, with her natural beauty atIId grace, convince t1:le King
of Navarre that she possesses this dowry, or will tne King politely deny
At first the four gentlemen, lacking the responsive attitude towards
barriCJJe . t;;;i;,fwomen,,,~ themselves with a ready wit of .' , discourse, which
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,
~ with intelleotual ,superiority distanoes the pleading ladies
away from their hearts ins,t,t!lad of bringing t h.em nearer. When the King
f<l.ir
of Na.varre weloomes thel\rrinoess to the Court of Navarre, she replies:
"Fair, I give you back aga an ; and weLc'ome I have nct yet: the roof o~
t endarrt s are not allowed to enter the Court. Love's Labours Lost
is the comedy of words par excelle.nce, and its wit c ons Ls t s net merely
'.t
in the play with words, but in the genuine Shake~pearean method tt un-
masks the inner situation of the soul, open to the intuitive glanoe of
interlocutor, who destroys that cover
thet\iM:t:e:t:F..~u which the partner tries to,\~with nice
phrases. In this comedy the women especially are made the revengers
for any utterances which do not emenate from the heart. The Witty
,
Biron approaches Rosal ine whom he knows, ,and in whom he is interested,
in a similar way as the King had welcomed the iJrinoess. wHh charac't>
~
e'ristic highbrow superiority Biron!.1 sepe.rab e s him-
self from his Lady with the question: H~
Biron: Did not I dance with you in Brabant once?
Rosaline: Did not I d.anc e with you in Brabant once?
\ 'I
Biron:
, flY '
l," Lli22:d:~" ~J?
I know you iii l '"
~. ~,
. ;,
Rosaline: Row needlesp:was~,:Jt then to ask the question!
Biron: You must not b<1! so quick.
". ,
,
In this little simple dialogue we can study thE/discreet method of mer-
, 'settled
~
curie,:\, treatments to Imsettle the conceitedl\XJdrfbt att itudes. It is .a
spirit which goes throughout the whole comedy, The ladi.es who in
also
thei.r rhetori.c wit are the mouthpieoe of the poet, andf\"'S:~l\'w±"xxJtBoyet, ':
dest roy in unrelent i.ng impromptu the presumptuous b ehav Lor- of the four
gentlemen who try to establish their supe r-t or-Lty , It i.s shown how this
fighting and yet amiable method of dealing wi.th these four novices in
love, begins to xrankle in their souls, and especially how Biron, the
wittiest and vainest of tJje quartet, is aroused. They i.ntend to make
love to the four ladi.es in the disguise of Muskovites. The figure of
the MUskovite in Elizabethan literature,iK somewhat akin to the figure
xd the Turk, stands for{men who treat their women 'il!Jltx like barbarians.
Boyet destroyes th!s coarse sport of :\,ove-maki.ng in advising the ladies
to change favors so that each lover would address a false sweetheart.
The gentlemen are brought to shame , and Biron complains of tr is trick
which had made the men "woo but the sign of she".
aga'Lnat Boyet:
Bi ron eXClaims
~',;?3
)'(' .
y).,.:.,';,
This fellow pecks up~.',.Wit as pigeons peas,
And utters it again wh' ',7 G9d doth please:
He is wit's pecole., l' , end retails his wares
At wakes, and was safs , meetings, markets, fairs;
Ar,d we that sell by gross, the Lord doth know,
Have ~t the grace tc grace it with such show.
This gallant pins the wenches on his's~eeve,
F.ad he been Mam, he had tempted Eve;
He can carve too, and lisp: why this is he
That kiss'd away his hand in, courtesy: '
This is the ape of form, monsieur the nice,
That, when he plays at tables, chides the dice
In honourable terms; nay, he can sing
A mean most mear~y; and in ushering,
Mend him wo can: the ladies call him sweet;
The stairs, as he treads on them, kiss his feet:
This is the flower that smiles on everyone,
To show his teeth as White as whale's bone:
Ar,d conscience th8,t v,Ul not die in debt
Pay him the due of honey-t ongu ' d Boyet.
Bircn
~ blames Boyet because this representative of mercurial master-wit
shows him like in a mirror,
who brings him to self-~nowledgei this
his own ambition and vanity. This is the cause of his hatred of Boyet ,
his
~
is also the cause Of~~ s>r.mpathy
_to itim Boyet , because the latter proves to be supe rdor- to~~
him. ,in what is Biron's own ambition.
plays the'great :Pompey, Biron ex&laim8:
needs be friends w:i.th thee."
When Boyet derides Cos t a rd vbo
"Well said, old mocker; I muet
,
•
theatrical"
Th:at the" apo1llnib,: fiict ion of this play is bUlt a rhetoric,,\disg
_:l\il1i-ragainst the common psychology
,~
of:wome ,
burdens the re1e of the women with too much wisdom and wit -- ~'oan, 1ge
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frolfl the way ther
seenl\km\!::lr:!j:Jjij:jiij1\lft~xShakespearepictures th'e re1d ion of~wittLeat :
representative couple of the group,:j31ron --Rosa1iilfv.
.
Biron com-
plains that he who was "a domineering'~ pedant" over Cupid---in wnat
~ real way is shown in the figure of~ Armado --- has been,
all
subdued by this wanton boy. He calls CuriO. "a liege ofl\loiterers' and
malcontents" and "sole imperator and gll'eat general of trotting paritors~
This description fits the situation of mercurial novioes who were the
loiterers and ma.Lc ont errt e whose souJshad to be mended and 'who became
officers of courts spiritual as the word "paritors" for apparitors Lm-
plies. He aocuses Rosaline that she has got hold of him, --
A whitely wanton Vll4th a velvet brow,
With two pitch balls stuck in her face for eyes;
Ay, and, by heaven', one t hat will do the deed,
Though Arhus were her eunuch and her guard:
And r to sigh for hed to watch for hed
To pray for her! Go to; it is a plague
That Cupid will impose fo r my negleCt
Of his almighty dreadful little might. (Act 111, scene 1)
He speak,s of this love as if he had beep caught in a snare. "By the 1H
,
Lord, this love is as road as Ajax: it 'It1!m :kills sheep; it kills me, I
am a sheep •••• i'faith, I will not. 0, but her eye, --'by this light,
but for her eye I would not love her; yes, for her two eyes. Well, I
do nothing in the world but lie, and lie in my throat. By heaven, I do
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love••.. " (Act LV, scene 3) It is just this peculiar situation which is
made the theme of berhJ~ing sonnet literature. The erotic fiction of
the
the sonnets is alluded to in~ way he speaks of the sonnet he has sent
to Rosaline: "Well, she hath one 0' my sonnets already; the clown bore
it,the fool sent it, and the lady hath it: sweet cl own, sweeter fool,
~!i'" PA~ ~:::u...~. In the well-knQ1.'Il1 effusion of Biron
. swe#t;st- l~ay! (4G{ l~, scene 3V\~rhe great praise of ladies is the
eupnuf.st ic exj.r-ee s don of mercurial mast er-wisdomA:~
F·rom women TS eyes this docty,'in6' I deri"':e:
They sparkle still the right Promethean fire;
They are the books, the art s , t'· e academes ,
The.t show, corrtaIn , "n1 nourish all the world,
Else none at all in aught proves excerLent ,
Then fools you wer-e these women to forswearj
Or, keey,iug what is sworn,. you wiJl prove fools.
For wisdom's sake -- a word that all men love,
Or for love I s sake --a wo rd that loves all men,
or for men's sake; the authors of these women,
Or women's sake, by whom we men are men,
Let uS once lose our oaths to find ourselves,
Or else we lose ourselves to keep our oaths:
It is religion to be thusforawornj
For charity itself fulfils the law,
And who can sever love from charity? (Act lV, scene 3)
As if they were enlightened in the meaning of them,
A,fhe Lad Les of this comedy speak with hyper,crit ical dist rust of the
Some tho.usand verses of a fa·~,thful Love r ;
A huge translation of hyprociey,
V~lely compil'd, profound s~licity. (Act V, scene 2)
allude
Xntx~heYA~ on the stage tc that 5erious joke that was a secret abd
mystery among the enlightened wits of the time:
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In that scene where Biron UlKZIXJ!Ul: overhears the c onf'e s s ion of
love and the conceitedecnnets of the King, Dumain a~d Longaville and
where fins,liy the four lovers r-ec cgn i z e themselves as~ traitors
to the oaththe~T have sworn, Shakespeare makes an effect ive theat rice.1 .
use of the figUre of the bls,ok Lady , tr"ditlonal in sonnet literature .
. ReShOWS these forinerly' :proud mercur:i.e.l l§vers~ as ready to su"bmit to
the plea of Ibve'. Biron is then teased by, the King, DumaIn "ned Longa-
ville that his lady i.s bLe.ck , But Biron swears that :iI:'loi:xx her black i:
is to hirotair. 'INhat is with such tr&.gj,c motives treated. in ShflJ:<i.eS-
t..
re&,re I S s cnr.et s concerning the black lady unt il the change of heart of
the proud lover comes about, is here rhetorioall:)' shortened and dis-
guised through the pecu~iar erotio.fiction of the play.
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Prinoess:Nore are so surely caught, wherkhS3Y are cat cht d ,
As wH turn'd fool: folly, in vldsdomx·h:,.tchtd,
Hath wisdcm,1 a warrant and the help of schcol,
And wit's own grace to grace a learned fool.
Rosaline: The lirlcod of ;;outh Dums not with such excess
As g rav rt y ' s revolt to wantonness.
M8,ria: Folly in fools 'oeFl.rs not so strong a note
As foolery in the wise, when wit doth dote;
Since all the power thereof it doth q rJy
To ,reve, D}' VI·it, worth in simplici.ty. (Act V, scene 2)
Folly in wisdom hatched was the dionysic spirit of mercurial master-wis-
dOll!". the anag ogac aim of which was to kxng:x'tI17.Rk free grave and Le arned
fools. from their erotic inhibitions. and tc bring them ba ck from affect-
edness to simrlicity. The humil:l.2cted Biron confesses to Rosaline that
feel.ing which the mercurial master had generated in him:
Bircn: . • • • • Fair, gentle sweet,
Your wit makes wise things foclish; when we greet
With eyes best seeing heaven's fiery eye,
By 1 igLt we lose 1 ight: your capact ity
Is of that nature, that to your huge store
Wise things seem foolish and rich things seem poor.
This proves you wise and rich, for in my eye,--
Biron: r 2~ a fool) a~d full of poverty. (Act V,seene 2)
That the whole 8.ct'Jl.on of the play is .onlY,an invent ed symbol for the #
spiritual evolution of the n.e rcur-f.e.L novice who gets rid of his over-
bearing psychLc attitude ir] contact with the mercurial master with w110se
conceited wd.t tl:e ladies are here honorably invested, comes out from the
way Biron falls down uj.on his knees before Ros(tJine, i.n seJf-humiliat;lng
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confession:
Here stand I, lady; dart they skill at me;
Bruise me with scorn, conf' cund me--witb a flou.t;
Thrust thy sharp w:lt c:;uHe through my ignors:,nce;
Cut me to pieces with thy keen conceitl
Ail I will wish thee never mere to d.anc e ,
Hor never more in :!Russian habit wait.
0, neve r will I trust to spee ches penn' d ,
Hor to t he motion of 2, school-boy's tongue;
Nor never come in visard to my friend;
Nor woo in rhyme, like a blind harper's song:
Taffeta phras ee , .silken terms precise, .
Three-ril'et hyrer"bCles, spruce affectation,
:Figclres IJedanticalj these s\llllIller-'lies
Have blo~TIme full' of rr~ggot ostentation;
I do forswear them: and I here jrcte st ,
By this white glove, -- how white tj-e band, God knows!--
Henc~forth my wooing mind shall be exprese'd
In russet yeas, and honest k ers ey noes:
And to begin wench, -- so GoQ. help me, lal--
My love to thee is sound, sans crack or flaw.
The previous behavior of the lovers is here reviewed in the light of the
of
moral aspect"which the XllixPT repent kg lover has become conscious. Thi s
moral change of an over"beari~g man into a sU"bmissive lover has not come
about merelby through the keen conceit and skil;t:ul wit of a woman; this
moraa charigs is to be .explained from the sf.·iritual background of the
experience of the mercurial mystery of which Love's Labo~s Lost is a
sym"boli.c, rhetoricaneJ. jesting report. We think' it has pe rsol'lal imPli-
for our eyes,
cations referring to the HarveyJan circle, whichAwill~ of course
remain darkened.
The announced death of the Princess t father gives to the play
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a serious tarn, which heightens the aspect of the spiritual punishment
of the overbearing lovers. There are still spiritual trials in store
for these four mER gentlemen before they are worthy to marry the loving
) four gentlewomen, whose suit they have at first repulsed in overbearing
pride. The King of 1Tavarrel1ls to retii'B to some forlorn rind. naked
hermitage for twelve months, suffering frosts and
fasts, hard lodging and thin weeds. DumaLn has :Kl!ul; to wait as long fl'1r
and
his beloved, UllJtil a beard, fair health,JDI:li: honesty growx upon him.
tongavi.lle, too, will have to wait a year until his beloved will change
her black. gown for him, who is to become her faithful friend. But the
st rangest task is put upon Biron. For the sake of his purgat ion, he
must live for twelve months in a. hospital where he must endeavor to
bring his jests to KNWKWKK appreciation by people whose g~r~
"sickly ears are deaf'd with t r.e clamours bf their own dear groans."
, .
If they listen to him he is allowe1 to cont i'nue j.est i.ng 11,,(1 mocking;
/ otherwise he must throw~ off his mcck Ing spirit.
It is hard to r.ut tleillinite Irrt e r-pr-et at Lons to the symbol of
\'; by the }l.ospita.l
the hospital. Yet we venture .to guess th?t"Shakespeare meG.DS the
theatre, for~ the merri.ment of which he himself was working. The
·'J.f' W rvvv' ~'M1-/,,1-VO<''''''>-Y, ';v£.'vA. ¢'k "r:> 'a-.~ .:z::'/t:,,;r
,,~_ -qh~ R(-../.~4GL '/',.. e<,.. 4~""""-/l> ~ ~ "')~
~/' ~"I1k"A,''Y'''-/ a.-o ';Y -<e. "V-"''1~d.Lv"' A ....,.. .,(....../"'.;(.....£ '7
!"IA-'>;. -& .......,4( ~~ .......:; -o: /'v/1Xj .e....."..,
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social yury.ose, D Over-merry jesting and merciless
Th is exub e rantis but a vice and aginst t he s·p~rit.
outlet of Biron's mocking wit should 'be the stage, where it fulf:tls a
actual.
mocking :l.nl\l ife
thus
comedy" ends
with a surprising thcughtfulness which brings to silence that laughter
which it has aroused. There are ma.l'!5' indications that in Biron the
cruel wit of Thomas Nash is pcrt rayed. The Princes" and her three
for a year
a t t endLng ladies retire'\,to mourn for the dead king. Fcr a y ea r they
vd.ll wear black govvns. In tris early comedy the women have not the
flesrt and blood, the liviliness and natur<J.lness wh ich we fi.r·d in the
lat",r plays of the poet. They merely VlQice the s[idt of womanho od ,
and are syrr,bolic shadows. The death of the k:l.ng, the mcurn Lng of the
four women, the spiritual t rie.ls an 0. suffEl"ings of t r e men, are but on e
"K,lIM'Wrt and the S6ln~ symbol for the descending path of the first period
of mercl<rial exy-erience where it seems th".t love's labors are lost.
Measure for Measure, i.D its serious tone, borders on tragic
(Act rv, scene 2)
:ilL 1
Prcvcst: Come hit}\er) s Lr rah , Can you cut off a man f e head'l
Co.own: If the maJ'be a bache.l or , sir, I can; but if he be
1>. married man, he is his wife's head, and I can never cut off a
.MEASUF.E FOR MEAST.JF.E
We. shall keep this saying of the cLown in mind to helr us
through the maze of motives of this meaningful comedy.
mood.
int errt
mits spiritual~~ the comedy strips naked all worldly
authority and morality and brings it to its own eham e , From the view~~
) . point of its art ist ic wozkman sh f p the c omedynha s theat rical surpr:tseallu',
of unsurpassed effect.
Measure for Measure has been till now little ar j.r-ec i.at ed be-
cause the sympol;1.c background of the play 'has not been understood. ~,W;
will it be underst 000. so soon. A special 'study' is necessary to prove
in full that the underworld of seducers an d bawds brought to pr:l.son
sca.ffOld and gall oW'a , is 8, grotesque symbolic caricature of the agents
From this background is the theme of the Play
developed,- ihe accusation and acquittal of the Christian dionysic
of the mystery itself.
"~, -""". ,'-" ~-,
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spirit. iWe outline here u merely th3 point of view to follow for the
study
critical~~of the play.
The motive vfl,ich the Uke had for making Angelo the representa-
;'jJ ))tive of his government in Vienna, has in our JqIlri opinion not yet been
fUlly cons ide red from the viewpoint of theconfl ict between the Duke
and Angelo. And yet this conflict moves the :play and bri.ngs to the
surface the theatrical surprises. So far as the literal text proves
it, the Duke tries Angelo, whom he b el.Leve s to be merely a 1s eemer'.
When the shameful action of Angelo is unmasked the Duke says of him:
Twice treble shame on Angelo,
To weed my vice and 'let his growl (Act 111, soene 2)
upon himself
In what sense can the mors.lly and spiritualJ;)r unspotted Duke take"the
vice of t he city of Vienna? There is a strange monologue uttered by the
a
Duke o,t~ mcmerrt when Isabena has taken 1I!ariana as ide to tel-l her :1m:
that she, Mariana, who has be en wr-en ged in 'love bjT Angelo, will have to
,
spend the nig}·:t ",itt him instead of
Isabella, whom he expeots. This intrigue is i.nstigated by the Uke him-
self, who stands there in the disguise of a friar, the devoted a e rvarrt
Qf two women wronged by a self-rightequs man. The Dl1.ke says:
liI1 3
0. plase arid greatness. millions of fals'e eyes
Are stuck uTori thee! volumes of report
~un with these false and most contrarious quests
Upon thy doings! thousand 'scares of wit
Make thee the father of their idle dream,
And. rack ~hee in their f8,ncies! ........ il!JlIr't]lrWl¥jwtxXbNx,..gx...mXjl;
(Act lV. scene l)
, These words are not anchored anywr.e r-e in the action. The
"
Duke here gives ut t e rar.c e to something which hovers ab oue the play: ';he
mystery in the teeming city wl:'Jose demiurgp is t h e Duke himself. He is
the centre who identifies himself with the place a,rd greatness of the
world it self.
posit Lon
He stands in a,;s~X:!Ql: of silent discretion: no word~,
no tale can convey the secret vf the spirit. He 8J.1udes .t c tl~e~volumes
of rel'0rt':k, the 'thousand 'scapes of wit I whi ch have ma.d.e it the fat~er
of their idle d r-eama and racked it in t h ed r if'anc Les , the bulk of liter-
ature of his own age which had grown out of the mystery. Shakes:p~a,re
in writing this comedy commits sp'iritue.ll;l' the same sin, yet arthtical-
ly he dramatizes in paradoxical situations the conflict of the d emi ..ur'g,
Prom. this point of' view we can look to the bottom. of the strange
mot Ivea
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Angela had loved and. W?~S .erigaged to ill"'riana. When she lost lit
her dowry on the death of her brother who 'I'Ii',S lost il1 a sh i pwr-eck , Angelo
left her. not only the loss of her dowry had brought about his faUh-
:J---t
Lesne as ; he pr-s t snded 8.1so Idiscover5,es of r.e r dishonour! or levity.f
Since she sti11 mourns fer her lover aftel' five yesrs , 'Ire can surmise
D wha.t tl.e discovery of r:sr dishonor might have XlIIJ:5frlxh.... been. Shakes-
pea re does not 6r:1igLten us d Lrect Ly on this p o trrt , but he d r-ama.t izes
it for us.
eevere judge of a couple who had lived in free love. The love 8ffair
of C:l.audiG :1m: wHh Juliet is deoidedly the oont r-as't Ing para:llel to l!:iK
Angelo Ie
~relation to l~riana. JUliet, too, had no dowry, but Ole.udio not
hav.ing regard for the outward order of marriage, had c or s ent ed to live
with her in free love until t In.e had made for them St dcwry. JUliet i.s
ir, expect s.t i0rJ of a child I ll!:ll'iJit when Angelo .sent.ences Claudio for this
assault to the moral law. It now b ec cmes clear to an attentive reader
'/ 'Ii of this comedy that the Duke, in investing Angelo with t he mora'l power
In orde r
and authc r i t y , cur.n Jr.gf.y tempts Angelo"to bring ldm to c onf'utat dcn and
shame and to make him right the wrcng wh ich he hH.f3 done to Mfl,rjana ..
The moral p r'ob Lem of the plc'-Y becomes rncre subtle s Ir.c e S11aJ,espeare does
/;' ·'Vi1;:
.~.'<'
;.
i
i
,
[!.\
~""
Insertol:l, page 4:
T.{1e pJAke tplls.Isabe;t;La ~''ii'is unjust unkindness that in
all reason should have quenched her love. mak hath; like an im-
pediment in the current. made it more violent and unrUly_ tt
(XgK Act 111. scene 1)
"
\ r: ,',
., .;
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not share the mode rn. loir,t of view on free love. The out ward order of
, i
wedlock is an out.c cme of the natural relation of a man to a woman, and
while the poet is lenient tov,'ards a natural relation at t'le begil'ning
of a love affair, yet Shakesreare is ethically convinced of the fact
result in
yhat the further implicatJ.ons of a love re16.tion must 1JeedsJ\~
the outward order of wedlock. the question of the mo re.L p robLem of the
play is the more to be treated. 'Nith cn.utjcusrBss s Irce f";',ha..kespea.re. is
far from the method of a. modern d ramat ist who '!"rites a so-call ed
rroplem Nay. ]\[oral problems in the sense of mere dis cus s ton -are not
,';
ij
:iflj
.~
af't.e r Shali:espee.re's t as t s , Mora.lity is for Shi'.l,ezpeare a settled at-
titude withd~w!1 from the clatter of words into thA silence of w8,tchful
diaJ.ect ie
Sh8.Lespeare procee(le not with the logic o:f/\~ dis-
« 'i
cus s Lon , but with the logic of sj'TIlbolic situsot ions, an d it seems to us
would -. '.
that ShakespeareArather :!C"..iI.....Kx:t:m be misUnderstood th9.n :lnll use :fd!(:r:s:oc ..
,
fersnasive pree.ord:r.g) what he called in his s orm et s "t o sel,l his PUrpOSE
To diaover the moral kernel of the play we must try to find the logic
of the symbolic dramatic situation.
There is one significar:t f'ac t in the pl;~y, it seems to us, ,I
from which the logic of the play can oe seen. Angelo, entreated by
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lsabe'lla toN pa rdon the sin of Claudio, her brother, promises to do so
if she will' c cr.s er.t to give herself to him. Sha..1cespes,re takes great
care to show the pure, unwavering attitude of Isabella, fcr whom L"n-
macu'Lat « hor.o r axiL virtue is the essence of her life. She doe s not
falter one moment and she b ec omea still more inflamed against the pro-
posal when her brother, in spite of all spiritual comfort against
"death// whi.ch he reoeived from the disguised d:uke, entreats her to
save his, wife by sumbitting to Cle,udio. It needs the int@rference
the
of the duke to give her seeming consent to ALgelo's proposal, bY~~Ub-
stitutiol! of Mariana,whom Angelo had forsaken. The intrigue succeeds.
Angelo" ordelll'to execute Claudio nevertheless.
To
"UJr ~he great surprise not only of Isabella but of the public 4Ii-
tr<"w" rI-
This unexpected ex~
e cut f ori, of Claudio, in spite of the promise given to Isal,el1a, is the
moral cl Imax of the play. From it can the deeper thought of the c orned.y
be inferred.
,
Did Shakespeare intend to .heighten the rascality of
Angelo? He did not need to do it, since Angelo is sufficiently unma.eked.
when he has made the proposal to Isabella and is fooled by the intrigue
of the Duke. The possibility of a comic deYelopmept without this
orde r is great er than with it. It cap easily be imagined how much mo-r'e
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cheerful the c oncLus Lon of the comedy Illrould be. Angelo is too out-
have heaped
standing a man t 0I\~ upon him needlessly such a horrible crime as the
Angelo his moral conviction.
,"v'h 1.ch . she has refus eel,
of Angelo's ahamef'u.L 1'ro;osal to 1sabe11a,,,he defends him warmty before
Claud:i.c.:
~~, I have overheard what hath ;p:asseJi!: between c'ou an d your
sister. Angelo had never the r;ur;ose to c or-ruj.t e'er; only he hath made
an e e say of her virtue to practice his judgment Wit11 the disposition
of natures; she, having the truth of honour in her, ha'th made him that
gracious denial which he is most glad to receive; I am confessor to
Angelo, and I kn ow this to be true..... (Act 111, s c en e 1)
The words of the Dl:iJr:Bt. who states he ,:8 the ll'onfessor of Angelc,
a t rEw;script ion of the f'ac t t hat )eel is his mercurial mr;,st e r , throw a
light on ,Angelo's character. The conflict: 'betwer'D the Duke and AngelO.
'l1Jie latter' B
ilt1l<x:ldiJiql:m.ilDlX:l[£:d:btli'X.:b±t:l\l"X7~ is no't'\~ levity of conduct but his
severity in judging the levity and-dishonor of Mariana, to whom he had
denied that love which Claudio had gheT' to JuJ jet.
t empt a't Lon is in store for him to bring h Im to the insight of the im-
morality of Ids self-righteous mor?,l 1:i"incirJ es. Of his motive 'be-
]I[ 8
hind the crder for Claudio I s execut ion) 'He ;1e8.,r from .<~;gAlo t'r..8 fol:to~r,'
j,ng:
........... He shc.n...i.ld 'hz.vB 'lived. J
Save that his riotous yuuth, ~ith dangerous sense,
Might in the time to come have t a t en r'eveng e ,
:By s c ~eceivj.ng a ·:J.ishonour'd life
With ranSOm of such shame. Would yet he had liv'dl
(Act lV, scene 1'T)
oause for repentenoe. There is DO .cr.Jestion fot' him th~,t Cls.uctio, in
living "rith Juliet without the out.wa rd. ord e r of wedlcok, had dishono1!ed
his life, iven at a moment when he hA..9~ stained l~~is own :honor in s eduo »
ing
as he believes,
Is' ~ 'o ~ ' l " ''''''c1 he0, C:; ..... >;:'., f\W.LL.i.- 1 ... ~ confesses to himself 20S a shame. The order for
Claudio's exe cut ion s t ands for the infinite hypocri'!fc' 0:" lQUP~XXX('c
Mlgelo's soul wh i ch is rio t willing to give up a dry rao ra.L oode~
~YJ&f: whio1'l is dearer to him th",..b. his blood-warm c onac Lerice ,
P.ng·elo has no real rel9.tion to the WOIlL"'.l1 who loves him, out of which the
morality' of a man C8Jn d eveLop 2.nd. grow.
,
He h3.8 1:.1. st riot relation to
,
sooiety, to justioe, to all exterior reoognized values. He is negative
t he re where the heart.beat of life justifies the upholding of these values
.Il,coording to him honor lies with men and not witl:i wcmen , It does not
manly .
come into his mind that to bear theJ\resronsibility for the 10Y9 of a ''10-
, .
man is the source from VlLlc}, t~e honor of _n flows. He interprets
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Mariana's insistence on Lov e , even :ltirr..:t:h.IDt~without wedlock, as a
sign of dishonor and ievity. Since women have no honor, no word of
promise~ need b e kept with them.
Isabella in seemingly aubmdt t Lng to his pro-
posal only c onf Lrms his convict ibnl .the.t women have no honor. Angelo
is not a mere rascal; he is a ~emon of outward rigrteousness and sums up
in his position the moral criminality of all outward authority, based
only on the letter of the·l~W. He is the s't ubb or-n soul 'Nho re s Lsb s tl:I:lIlX
to recreate that law in spirit whose letter he kn owe 'by he!'\.rt. He is
thus the devil of the authorit ive morality of the world, I'/#ho has wrUt en
disguise
on his horn the word good angel t o,,]j.:.'!U!~:lQ!X.loof±;qli;:x:±:ls:lQ'l:mt the devil's
crest·if~
But the crimin8,li.ty of t.h i s mor8~ officialdom is only d ormarrt ,
Angelo Xhould have 1iyed the life of a self-righteous man, unspotted in
his honor and unmolested in his ccnsoience,l1ad he not met his master,
."r,
che- tempter, the confounder, who, brings man down in order that ithef/ m2;Y
II
In investing him with the power of government, theworthily rise.
leads him to the insight that there is no es s errt ial government in
~. -d,hA-.......£-...-£ J:~~'
this world except ta" li,;l,ngaslli ,f lwvre ~"hiob is in th·" h eart of rna'D)
Duke
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and that no man can save the morality of sex except 'by protecting the
woman he loves. In the portrayal of the Duke's action we find. the'
cunnigg; dissimilation of mercurial mastery: to 'bring those around him
to insight and self-knowledge, he expoae s himself to be ndsunderstood
to a degree that arouses d oub t not only of his character, but of his
intelligence. He is intentionn.IJy rid,ellesome an d self-contradict ing:
txgRzWEscalue: Every letter he hath writ hath disvouched other.
Angelo: In most uneven 'and distracted mann e r , His actions
show much like to madness; Pr'<i\.y heaven his wisdom be not taintedl
(Act IV, scene 4)
Only those who s e rve- him f a i.thf'u'L'Ly know what kind of a man
he is. Escalus, the ancient lord, the ever-watchful corscientious
man, whom the Ilke assigns to'be
hand,' tells the di,sguised friar, \'[1'10 is the Duke himself, of the lat-
t e r ' s character:
Escalus: One that, above all other strifes, contended especiaJ
ly to ~~ow himself.
Dike: What pleasure was he given to?
Es ce.Lus ; Ra.ther rejoicing to see another merry, t han merry
at anything which professed to make him rejlD,ice: a gentleman of all
tempe ranc e ••.• (Act Ill, scene 3)
. '.""0,.:'
"i,
i
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He is, an illuminatedmari not lighted for himself, but a man genera't Ing
virtues in others. Angelo is not so; he is "a mot ion/l/ ungenerat ive! ","
as the talkative Luoio says of him. No begetter. The Duke treat s
,', all persons around him in a homeopathic way, so that they beli.eve they
which the Duke pays to Angelo are from the outstart, ironic and crafty.
se~in him those faults which they themselves have. The 11 igh compf,iments
The Duke "pays with fe.lsellOod, false exact Lng ", (Act 111, scene 2) He
applies"craft against vice~ The man who has the simplicity of a dove
towards those who~are true, is the tempting serpent towards those who
are 1nwardiy false:
Duke: 0, what may man within him hide,
Though angel on the outward side! (Act 111, scene 3)
aot ions flow frolll' his confl ict
'I'he I1ke himself, and 'not Angelo, is the enact or of ".at riot st.atuss arid
most biting laws, the needful bits and curbs for head.s t r-ong steeds".
(Act 1, scene 4;) Angelo is the he9,dstrong steed who is to be tamed
by needfu~ bits and curbs. and~tx the Duke's strange
his maste~!s vice,
with Angelo, who weeds" as we have heard
the Duke say. ,and to Angel,o refer the verses where he says to Friar
The baby beats the nurse, and quite athwart
Goes all de c orum , (Act 1, scene IV)
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The whole act~on of the play ~8 devised as an ~ense ~tne mercurial
t emptat ions of those men of whom Es ca.Lus says:
SOme rise by sin/ilond some by "Tirtue fall. (Act 11, scene 1)
From the viewpoint of the
background of prison scaffOld and
mercurial 't empt.at j.on is the symbol ic
invented with
~gallows,~the lower figures of bawds,
prisoners, h.en chmen and constables. There is much talk of the cutting
off of the heads of men who die as bachelors and re"Tive as husband.s ,
Tl'i'e humor of the lower figures of the comedy, the bawd, the clown, the
henobman Abhors on , constable Elbow, and the foolish gentleman Froth,
~ve in a wW*~ chiaro oscUro of licentious wit, is derived from the
theme of the play itself, as caricaticures of the agerts of the mystery.
to the ~~oral characters
Hence the ambiguity of expression Which gives praise"by reviling :li:tl:<em.
They disguise, according to the literar;J tradition which goes back to
Gre~ne. if not farther, esct e r Lc allusions in 'a slang of crimi.nal profes-
s Lona , It will require, fromthis point of view,' a long study to Iiti:D:liIIf
-un
"cover the symbolism of this esoteric slang.
figures as the helper of the bawd, and is by profession' a tapster. lhe
tapster is an esoteric pendant to the wife or daughter of an innkeeper
"who chr-on icles sma.LL beer". Alcohol is from time immemorial the symb 01
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of the dionysl.c spirit. The bawd is not a mere realistic figure, she
o recallis wellit
ana.l\:mfxhilUtRXlul;~btiJ!!k:KitJaxit~that mystic~.l bawdyis a mystical bawd,
house of which Middlettl.'n speaks in his int roduct ion to the Roaring Girl.
When, for instance, the bawd, s ee f.ng Q"laudio brought to prison, says to
two gentlemen,
•••.There I s one. yonder arrested and carried to prison was worth
five thousand of you all. (Act 1, scene 2)
she PrB.ises him not as immoral customer, but as a man whose mercurial
experience will bring him to worth.
the
~ 6n,\klPbl::I::l! infonn-
of Lucio,
atiO!l,\~whose illegitimate .child she had protected, she is
I,
) arrested. Wi.th one word, Shakespeare introduce>s the bawd and her helper
the clown Pompey Bum, as a. symbol for the.~ calumny of thA mercurtal
agents by those who were brought to contrition and s'harae . The s ecrecy
~nd the necessary disguise for the mercurial mysten~as at all ages ~
urgent b ecause Us p ropaga.t ar-s , al t.hough inspired. by 10ft iest sp i ritual
,
,aim, dwelt on a plane of consciousness w11ich was "j"ensel1ts von Gilt und
1
While the mystery created morality it could nbt come before
a.nd
the court of moral discussion. Only the mythica;.. poet icu symbol was
its adequate expression. Measure for Measure is such a poetic symbol
lawful trade if the law would allow it," says the olown of thie kind of
/..•....•. '<'.
/
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of the mystery, in oonfliot with established morality. "It were a
to have him ~~:d,
ba.wdry, When Escalus had threatened~~c prove a shrewd Caesar to
himl
up, the cI.own says:
if any oomplaints against him should come
Whip me? No, no; let oa~a~ whip his jade;
The valiant heart ' s not whipt out of his trade. (Ao t 11, ac ene z)
,~.
Only from the symbolic .viewpoint is the deeper humor of the despicable
aspect of life drawn.' The clown gives utterance to the contrasts of
Angelo f S government and this kind of bawdry which he calls the "merrielil't
usury It:
'Twas never merry worldsinoe, of two usuries, the merriest w.lS
put d own, and the wor-se r allow,'d by order of law a. furred gown t a keep
" h dmwa.rm ; and furred with fox and Lamb-esk Lns , too, to signify that c raft ,
being richer than innocenoy, stands for the facing. (Aot 111, scene 2)
of the play
Of c ou rs e I Shakesreare had bo be ve;ry cs.refut on the ground of
.such a slippery symbolism,.. and he was by painting the infericr personages
, anclJpy
ree.listically,,,.ltl'lt: giving the Duke and Escalus occasion to
voice their moral indignat ion. The drift of that long soene where
Elbow brings in the clown and Froth for a hearing before Angelo and
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Esca1us, Lad.en with that coar-se humor Of,~~rsons tIJ.1king at ran-
•
d om so that I1Q .one can understand them, has an undercurrent' of defense
It
of t he e e ch(~ract"rs.~"comes out W the way Elbow introduces them
as two notorious bimefaotors, misuing the word for malefactors, and 1in-
ally admitting that Mistress Ov e rdcne is a respected woman, Pompey a
respected fellow, and-the house which he keeps a respee,ted house. It is
hinted, by means of very dark runs, that Elbow himself had llrJIr.mil: mend ed
D h:l.s relation to his wifethroug)"J their influenoe. The inferior per-
s onages carryon aymb oI i,cally the mercurial c ons p i-r-acy and idea of the
play.,
~ust as the bawdy house ±XX&xK~~KXwith its representatives
is a S:>11libol for the agents of the mystery, SO is the prison, with its
for ~ose who have been drawn into the mys t e rys
as we would call it after
~~JohannStrauss' operett~, The Bat.
It is a pa rab o'l Lc prison
""ein fideles Gefsl.ngnis"
The Clown is arrested
'i2fj"~ars that in accept ing him as a helper the
.",,<:"::-.. -"
for being a thief, and ordered by the Prdvost to become the helper of :II:
the henchman Abho rs oa , Abhor-scn hearing that the en own is a bawd,
, united in a"mystery"
guild of the henchme1Jt\whl
b.e discredited. The fOllowi,~g dialogue is ca r r t.ed on by these hTo
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honorable fellows:
Clown: Pray, sir, by your good favour, ~- for surely, Si.r, a
good favour you have, but t.rie.t you have a nang Irig look, -- do you call,
sir, your ocoupation a myster:7?
Abhorson: Ay; sir, a mystery.
Clown: Painting, sir, I have heard say, is a·mysteryj and your
whores, sir, being members of my occupation, using painting, do prove
my oOC!@l'I,tion a mystery: but what myst e ry there should be in hanging, if
I should be hanged, I cannot imagine.
Abhorson: Sir, it is a mystery.
Clov\/)"l: Proof.
Abhors on: Every true man t s appar81 fits your tlief: if it be
too little for your thief, yeur true man thinks it big en ough ; if it be
too big for your thief, your thief thinks it little eriougr,: so eve ry
true man's apparel fits your- thief. (Act lV, scene 2)
The esoteric meaning of ·this pa ssage seems to us as fol] ows :
The· Clown :tz: in speaking of painting as being a mystery and inferring,
from the f'a c t that whores use painting, that this profession is B
mystery, alludes.to the poets of the time whose expression ~ was a
painting and feigning, and as it were, a'prostitution of the spirit.
The~ esoterically higJ"ier spiritual order is that of a her chrnan ,
The riddlesome sophismx ~ which Abhorson uses, seems to point out that
.harigLng is a s~discipliB:e to. which caught thieii'es,~Ulil:ldt~
•
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the initiates, are subjected. They must learn to put on. a t rue man's
,
~pparel and become, whether they want to or not, thoroughly honest.
A true man's ajpare), will f;it every man. The honest law, the true
"
or
man's appa r-e.l , has to fit every thief, may he be aupe rn ormaj j sunno rme.L,
There is no escapel from the discipline of the law.
p Laria't ion, the Clown confesses to the Provost:
Having this ex-
Sir, I will serve him; for I do find your hangman is a more
penitent trade than your bawd; he doth oftener ask forgiveness.
(Act IV, scene 2)
As a matter of fact many of the customers of Mrs. Overdare's
house are now inhabitants of the prison. The Clown enumerates them
all and alludes in esoteric language which it is difficult to unravel,
to the,;ir different crimes which they have committed:
'" ••• lUI great doers in our t rade , and are now "for the
Lord's sake." (Act lV, scene 3)
{
, with
The mock trial and the mock justicie,~Kk its continuaus
bearing
theme,of beheading and hanging in this :rl~y,~~ no relation to the
idea of temporal justice, canbe clearly seen from one figure: the
prisoner Eatnardine, a so-called murderer. He has been in prison for
nine years, drinking and sleeping away his time. \llhen sentenced to be
brought before the block, he declares he is not ree.de' tror execut ion .
•
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The way he :l.s dealt w:\.th OJ' the Duke, :l.n oompard.e on with the othergu:\.1ty
poet io thought of the
persons in the play, leaves no doubt that the~oomedY has no relation to
. the :l.dea of temporal justice. The Duke sees that Barnadine is unfit
.t o live or to die, and finds it damnable to bring a oreature unprepared,
unmeet for death, to the block.' At the conclusion of the comedy he
is again brought befo re the Duke , who rebukes him for having a st.ubb om
soul "that apprehends no further than this wOr1d/f , and s quar t sf h:l.s
life according". Wh~ he remains condemned, the Duke gin..,. turns him.
over to the Friar to advise him spirituP~lY. The hanging or cutt ing
off the head is accord4lgto the logic of this comedy , an honor'; Only
are given
those who are prepared to die,\~:x::lbt this honor. Claudio has
undergone the im<>.gina.t ive fear of death in prison; Angelo is threatened
",,"<I.
'with it after he haillt.married Ye.riana; Lucio has likewise to marry the
woman he has seduced, .after which he will be wh:Lpped arid. hanged. It is
a kind of treatment which translates these guilty ones from death to
1;life. As bachelors they are condemned to die, and as husbands they
are~ sentensed and pardoned. Mariano herself entreats fG'fr
Angelo and defends the mercur-ial temptation which brings man upon the
..
descending path:
••''<;;'. ""." -~-"'-""--
They say, best.men are mOulded out of faults;
~d, for the most, become much more the be~ter
FOr being a little bad: so may my husband. (Act V, scene 1)
Isabella herself defends An£elo. She sees in the death of
LUcio, which she believes!J to have occur-ed , a just punishment for the
offense of the le.w, and entreats for Angelo, Since he is convicted
on.Ly for his wicked intentions Which, like thougnts, are not punish-
able. The advantage of the ext remely skilful and theat rJ cal .ar-range-
merrt of the plot is that Shakespeare, in d efend drig the tem]'li.tion of
the mercurial mystery, conveys that no tittle of the law is to be in-
@ for Angelo
fringed upon. It This mercurial temptat ion/lis exemplifi:ed :I!:l!l::ltmtgl!!:x:llhlll:X
1n the figure of Isabella. The two scenes where she entreats him
want ~ to
to pardon her brother's sin and tempts him unwittingly tOl\commit that
s1n which she wishes to see pardoned in her brother, are written with
the most p<;.thetic irony, for the jocus sevens, the serious jOke of
the mercurial mystery. Shakespejl.re's own invention, to SUbstitute,
/' later the wronged Mariana for Isabella', makes it possible for the
.
poet to defend with rhetoric pathos the virtue and honor of women ~mx
~l!lR whose destined tragedy it is that their virt,ue and
non or az:eat the mercy of the men whom they love. From a deeper point
M ZO
is
of view Isabella and Mariana ~"one person, as genuine in her saintly
asi, ,Chastity and. virtue~ Isabella's character portrays, as true in
,
her love to Angelo which we see in Marie,na.. In Gir&ldi Cinthio's
novel, as \~ell asiri Whetston~s/ Pr'omos and Cassandra, wherefrom
Shakespeare took the SUbject matter of the play, Isabella (Exit ia--
Cassandra) actually gives herself up to Angelds d esLr-e , It better
fitted Shakespeare's ~EFtig imagination and poetic tact to have two
women instead of one, whereby he could separate the saintllness of
worr~nly nature and the love in womanly nature, the sisterly~ature
and the nature according to 'the destiny~ of their sex. Shakespeare
derived immense d ramat ic ad'Vant~ges from this s epa raf i on, but from the·
Viewpoint' of the inner thought of the comedy this separat ion was of
no great account. il}hen Isabella, the master-mistress of this play,
has left Angelo, he feels that he is tempted by a cunning enemy:
,
o cunning enemy, that, to catch a saint',
With saints doth bait thy hook! Mosk dangerous
Is that temptation that doth goad us on
To sin in loving virtue: never could the st rumpet,
With all her double vigour, art, and nature,
Once stir my temper; but this virtuous maid
SUbdues me cluite..... (Aot 11, scene Z)
The effect of this temptation is of a double nature. Angelo is to be
.~
. brought :",-0 e-udge the sexual relat ions of other people, and he is/, to
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be brought to recognize the sp f.ritus.I authority of the mercurial fis.ster;
Great men may jest with sa Int s r 'tis wit in them;
But, in the less, foul profanation. (Aot 11, soene 2)
':i
Angelo himself isthe saintly hero of this jest. A self-righteous nature
(
as ala.w
like Angelo's, in tecognizing~a dry moral oode above
a mere
him, "XEJ:rIJJf. phantom
of .Just ioe, rebels against one spiritual faot ·nhe re 1 iving rel igion be-
gins. Every living j.e re on oarries with 'him a definite spirituC'.l r2onk,
a[;(l there is forlltT..B:ml::uig::X:Jl:;lce, a s e e m g eye a hierarchy of spiritual
rank whi.ch leads up to the h1gr'es1(spirituf;l,1 aut r or-Lt.y on e8.rth, as it
is in heaven.
a r-e merely eo vilif,itat'ibn of' this spiritue.l life, senee.•.
ranks ac cerd Lng to the custom of seoular or 01er1cal institutions. The'
hierarchy of ranke;; v&.lues, as Dante had worked 'out roet ioally in his
Divina Comedia, is latent in the soul of every person and represented
by all the persons each individual knows. The idea of the living
h Le ra r-chy of spiritual rank in human group:,! dominates Shakesreare's
poetio life work. It is so to speak the a~trologi.08~ basis, his in-
( ; tuition forthe destiny of cha rac t er-s , In this sense Iss.bella,~
, .kJi.:P:bt:p:bodWOOm:br<!PCB~ warns l<.ngelo to think himself alike to
gree.tJove. It is a plea to find one's own mas t e r-, to submit to hi,m,
and to help hiJll; then to set onese1f UT' as independent auth or-Lt y :
to
dedj.cate~ n ot h Ing
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CoUl~ great menthund~r
As Jove himself does, Jove would ne'er be ~iet,
FOr every pelt ing petty officer .
WoUld us e his heaven for thunder: nothing but thunder.--
Meroiful heaven!
Thou rarther, ,with thy sharp and sulphurous bolt,
Splitt'st the unwedgeable and gnarled oak
Than the sofy myrtle; -- but man, proud man!
Dress'd in a little brief authority, --
Most ignorant of what he's most assured,
His glassy essence, -- like an angry ape,
Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven
As make the angels weep; who, with our spleens,
Would all themselves laugh mortal. '. (Act 11, scene 2)
In a aimil",r sense is the day of judgment and the possibIlity
for .Angelo' s rebirth recalled to him:
Isabella: AJ.as! aLa s I
Why, all the soule. that were forfeit ono e ;
And He that might the vantage best have took
Found out the remedy. How woul~ you be
If He, whioh is the top of .judgment, should
But judge you as you are? 0, think on that;
And mercy then will breathe within your lips,
Like man new made. (Act 11, scene 2)
The symbol of the cross a.s the symbol for the union of a couple brought
together through thsfe.radoxof the life mystery, is indicated .when
Isabella takes. leave from Angelo after iheir first meeting. i3ha assures
him t hat. she will bri'lle h Im not wit,h fOl7d Shekels of the tested gold
1 !"",'I-,~J~_I-..
or stones, but with t rue prayers c,wl:1:o'ee minds are
temporal:
Isabella: Ree.ven keep your honour' safe!
Angelo. Amen: for I
Am~ that way going to temptation,
Where prayers oross. (Act 11, scene 2)
and through her becomes a crimira1. At the end of the pls,y he f6',ns
at the kne e s of the loving woman , whe kneels foY' him e.t the throne of
heavenly justice.~WherasShakespeare treats tempo re.I: justthce w:l1ih
spiritual idea of justice to an e~remE>ly fine degree',where the aotions
'"
of' allpersOne,ME>Specia,lly of the 6uperficia.l, and talke.t ive LixcJb and
of the hd>nest· provcst.; are ~veighed on the finest 6cares.~he way l!fmI: the-
d en Les his authority
Duke' in the c'Lisguise of a fri8~rJ\and in the same time 2ssert's it,oelongs
Sl~.i:e~esrea;rs:· t s . .
t c the fi.r,esttraits of'lli~itneat're.;i6;ti'~#-ia,f,&'C
If once we have caught the symbo'l ic idea of the pl".y as the
arraignment anda.C<;luittal of the mercurial center, we can come n ea rwr-
(
I
[
•
the caus e of that bitter mcod ir. iri},ich tree comedy Measure for ~{;eRsure
was written and which (,as not r-ema m ed unnoticed by,liteY'f'.r"J critics.
The cause of this bitterness seems to us eXT ressed in t re followilcg
line which the Duke,. disguised 2.S a friEl,r, says to Ea ca.Lue :
. ,
Escalus: W'bat news abrue,d i' t he world~
Duke: Hone, but that there is so gn,at a fe"er on goodness,
that the dissolution of Lt must cure it: novelty is only in request: and
it i.s as dange rcue to be aged in any 1:inc1 of course RS it I.s v i r-t.uous
There is scarce t rut n enough aliveoe constant in any undertaking.
to.mal,e aco i.et Les secure; but security enough to ma.s e fellowship ac-
,if';,-c:
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.metaethical
There is s omet h rng which goes to the lasti\lIIill'~",±m:"''k relat ion b et.we en
meeting
man and woman, .in that second'\~ where Angelo ~.s:x~nd:±timx:X:1m:JI:
fxww±p~ tells Isabella that Claudio will live if she will ocnsent to
love him:
Angelo: You seem'd of late to make the law a tyrant;
And rather prov~d the sliding of your brother
A merriment tr~n a vice.
Isabella.: 0;. j.a rd on ms, my lord; if eft falls out,
To have it".~:\£",t iNS wculd 1~,a'\Te ~ we speB1: not vvhB..t Vile mean:
I something do excuse the thing I hate,
For 'his advantage tr.E\t I dearly J.ove ..
w~ are all frail ..
Isabella: Else let my brothel' die,
If not a feOda~T, but only he,
O¥~i ?nd succeed by we~}{ness~
Angelo: . nay, women are frail too.
Isabella: Ay, as t,· e glasses whe r-e they view themselves;
Which are as easy 'brcke as they make forms.
Women! --Help Heaven! men their creations mar
In profit;i.ng· them. Hay, callus ten times frai.l;
For we are soft as our complexions are,
And credulous to false prints.
Angelo: I think it well:
And from this testimony of your own sex, -- .
Since, I suppose, we are made to be no, st rcnge r .
Than fault s m2;Y shake 'out frames, -- let me 'be 'bold j--
I do arrest your wordS. But that you are ,
. That is, a woman; if you be more, you're none;
If you be one, -- 'as you are well express' d ,
By all external warrants, -- show it now
By j.ut t rng on the destin'd livery. (Act 11, scene IV)
Measure for Measure h~sa motive whioh vrdS the moving idea of
the~ the life-work of the emir.el"·t German poet, Ft\edf,rich Bebbel:
a S?,intly WOman kindles Love in a man who believes himsel ftc be a sam
ll/l 25
( cur-s ed : much upon th is riddle runstl1e wisdom of t"e wcrld.• Tl, is. news
·is old enough, "Jet :it is every day's news. I r ray you sir, of what
diSlcsitior; was t rie dUke1 (Aot 111, scene 2)
....
The last quest i·em, the answer to which vie have aJ ready quot ed ,
helps to bring forward the differerce 'oetween a man who t des to come
to self~kncwlBdge and those ~mo are cut to mend the world. The eleep
security enough tc make fellowship accursed', seems to refer to Shakes-
peare's conflict within the circle of his 'oor:dfellowEl, of whi.ch Measure
for Me<,s"re is an art Lst t c exr.res e i cn , The satire tl-,8,t there is a
great fever on goodness, that t r.e d Lss olut ion of,' it must cure it,
seems to suggest the JlmU mood of the age, whioh bro1J.€';ht forth the
Ros Lcr-uc f.ar, manifestos of hew to reform the universal wide world. The
cunr.Lng phrasbg that the diss01uti.on of goodness must cure the fever,
i.s centered in the theine of the pJ,aO' itself, which shows how Angelo i.s',
brought down by the t empt at ion of the Me.
. ..
t
."'!!. the age tb..at only novelty is in r-eques t. instead of the n eve r-ichangdng
eternal t rut:t., ar.d, treat it is dange r ous to ~l[Rmi pursue in virtuous
us t ancy the aged course of any undertaking, is a sentiment which we
~;d'~~'~4\l!i' expr.e s s ed 'with ,il;~ilar pathos in Harveyi s writ i.ngs. "lIifounder
,··t;;';·~ . . "::". .
V
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. '
nOveltieE,i;cl.~~fa c onf cunde r- ofl:is oWTI;8,nd :his friends good
gifts, n so r.e writes to Sr-emoer of a man whom he calls "the oldsw!!r'!!lJ![tlQC
gil ('~o
The atmosY;here/6f the time, as Parvey felt it, cannot
.
/
;/ .
better be ilJustntted tl";a:ll by the lines in the SRJhe letter to Spenser:
"The Gospell t augl.t e , not Iee,rned: CharHie key oo'Lds r n oth ing good" but
by Imj.ut a.t f.on r the Ce r-emon i a'l I Lawe , in wo rd e abrogated: the Judich,ll
in effecte disannulled: the Morall Lnd eed e abandoned: the Lig?:te) the
Li.g1:"jte in everYllI.e.:l)\S Lirres, but mark.e me their eyes, 2',nd tell me, if :it
they leeke not'liker }lowletts, or Bat t e s , than Fgles: as of oLd e Bo okes ,
so of aurrt Lerrt Vertue, FOlCest i.e , Fidelitie, Equitie, news Abridgementes:
every day freshe span r.ewe opini,ons: Heresie in Divinitie, in Fhilosorh-
ie, in Humar;itie, in ]\fianners, g r-ounded muche ujon heresay: Doctors
c ont emnedr t he Text kn cwen of moste, und e rs t ccd of fewe: magnified of
all,praGticed of ncn e •••••• " (Works of Ga'lrisI Maryse', tbe Huth
Library, Vol. 1, pRge 70)
The idea of tho title of~ the play Measure for ;I'[easure
is e.xpr-e s s ed by the TIli:.e to Angelo at the erid in the fOllow.ing 1 ines:
Haste sti111 pays naat e , an d leisure answers leisu~ej
Like doth quit like) i?~nd meaeur-e st:i.ll for mea.sur-e ,
, , ' (Act V, scene 1)
It refe rs to the me r-cu r ia.L at t ituele of homeopathic treatment, an d j s to
-, ,
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It Ls CD.r c or.t errt ion that in Harvey's writ Lngs can b e found. the germ-
inal wadis Which gave to the out at and Ing <".rUstic procluct:t- of tYe
fi.<.Vv
age ~ethical accent. ~
The theatrical effects of Measure fer Me"csure are so oewnd.-
e r ar.g t na.t they Lead a way from its central idea. We are as yet
little acc"UClir:ted 'dtl~ it, Ctn-e. i.t would require much furtl~:er study to
d Lserrt ar.g.i e t he cl.J.:nningly waver; t hreads , A t h ea t rical pe r-f o rman c e
,-
I with the right proportion of lights and shades could bring U to un ex-
~:
s pe c't ed succe-ss •.
TWELFTH NIGHT I or" WHAT YOU WILL.
"Now Mercury endue thee with leasing, for thou speak-
est well of :f> ols! " So says the Clown m Olivia who blames
Malvolio that he is sick of self-love, and does'not take the
fooling like those who are generous, guiltless and of free disposi-
tion. "There is no slander in an allowed fo 01, though he do
nothing but rail; nor no railing in a known discreet mat , though
do
he we nothing but reprove." (Ac;!; 1, scene 5)
Mercurial :f> oling and mercurial discretion, railing and
reproving, are behin~ the comedy Twelfth Night; or What You Will.
me.:t:.
The first part of the title excuses the llIU'purial practice of taking
away man's wit in order to restcre it with the s~irit of that time,
which was the prelude to the merry season of Shrovetide which was c
passed amid nuptial jokes akin to those which were the outcome of
" .
mercurial practice. The 'Bean King" who was. elected by the lot of
a bean Whim was baked in a cake, had to select a ~ueen,and establis
ed a burles~ue kingdom where everybody had to obey him. This
tradition seems to be a cermmonialized resllidue in subconscious memor
of the nuptial mystery of the human race. The second title,
T W2
What You Will, seems like the title of the comedy As You Like It. not
to refer to the relation between the play and thepublic, but to the
players in the oomedy itself. :Malvo lio is an overbearing evil wisher
and the spirit whfuh he bears towards others revenges itself on him.
At the end of the play three couples are united according to the wishes
men
of the women. to which the will of the..,:imI:X complie s ,
Dr. Hermann Ulric)fi, in trying to find out the leading idea
in the comedy, suggests that the play is centered in the Clown. Yet thE
Clown does not J!a rticipate in the action and intrigue. His mercurial
and~~ his radiate
consciousness and observation~Ahi:s: spirit l\tIiIl:p'i is ""~s centre of the
play. He wisely remarks that he is not Olivia's fool. This~
EX role will fall to the lot of her future husb~ d.
her "gnrrupter of words, II" The corrupting of words', the unmasking of the
through was
inner situation of the SOUI.~EEE S~ilfu; fooling pretenees~~ jU~
exactly the mercurial practice.
group which thq60medy presents.
He is the most serious thinker in the
He is not carried away by Yjf the
imaginary emotions of people around h;Lm, and he does not flatter
their inclinations which make them blind to themselves. He provokes
..»,
through discreet attitudes and paradoxical statements, the persons
Maria likes fooling and she betrays an
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aro~nd him to self-knowledge into the insight of what is good for them.
The best example fo r. his method can be seen in hisbehavior towards Maria.
She scolds him that he has been so long absent from thehouse and tells hir
his lady will hang him
that"" for it.
inclination fer the tEE Clown. He answers~ with a dry humor:
Many a good hanging prevents a bad marriage ••.• (Act l,scene 5)
And he continues then seemingly,without any ronnection:
.... Well, go thy way; if Sir Toby would leave drinking, thou wert
as witty a piece of Eve's flesh as any in Illyria. (Act 1, scene 5)
As a matter of fact Maria mrries Sir Toby at the end of the play. The
Clown had hintingly brought Maria to the insight to save Sir Toby.
The introduction of the romantic twins Viola and Sebastian,
who look alike, and Viola's di sguise as a man, gi ve the poet the ClY.:casion
hi:s
for the development ofl\mc.: mercurial psychol.ogy. The bd s exuaf, components
in the figures of the two maih oo uptes , the D1;tke ani Viola, Olivia ani!
Sebastian, are thus xx significantly pointed out. Olivia. who has falle:
-';' ..:,"
in love with Viola. and whose luck it is to marry with mercurial swiftness
Sebastian, is told by him. with reference t.omher misdirected love fo r
Viola:
Sebastian:
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So comes it, lady, you have re en mistook: (To Olivi
But nature to her bias drew in that.
You would have been contracted to a maid;
Nor are youp therein, by my life, deceived;
You are betroth'd both ~ a maid and a man.
to earth
And in a similar way is the Dure brought back~from the heaven of a senti-
menta fancy to marry Viola, who in her disguise as .lbf.E:s Cesario was but
the mirror for the Dure 's own manl~ femininity. The main plot of the
comedy Twelfth Night ~txws is derived from the mercurial and poetic idea
of the time, that the love of women has the prerogative over the sentiment
al love of man;
Sebastian: Madam, I will.
Olivia: Nay, come, I pr'ythee. Would'st thou be ruled by rre1l
(Act lV, scene 1)
Thus is the.mercurial match concluded between Olivia and the surprised
Sebastian and in a similar sbrr t way consents the DUH3 to be ruled by
Viola.
~ .
Olivia ~s Viola,whom she believes to be Cesario, with the
•
concei t of a aonne't eer' •
Olivia's love to her:
Viola-Cesario.confesses that she pities
Viola: I pity you.
Olivia: That's a degree to love.
Viola: No, not a grise; for 'tis a vulgar proof
That very oft we pity enemies.
.n
Olivia; Why, yhen, me thinks 'tis time to smile again:
o world, how apt the poor are to be proudl
If one should be a prey, how much the better
TO fall before the lion than the wolfl
(clock str ikes)
The clock upbraids me with the waste of time.--
Be not afraid, good youth, I will not have you:
And yet, when wit and youth is come to harvest,
Your wife is like to reap a proper man.
There lies your way due west.
Viola: Then westward-ho••••. (Avt 111, BIll: scene 1)
view.
mercurial
The whole passage is to be understood only from the~wwnn~wwrt~ point of
is opinion, . .
tIt is better,fI\Olivia~fthataman who does' not love should
fall the prey to a loving woman, thana woman who does not love should
fall the prey to a lovi.ng man. For a man in XhtEx the first instance
is a lion, and can show generosity; a woman in the second instance is
only a wolf. The striking of the clock is a dramatic abbreviation of th
motive of time, which plays so great a role in sonnet literature. When
wit and youth is come to harvest, Olivia says to Viola: that is, at the
time when a young, girlish boy had lost his vanity, his wife is like to
reap· a proper man. Meanwhile Cesario's ~ay is westward. We have point
ed out on numerous occasions that the westward course E the course of
the evolution to manly consciousness in the young initiate. The fairy-
tale theme that Olivia, who had loved Viola in vain, marries Viola's
brother, the proper young man, Sebastian, is thus motivated from the
TW Q
viewpoint of mercurial psychology. A similar ironic mercurial prospect-
ive is given to the relation of Viola to the Duke. The Duke is a senti-
mental, romantic lover of Gllivia, carried away by' his emotions like a
)assionate woman. Near him is poor Viola, who fe el.e the silent pangs of
love and whorais not pe rmfrt t ed 1D utter them. Music plays and the Dti}e
such
asks Cesario (Viola) how he likes the tune. He-she answers in~ manner
that the Duke guesses that Cesario is in love:
Duke:
Viola¢:
Duke:
Viola:
What kind of woman is't1
Of your complexion.
She is not worth thee, then. What years, i' faith?
About your years, my lord. (Act 11, scene 4)
Here lies the special sormeteering irony .of the age. The Duke then ex-
Duke: Then let thy love be younger thm thyself,
Or thy affection cannot hold the bent: '
For women are as roses, whose fair flower,
Being once displq?d, doth fall that Viery, hour.
Viola: And so they are: alas, thai; they are so;
To die even when they to perfection growl (Act 11, scene 4)
That women die when they grow to perfection~ recurs often
in Shakespeare. So says Helena in All's Well That Ends Well, of her Lo-s-e
to Bertram, to his mother:
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. Helena: •••••.• 0, then, give pity',
To her whose state is such that cannot choose
But lend and give where she is sure to lose;
That seeks not to find that her search implies,
But, riddle-like, lives sweetly' where she diesl (Act 1, scene 3)
The androcentric point of view en love is unmasked by
Shakespeare in its full romantic savag~y • The poet throws his light
from various angles. The Clown sings that melancholy song about the
maid
cruel~maxx. The yearning for death and isolation expressed in this song,
characterizes not the Duke's love but his delight in the impossibility of
love, with its backward tendency towards the melancholy aspect of the
world. The Duke's treatment of the Clown shows how this melan~oly
poison works in him to separate him elf from those who serve him.
The Duke tries to get rid of the Clown by paying him fb r his "pains".
The Clown replies:
Clown:
Duke:
Clown:
No pains, sir; I take pleasure in singing, sir.
I'll pay thy pleasure, then.
Truly, sir, and pleasure will be paid one time or another.
, ,
Duke: Give me now lea~e to leave thee: (Act 11, scene 4)
'!he Clown j¥stifies the mercurial temptation for fellows like tbe melan.
choly Duke:
Clown: Now, the melancholy god protect thee; and the tailor make
thy doublet of changeable taffata~, for thy mind is a very opall I
'l'W e
would have men of such constancy put to sea, that their business might be
everything, and their intent everywhere; for that's it that'always makes
a good voyage of nothing. -- Farewell. (Act 11, scene 4)
The Duke charges Cesario to tell Olivia that he loves her
beyond any consideration of her wealth. Viola asks:
Viola:
Duke:
But if she cannot love you, sir?
I cannot be so answer'd.
Viola: 'Sooth, ~ut you must.
Say that some lady, as perhaps there is,
Hath for your love as great a pang of heart
As you have fmr Olivia: you cannot love her;
You tell her so. Must she not thm be answer' d?
Duke: There is no woman's sides
Can bide the beating of so strong a passion
As love doth give my heart: no woman's heart
So big to hold so mu~;they lack retention.
Alas, their love may be called appetite,--
No motion of the liver, but the palate, --
That'suffer surfeit, c16yment, and revolt;
But mine is all as hungry as the sea,
And can digest as mum: make no ~ mpar e
Between your love a woman can bear me
And that lowe Olivia.
Viola:
Duke:
Ay, but I know,
ifhat dost thou know?
Viola: Too wwiiwkhat:l<wgl.!.....~ well what love women
to men may owe. ' ,
In faith, they are as true of heart as we.
~ MY father m d a daughter loved a man,
As it might be, perhaps, were I a woman,
I should your lordship.
Duke: ~ And what's her history?
Viola: A blank, my lord. She never told her love,
But let concealment, like a worm i' the bud,
Feed on her damask cheek!: she pined in thought;
And, with a green and yellow melancholy, .
She sat like a petience on a monument,
Smiling at grief. Was n~t thi~ lov~l indeed?
our shows are more than wJ.ll; ror- stJ,.l.l we prove
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MUch in our vows, but little in our love.~
Duke: But died thy sister of her love, my boy?
Viola: I am all the daughters of my father' house,
And all the brothers too; -- and yet I know not. (Act 11, scene 4
Sir she'JI to, this-' seW? .
['T~ ,:bQr in baste. gjve ber +JJj@ jevreJ; say
'~-:::leve -'oaB give. n,e J?laeo:, -ogiae :a9QQRBW.\
The Duke's savage brutality is then shown in the scene
he approaches Olivia with a soft complaint:
JJuke: still so cruel?
Olivia: still so constant, lord. (Act V, scene 1)
The Duke has a fit of jealousy and~ :Ie els even capabl e of killing
her, but decides finally to rob from her the man she loves, Cesario. Thus
he comes to marry Viola.
dusilas the figure of Adriana de Armada fo~hadows the
psychio situation of the male lovers in Love's Labours Lost, so we find
indicated in the figure of the "madly used" Malvolio, the psychic situation
of the mercurially fooled male lovers~ rhe mercurial mystification of
a man who takes it amiss is shown ExxR in him. He falls into a raving
madness and yet he xxm assures that he is not mad. The Cloval who Visits
him as the Curatej Sir Topas tells him that EE±Xh it is not his chamber
where he is imprisoned that is dark; there is no darkness but ignotance •
•
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The comic examination o~ 2R±x Pythagoras has a distant bearing on the
mystery 'itself:
Clown: Vrhat is the opinion of Pythagoras concerning wild-fowl?
lfalvolio: That the soul of our grandam might haply inhabit a bird.
Clown: iVhat thinkest thou of his~ opinion?
Malvolio: I think nobly of the soul, and no way approve of his
:m;t:IJll±opinion.
Clown: Fare thee well. Remain thou still in darkness: thou
shalt hold the opinion of Pythagoras ere I will allow of thyU wits;
and fear to kill a woodcock lest thou dispossess the soul of thy grandam.
Fare thee well. (Aot IV, scene 2)
Malvolio's state of mind is a comic exaggeration of the
kind of madness whi~ Sebastian fears in oonsenting to the mercurial
wedding with Olivia. In Act IV, scene 3, the monologue of Sebastian
leads up in all the sentenees to the words madness and mad.
Antonio, ±n Sebastian's friend, is with a few strokes hinted
at as being the causer of the mystification.. He is arrested and brought
before the Duke:
1 Officer: Orsino, this is that Antonio
That took the Pheonix and her fraught from Candy:
And this is he that did the Tiger board
When your young nephew Titup lost his leg:
Here in the streets, desperate of shame and state,
In private brabble did we apprehend him. (Act V, scene 1)
Antonio as a pirate of the ~hoenix and the man who boarded the Tiger,
has two mercurial symbols ~"'illlil7~i\:of the dionysic~
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mystery written on his face. The initiate who had fought himself
through the mercurial mystification is often represented as a soldier who
has lost his leg. Antonio's arrest figures thus as the expression of
~nger~ vented by those who ZXR were the victims of the mercurial
mischief.
The ~rth of this comedy needs no further interpretation. We
only advance!so muCh as it is necessary to see that its lavr.E of composi-
tion is determined by mercurial psychology.
CYMBELINE
Philarmonus, the soothsayer, steps forward at the con-
the remnant of obscure riddles and jarring discords into the vision of
CY I
With the inspiration of a seer he harmonizeselusion of the play.
a fruitful life of peace and plenty for Cymbeline I s family of. love,'
Cymbeline is Shakespeare's dramatic Jupiter symphony, so im-
bued with benevolent, diVine ircny that this play of his. maturest age!
as well as the Winter's Tale and the Tempest, deserve another name than
the comedies of the "inland man", which we have pJ;'eviously analyzed•.
The spirit of Cymbeline is more than mercurial: it is jovial -- gi~~n~,
tically jovial -- but not in the modern sense of the word, which implies
a slig;ht disrespect for the good father; a faint derisive smile falls
rather upon the children whose ' crooked smcikes climb from blessed altars
to the nostrils of the gods'.
The apotheosis of the unfathomable guidance and :Ia therly
~iidom of Jupiter, in Whose temple Imogen and Posthumus were married,
is not a mere mythieal wreath around the theme of the play, serving
only ornamental purposes. Some literary' critics went so far as to
declare the Jupiter scene an inte~~at1on,fromanother hand, in spite (
the fact that this scene is woven into the texture of the play to the
very end: the scene where the ghosts of Posthumus' parents and of his
two fallen brothers ar~gn the father of mortals and the father of
'\;,----------------------------
\\
\
\
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orphans, because he had not shielded PosthUmus from 'earth-vexing smartt
that the latter was mocked with marriage; exiled and thrown from the
seat of his lion nature; and that Jupiter had allowed Iachimo to taint,
Posthumus' nobler heart and brain with needless jealousy. The ghos,ts
entreat Jupi tez: and expect that the great thunderer will take away, te-~
miseries from Posthumus, who is by nature good. In all his theatrical
glories appears Jupiter: sitting upon an eagle, descending in thunder
and lightning, throwing a thunderbolt when he appears, so that the
ghosts fall awe-strinken upon their knees. What Jupiter declares is
not new. Delphic wisdom is the same in all ages.
the lot of Hercules and Job:
Whom best I love I cross; to make my gift,
Posthumus' lot is
The more delay'd delighted. Be content;
Your lOW-laid son our godhead will uplift:
His comforts thrive, his trials well are spent.
Our Jovial star reign'd at his birth, and in
Our temple was he married. Rise, and fadel
He shall be lord of LadY Imogen,
And happier much by his affliction made,
This tablet lay upon his breast, wherein
Our pleasurex his full fortune doth confine:
And so away: no further With' your din
Express impatience, lest you stir up mine.
Mount, eagle, to my palace crystalline. (ascends)
(Act V, scene V)
The .book with its riddlesome inscription which Pcsthumus
~
ening from this dream, is a new temptation to his wit.
r---_~_"..'..
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finds on awak....
The interpreta.
,..• >,-' :
tion of this inscription by the philharmonic spirit of the soothsayer.
at the end of the play, proves that the Jupiter scene is not an inter-
polation; on the contrary, it is the ironic center of the play from
which the kaleidescopic motives radiate. From the palace crystall~n6!'
of Jupiter, the empyrean, are refracted the spectral colors of the play'
- -" ' ..', .
So various as are the poetic motives, so playfully arabe s qu,
in their epic dramatic arrangement, there is but one musical theme,
which lends its bewildering variations. The product of the poetic
imagination may be infinite: as various as Proteus and Maia. The
poiesis, the arrangement, has always a mechanical, technical aspect, an(
is the work of routine. Cymbeline is par excellence the play of
Shakespeare's theatrical routine and is based on the ever recurrent :Ill
motive Which we find\a:f!earlY\;~~in the Two Gentlemen of Verona:, how a
,
true loving woman sets out in doublet and hose to win back the faith~,
fulre ss and constancy of her misguided lover. We have recognized. thi:
motive as the stereotyped symbol for the psychological and s.:piritual
situation which arises from the triangular mercurial mystery. The
fairy tale argument of Cymbeline contains this stereotyped dramatic
symbol in the relation of Posthumus to Imogen; a couple, as we have
in the tempI,e of Jupiter, who stand venderalready mentioned, married
-/;7l:<'-<.\L..
his special temptati~n and care. Wha~ever happens to them is instig-
ated by Jupiter himself, and the human group which surrounds Posthumus
and Imogen become the earthJy actors of his will. The apotheosis
r
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of the master into Jupiter permitted Shakespeare to gain a larger dramatic
horizon for the problem of the spiritual father. Jupiter is the rUling
.;::;A'~
destiny of the play. He brings his children through temptations, back
to his ideal harmony. Except for the wicked ~ueen, who had assumed t?
rule the family with her material, hylic mother spirit, and the spoiled
mother-son Cloten, in whom the spirit of man does not live, all other
actors of the play are raised and purified by Jupiter. Cymbeline, from
the henpecked husband that he was, becoms a father who wins back his
children. The ratification of peace with the great Caesar in the Temple
of Jupiter, is the larger symbol that the harmony and unity is brought
. <.... ~
about through the concordance of the most powerful fathers of the world.
Not only the philharmonic conclusions of the motives and the naze Phil-
armonus for the soothsayer, but also the name Belarius for the educator
of the Romans and Britons, which is the exterior cloak of the play. Thi
Imogen, and also the further complications. of the action, except the we-$'
,
war is rhetorica+ly stressed as the fight of the, sincere Britons with
the sly Rom~ns, and, is thus the visible exponent of the way Posthumus
fights through all deceptions and temptations until he is undeceived.'
The way the motives of the argument are arranged, especially how Post-
/
of Cynibel ine' s lost sons, testify to the.lllusiaiH spirit of the play,
which received the title of Cymbeline from the oldest father of this
group Who stands nearest in age to Jupiter.
The psychological center of the dramatic plot of Cymbeline·
is Posthumus' rage after he is brought by Iachimo to believe that' Imogen
Renee follows his order to Pisanio to killwas faithless to him.
i
I
I
\
I
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humus pardons Iachimo for his gross treason, Which had such a terrible
,
effect on him and Imogen; the introduction of the Jupiter scene where
it is shown tbat Jupiter is directly responsible for Iachimo' s deed, "
and confesses 'whom best I love I cross'; the further declatation th~t
Posthumus' trials are spent and that the low-laid son will be uplifted,
- -":
will easily convince a critical reader ~hat the argument of the play. ,
is not treated from the Viewpoint of what we might call common-sense
rationalistic psychology, but from the angle of mercurial, jovial,
heavenly, or Delphic psychology. The argument of Cymbeline is an
irrational parable which illustrates and justifies the t.~~ti!iQ,J:lS of
the spiritual father.
The question may come up as to why Po atnumas , the paragon
h..-:"-.i:... '
be t em..pi; ed ,of all manly virtues, who loves Imogen faithfully, should
the
The answer will lead us to~x similar theme in Othello. For in both
plays we see a man's Jealousy and savagerY aroused through a slanderous
of' '"
tongue. The dramatic in!; rigue ofliachimo in one play, andAIago in th
other is not, as a naive audience would believe, a mere accusation of·
rascality in human nature that the poet wanted to' present. The poetiC.
problem in both plays XBE;grw does not center in the poet's indignatio~
that there are rascals in this world, but in his fine serpent wisdom,·
that unenmightened, honest men are blind enough not to see through tt c
rascality of the world. A comnar i.si n of these two plays has in-
.. ,
deed been attempted by literary critics. But first let us limit
ourselves to the play Cymbeline itself.
~:~
The mercurial t~i;~i;ien purports to bring a young man to
--'-
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self-knowledge. ~ven if a man is virtuous and able to live accordi~g,
to the ethical standards ~f the world, is he on that account fit to cope
wi th the world? As master of himself, can he cope with the rascality
. ..... ;
of the world? And
is the real fact of
thejrascality of~ human life, not morality,
life, as every sober philosopher and poet has seen
it. What we call rascality, the evil, is from the viewpoint of grac~;
on the plane of consciousness 'Jenseits von Gut und B~se', shifting in~,
consistency, changeability, the trat$ of the weaker part of human nature:
the womanish trait. The religious myth that woman is the caus ef cf
e~piri~~tional~sm.;
is the expression of higher wisdom which stresses the patrocratic point 0~
view that the divine law, for the benefit of woman, is based on the
spirit of man and not on the spirit of woman,
In patrocratic religion the frailty of women is made a point of con-
science for men. This is the miracle of the divine mystery of human
life; the miracle which Nora had expected from her husband, and in
which he had failed.
the cause~ of evil.
Not woman, but the womanish nature of man, is
And the womanish nature of man lurks in every man
In this sense Posthumus, MoaB 'l'l,l'y same· iadi.cates hi!; deetill:y' 'lio a
pcst~Yae, spipitual exist9RQe, is cunningly bempted to believe that
A man does
,
nature through his' passion of aroused jealousy and savagery.
Imogen was faithless to him, in order to experience his own womanish
,
not know himself if he does not kn~the womanish part of himself. This
point is made the center and climax of Shakespeare's thought in Cymbel-
ine; an entire scene, the monologue of the second act, is devoted to the
rI
I
oy ?
exp~sition of Posthumus' misogynic point of view which, with character~'
istic Shakespearean irony, shows Posthumus hi~s elf the victim of womanly
passion. Posthumus speaks of himself when he rages against women:
.............. • Could I find out
)
.
The', woman's part in mel For there's no motion
That tends to vice in man but I affirm
It is the woman's part: be it lying, note it,
The woman's; flattering, hers; deceiving, hers;
Lust andrank thoughts, hers, hers; revenges, hers;
Ambitions, covetings, change of prides, disdain,
Nice longing, slanders, mutability,
All faults that have a name, nay, that hell knows,
Why, hers, in part or all; but ra ther all;
For ev'n to vice
They are not constant, but are changing still
One vice, but of a minute old, for one
Not half as old as that. I'll write against them,
Detest them, curse them. Yet 'tis greater skill
;n a true hate to pray they have their will:
The very devils cannot plague them better.
(Act 11, scene 5)
The monologue of Posthumus sums up whate~er otto Weiniger stated xi±nxX
passionately with youthful logic, in his. book on'Sex and Character.
But how paradoxically ironic is Shakespeare's master wisdom in refuting
his spiritual logic by his erotic psychology, in creating the aromatic
,----------"'----------------------
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odor of Imogen's personality.
In the second part of the play we see that Posthumus has-
become conscious of the womanish part of his own self. We witness the
.. ~ ,. "' ,~ ,. ;
spiritual transformation of his soul in the sense of the psychic ~-
alchemists. If we overcome the fictitious habit of treating character.
of a drama as independent realities instead of as functions of the ' , ,
organic whole of the play, we shall understand why the foil to PosthumuE
Cloten, tile unvaliant mother-son who sets out in Posthumus' garments to
bring back Imogen, is killed. In the artistic idea of the play it is-
Posthumus' womanish nature which is thrown off. From the same point,of
view is used the invention that Imogen believes she recognizes the body
of Posthumus in the killed Cloten.
The parodistic treatment of the theme of death, alluding: to
the Jocus severus, the serious joke,of initiation, becomes visible in
the parodistic funeral song which the trinitarians of the mystery"
Belarius, Guiderius and Arviragus, sing when they believe that Imogen
is dead. The mocking vein of these verses aroused the suspicion of
literary critics in a false direction; they thought these verses as un~
worth¥, ~f Shakespeare's pen and attributed them, like the Jupiter scene
as interpolations by another hand. We have shown how much of the lyriLG
expressions of the Elizabethans is mere parody, sung with a"loud laughw.
love poetry.
blown beyond the seas", as Beaumoht had spid of Spenser!s,\ The mercur
ial theme becomes visible in the following lire s:
Golden lads and girls all must
As chimney-sweepers, come to dust.
(Act IV, scene 2)
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The phrase refers to the inner fire which burns out the"black"impuritiei
of the soul. The other refrain,
That Posthumus has become another man in consequence of the
All lovers young, all lovers must
Consign to thee, an~ come to dust.
(Act IV, scene 2)
suggesmthe poetic fiddling to a mercurial wedding, and not an actual
death song.
~a-4
tamptQti9DS which he had overcome we hear from his confession:
••••.••• Let me make men know
More valour in me than my habits show.
Gods, put the strength 0' the Leonati in mel
To she~e,the guise 0' the world, I will begin
The fashion, -- less without and more within.
(Act V, scene 1)
He has become free from theatrical Don Qp,ixotic illusions, which are ih (
Posthumus'
dangers of a noble male youth. I\'il±!Ir. manlire ss is witnessed by his
decision to fight for his country
against him. As in "Measure for
in spite of the adversities which are
- Ln Cymb·el Ufe '
Measure", Shakespeare uses"the symbol
of prison and gallows as an indication of the lowest point of Posthumus'
spiritual descent, from which he will begin to rise. The invention of
the ghosts of his parents and of his two brothers, the Leonati who had
fallen in the war and who anuear i~ the'prison ~o entr~at Jupiter for
Posthumus, the orphan, is a fine trait of subliminal psychology. A
man like Posthumus, defeated as an individual, shattered in his very
soul1comss back to himself through the guiding vital powers which live;
"in him as the spirits of his family.
tween
Athe goa'Ler and Posthumus. who desires
0:\,"'10
- " "'-~',
The humor of the conversation·oi~
. .. \
to be hanged, is derived ,iust from
. . ...,
the fact that both know what kind of death he wants. The prison seems
to Posthumus a bondage which E 8 way to liberty. From the outstart ' "
Shakespeare differentiates this desire of a 'fettered conscience' to die
in order to come to the freedom of eternal life, from the real desire fo
death, which a healthy or even a sick man seldom has.
Posthumus: Most welcome, bondage)' for thou art a way,
I think, to liberty; yet am I better
Than one that's sick 0' the gout; since he had rather
Groan so in perpetuity than be curt d
By the sure p~ysician death, who is the key
To unbar these locks. My conscience, thou art fetter'd
More than my shanks and wrists: you good gods, give me
The penitent instrument to pick that bolt,
Then free for ever ever? Is't enough I am sorry?
So children temporal fathers do appease;
Gods are more full of mercy. Must I repent?
I cannot do it better than in gyves,
Desir'd more than constrain'd: to satisfy,
If of my freedom 'tis the main part,. take
No strie;er render of me than,my all.
I know yeu are more clement than vile men,'
\Vho of their broken debtors take a third,
A sixth, a tenth, letting them thrive again
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On their abatement: that's not my desire:
For Imogen's dear life take mine; and though
'Tis not so dear, yet 'tis a life; you coin'd it;
'Tween man and man they weigh not every stamp;
Though light; take pieces for the figure's sake:
You rather mine, being yours: and so, great powers,
If you will take this aUdit, take this life,
And cancel these cold bonds. ° Imogen!
I'll speak to thee in silence.
(Act V, scene 4)
It is Posthumus' awakene d conscience which speaks here: his contrition
and pend-tence from whi ch he can build up a new life. His desire to
die for Imogen, love's martyr, is the desire to live for her, as the en,
of the play shows. There is an esoteric undercurrent of meanings hard
to explain, in the humorous conversation between the gaaler and Post-
humus, who declares that he is over-roasted for death. But the
.'" '~" .
beget young gibbets, I never saw one so
drift of this conversation can be lEathered f rom the remark of .the gao.Lei
when the message arrives that PosthumuB be freed from prison:
Gaoler: ••• Unless a man would marry a gallows and
:prone •••....
(Act V, scene 5)
And the illuminated gaoler hints benevolently and philosophically:
Gaoler:
,
•••••• I would we were all of one mind, 'and
one mind good; 0, there were desolation of gaolers and
gallowses! I speal, against my present profit; but my
'-,-
wish hath a preferment in't.
(Act V, scene 5)
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Posthumus has entered into the communion of those who are of one mind,
and of one mind good.
The theme of the spiritual father, which moves the play, is
illustrated by Belarius, who has been unjustly banished by Cymbeline
on the villanous accusation that he was a ccnfeder ata of the Romans.
Beaten for his loyalty, Belarius was excited to commit treason: he stole
the two male babes of Cymbeline and brouglt them up in wild nature far
from the corrupting court. They grew up so virtuous that
"they are wo:r:thy to inlay heaven with stars".
Belarius is a man of mercurial master-wisdom who has the cunning of a
Roman and the sincerity of a Briton. The romantic motive of the life
'to the motive in "As You Like It", is a symbolization of the inner ex-
periences of the soul. This motive is treated with that nonchalance which
is characteristic of the mechanical coher£nce of the whole plot. In
hil,. sentimentaJ. declamation against court Iii e the poet, is ironic, since
he shows that not solitary retirement, but active participation of those
who are strengthened in character should be the aim of lifelthe two
young eagles urge Belarius to fi~t against the Romans and to appear
before the court. The number three is in this play significantly stressed.
Belarius told his two spiritual sons stories on a fthreefoot~ stool!
We recall how Harvey,in his Reconcil~ment o~ Contraries,had mentioned
the three-foot~stool. The "Hermetic Museum" contains a treatise
entitled "the Tripod"which purports to bring the twelve keys of the mercu
was
rial mystery;it i#)~refaced by the Rosicrucian Count Michael Maier ••••
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When Belarius and his foster-sons fought against the Romans, Posthumus
exclaimed, with reference to them:
..................... These three,
Three thousand confident, in act as many, --
For three performers are the file when all
The rest do nothing.
(Act V, scene 3)
We have explained this esoteric point When we dealt with Harvey's re-
mark: "Triplex entelechia maximum secretum".
Of utmost importance is a small passage which contains the
mercurial psychological motive of the death of the father imago for the
sake of love./
boy:
hider ius confesses his love for Imogen, the disguised
Guiderius: I love thee; I have spoke it:
Row mucn tte quantity, the -'weight a.s much,
As I do love my father.
Belarius: What? howl' howl
I'
(Act lV; scene 2)
Arviragus: If it be sin to say so, sir, Lcyoke me
In my good brother's fault: I know not why
I love this youth; and I have heard you say
Love's reason's without reason: the bier at door,
And a demand who is't shall die, I'a say
~y father, noyihis youth.
"I, This remark is not only stressed by italics, but when BeLar Lus hears
this he remarks aside:
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o noble·strainl
o worthiness of naturel breed of greatnessl
Cowards father cowards, and base things sire base:
Nature hath meal and bran, contempt and· grace.
I'm not their father; yet who this should be
"Love hath reason, reason none,
If what parts can so remain."
It was Belarius, the spiritual father of Guiderius and
Arviragus, who had taught them the supremacy of love over reason.
Shakespeare makes a very fine gradation by making Guiderius say that he
[fI-. '''/ 5"7~J
loves Imogen like .:Ecl::s he loves his father, and by showing the at titude
of Arviragus, who would prefer the death of his father to the death or
rather
his beloved. Though Shakespeare did his utmost ~o conceal his 1h ougrrt
than reveal it, for he was as "profited in strange concealments" as the
(fI~'7 iF)
magician Owen.Glendowar, yet there is a sure test of a psychologioal
nature which can convince the reader of the inner meaning: from the
viewpoint of common-sense, rationalistic psychology, the foster father
Belarius,
~ho has brought up two sons, should be very much offended by Arviragus'
. aUa bob attitude that he would prefer the 'death of his father to that
of a youth whom he had just met. How strange it is that~ Belarius
is enchanted by this thought. In a word, from the viewpoint of commOl
sense, rationalistic psychology, the whole passage is not only strange
The war cf the Romans and :Britons, a theme serving to express
the emotional side of national consciousness, gives in its political and
r . .
',military aspect the largest horizon for the manly spirit which pervades
the play. Martial spirit is wedded to mercurial cunning, Which makes
Posthumus say on the battlefield:
•••••••• Who dares not stand his foe I'll be his friend;
For if he'll do as he is made to do
I know he'll qUickly fly my friendship too.
(Act V, scene 3)
Surely, Posthumus has not learned this attitude on the battlefield of
the theme of Petrarch'sa-.
about such,,(friendship.
It isMars, but on the battlefield of Mercury.
'dear enmity' betwean man and man, which brought
as is illustrated in Shakespeare's Sonnets.
We have shown that the central idea of the artie tic conat.r-uc-
tion of the plot, the psychology of the characters;xn the groundwork
of the action; certain mercurial hieroglyphs on the surface of the scenes,
are derived from the psychologlaa1 gQ~tent if the me!curial mystery.
-"---""" .- ,..
More than an amplified diatribe, the philhar~onic, musical arrangement of
Cymbeline can convince us of it.
And so ,we leave it to the undeFstanding of those who can
C,Jtisten to orphic music •
i
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The harmonic deveJ.opment of Cymbeline invites us to discover
~ the psychological reason for the discord whim the tragedy of
othello revealg 'With so pitilesi;--'artistic objectivity. In Cymbeline
as well as in Othello we see a man crowned with all the virtues of
~
noble character, brought to extreme oruelty towards his faithful wife,
~_ W "rv>
whose honor is reviled by a criminal and slanderous tongue. The dif-
ferent in so analogous a themej~ vhallenges a comparison, es-
pecially since the centra
point of debate.
idea of the tragedy of Othello is still a
~?>-
This comparison will prepare us also)to come to/al
general p~spective of all the works of Shakespeare which 00 not deal
with the mercurial or jovial theme of the totality of Adam and Eve
nature in relation to the human centre or master.
The plays which fall into the critioal demonstration of
this book are, s·trickly speakin€J only those which are symbolizations
of the "inland man" whose soul-shaldng experience drives him out from
the inner chamber of his soul to chrrs e a mat e and to submit in lIlove' to
his wife. The§re plays belong to the f,irst circle of the theatre· of
the soul. They are shaped by Shakespepre in the form of parabolic
'p fairy tales and end wi t'hi:I 9, wedding and the outlook to~ harpy family
life. Although the experienoe of the~nner chamber of the soul is bas~
for Shakespeare's entire life work, yet his poetic view and imagination
was not limited m the soul aspect of Adam and Eve in the Garden of E~e
--------_._---_.-_.._-_ ....-------
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to
ffit extended~£xmm more genera horizons where the soul forces of political
and national life are shown, as [we find i ti in the Roman plays and in hist
, symbolic part LcuIa
oric plays, and it narrowed~tselfW~the~representation ofApsych-
tr
ological complexe~, ~ragic soul cris~, as we find it in Othello, Mac-
beth, Hamlet, King Lear, Timon of Athens, etc. In the ~st chapter of
this book we shall attempt 111 ~i~dlage;e;~~~;;-~t~_i~_:~
to Shakespeare' slife work. If we take the mercurial or jovial plays
of Shakespeare as the most indicative basis for the general conceptions
of Shakespeare's point 01: view on human life, that is, the relati on of
man and woman, we can consider the rest of the plays as macroscopic or
microscopic in SCODJ'--".~.,_ ....
(The tragedy of Othello is thus (f;-;;~~~- p;;i~-~~-;i~vva play
'-_.,,-" "- ---_._,_.,._., -"--'--"'" .._-~"_..__ ..-'--,'
microspocie in outlook; that is, it hinges upon one particular EXt soul
crisis of a man, \Which is! harmonized in its totality in Cymbe Ld ne ,
tried
Li terary cri tics,,±Jq! w"explain the tragedy of Othello as 're -
ing based on the ethnic origin of the hero as a negro, whose chaotic,
passionate nature~:aks thrOU~h\il1CCl,nS,i_derateiYto destructive ferocity
\ -k::..~,~.,Jj,.,,}/ ) _ ~,t'
and rage at the!meieappearance ofl suspicion, which he is brought to nurE<
,maintaining hWnwuxm
towards the woman he loves. Others objected w this statement~that the
nature of Othello's passion seen from the background of his heroic char-
acter, is such that any fie~y Italian could be credited with it. The E
delineation of Othello's passion se!jmed1}to those who held the latter po Lr
,-, - .' '" -~------------,
of view, ,merely numan >: It:is to be added that Shakespeare~s art gener-
~,
~, ally is not based on the picturesque detail of his characters, as con-
ditioned by national peculiarities, or time and p12>ce of their surround-
ings. As Goethe stated with very deep insight I iWhatever ha:,y)ens in
She,keS1?eare's \llays has not any de s crLp't Ive reference to that world of
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which we get hold of with cur senses. Shakes~eare's poetic world speaks
mainly to the mind's eye and is a continuous revelation and betrayal of the
world soi r Lt ,
From the nhilological noint of view of history of literature,
one point has not been considered in the critical analysis of Othello! the
poetic and symbolic significance which the Afric81, the Ethiopian, the ]\[001'
had in the imaginative literature from Petrarcf to Shakespeare. We find
reference to the .Ethio~ian or the ]Koor in alJ.(branches of literature arid
es~ecially in sonnets, and it bears the esoteric hint that the black staw
of the soul is alluded to. The Etbbpian is the unilluminated man, an~it
is the inner color of the soul, not the exterior color of the skin, which
made the Moor in Elizabethan age a proverbial figure, juS; so as we find
the Turk ~ the sJ~bol for that m~n who had no Christian monoganic relation
to his wi f e , The Moor is a syr.1bolical abstraction for the man vn10 had not
been subjected or who resisted subjection
He is the raw man of ra ture 0 The line of
to the authority of a msstere
or f'at e
his fortum" is drawn by his
J"1~C~r:fc<~pt0/7~, which is the Greek word for blind superstition.
""""Desdemona's fate is determined by the imago of superstition which is in
Othello's soul.
It is psychologi~ally clear that the original man, the unproblem
atic man, the active man who stands at the opposite extreme of the characteq
"""-"
of Hamlet; the man who from his very childhoo~ is a father to the man, is
from the ou t s t ar t not predestined to cone t'o his :fl'l±K. destiny thrcugh the
guiding father imago of a master. The relation to a master is reserved to
the weaker nature, the problematic nature, the nature with the liisturbing 'kr
bi-sexual tendencies,' :lCf'hmJi:l'l:l'l±llUQDClU:XX~in its highest su'bLime,ti on ,
the nature of a genius who ha}' to harmonize male and female tendencies in
his soul.
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The truly original man remains outside the cir cle of mas t er y ,
Manly cour ag e ~ made him
He is from his very childhood his
Shakespeare present~ the Moor.
own mas te .r , It is as su ch a man that
s~
,-
v'Q:k'> •
childhood what he lSI a warrIor, a general, a leader, and the poet heaps
upon him whatever real virtues a man oan have: fortitude, dignity,ohastity
responsibility, self-oontrol (as shown in his behmrior towards Brabantio)
~uiok resolution ~ d -- highest capability of beooming a good lover when
he finds that he is beloved. Nothing is La.ck l ng in his lion nature.
Yet one thing is lacking.
can
his father am neVerAEEHIK find him.
He is an orphan VhI0 never ~n knew
And so it is his f'ate to die 8.S an
uns ave d, ali-ncl child. We should not forget Othello is a mythical figur,
nowhere and eversryvhere, and it needs a mythical psydhologyxxX to explain
him. He ha~rovm up with children (though they were bearded sOldiersJ
) •• J.. • ~on the battlefield , and. h1s uprIght, honest soul has~ worked oUu
in the life of soldierly oomraderie the imago of honesty with which he
enhalo~ any man who ~;;::rs a uniform. ~IDClltDC~The apr i cr t s t Lr
frame of honesty through which te look~ upon the world of men makes this
freeman forget th~ he is living surrounded by subalterns whose life OOdE
vr"" • selfish.. t-, c;\.
is :m=::t;±:rm invidious oompar i son aml\ ambi t t cn , Othello. has chosen as his
liEUtenant Cassia, and h~' 'no intuitive understanding how this preferment
L1>
works on the soul of his submissive subaltern xxxgn Jago. The rasoality
of Jago is very well motivated from tpe P9int of view of oommon sense
earthly psyohology and serves to make the ,tale very proba;j!'el.,. Jag 0 's
envy and jealous suspioion that Othello had ouokolded him stands in the
servioe of the exterior argument with whioh the poet staet~/ ~nd whioh
he work~out as a theatrical tragedy of intrigue.But the main idea of the
'\
play $ts$es a higher flight and is not based/ as the impression of a
naive audience would b7 on the moral indignation of jago's rascality,
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but on the very subtle theme of
Hence flows the pitiless course
pity for womanhood in general'
Othello's childish imago of honesty?
, r:A
of the action which arouses only
It can be proven by quotations that the words 'honest'
and 'honesty' are the most recurrent xtxR ironically stressed words
in the tragedy of Othello. ~ago says of Othello:
" .; •The Moor is of a free and open netur e ,
That thinks men honest that but seem to be so;
And will as tenderly be led by the nose
As asses are •• ~."
(Act 1, scene 3)
Othello: Tago is most honest.
(Act 11, scene 3)
Othello: Honest Iago, that look'st dead with grieving,
Speak, who began this? on thy love, I charge thee •••
(Act 11, scene ,3)
love doth mim e this matter,
to Cassia ••..
Othello:
Cassia:'
I know, Iago,
Thy honesty and
Ma-1<ing it light
Good-night, honest Iago.
(Act
(Act
11, scene 3)
211t, scene 3)
Lag o e And what's he, then, that says T play the villain?
When .thisadvice is free I give and honest, •••••
(Act 11, scene 3)
[',Act Ill. soene 3)
fellow. (Act Ill, scene 3)0, that's an hone~
••••••• Divinity of hell!
\1hen devils will their· blackest sins put on,
They (b suggest at first with heavenly shows,
As I do now: for vnliB s this honest fool
Plies Desdemons to renair hls fortune ••••••
, (Act 11, scene 3)
(to Iago) I humbly thank ,you for't.
I never knew
A Florentine more kind and~onest.· •
. (Act Ill, scene 1)
I did not thinlc he had been acquainted with her.
0, yes; and went between us very oft.
End.ee d I
Indeed! ay, indeed: -- discern'st thou aught in tha.t?
Is he not honest?
Honest, my lordJ
Honest! ay, honest.
My lord, for ~Qght I know.
Cassia:
Iago:
Iago:
Othello~
Iago:
Othello:
:b:g:IlxK
Iago:
Othello:
Tago:
Desdemona:
"~---------------------------_.._._--
j
Iaga:
Othello:
Iaga:
Othello:
Othello:
othello:
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My 1 orO. s you know I Ieve you.
I thin~ thou dost~;
And,--for I know thou'rt full of love and honesty,., ..•.
(Act 111, scene 3)
For Mic~ael Cassio,
I dare be sworn I think that he is honest.
Why, then,
I think lJassio' s &'1 honest man ,
(Act 111, sce!1e 30
No, not much moved:
I do not think but Desdemona's honest.
(Act 111, scene 3)
\Vhy did I marry? -- This honest creature doubtless
Sees and knows more 9 much more, than he unfo Ids.
(Act 111, scene 3)
This fellow's of exceeding honesty,
And knows all qualities, with 8. Learned s,?irit,
Of human d.ealings.... (Act 111, scene 30
And to leave no doubt that the ironic stress on these words
'how st' and 'honesty' is connected with the ,?rincipal thought of the
. ,.~-',,~
Cassio""aad the ~nOW11:
,?12.y, Shakes~De8,re inserts the following characteristic lines between
Cassio:
Clown:
Dost thou hear, mine honest- friend?
lTo, I hear not your honest friend: I hear you.
(Act 111, scene 1)
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